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Summary
Internet traffic modelling and forecasting approaches have been studied and developed for more 
than decades. Most of the current proposed Internet traffic models focus on capturing traffic 
characteristics for ease of simulation and queueing analysis, but ignore models accuracy includes 
traffic source behaviours and possible policing or congestion avoidance. Since the current Internet 
traffic applications pay more attention to traffic engineering and QoS guarantees, which need 
accurate traffic source models to describe and forecast traffic behaviours and provide possible 
policing and congestion avoidance. So that, new traffic modelling applications such as accurate 
forecast traffic source behaviours need to be introduced into Internet traffic engineering tasks. 
However, classical traffic models, which can capture Internet traffic characteristics, do not have 
strong traffic performance forecast ability. Hence, this research focuses on the design and 
evaluation of innovative effective Internet traffic forecasting models.
First of all, a new Internet traffic modelling and forecasting approach is proposed. This approach 
is based on wavelet multiresolution analysis with linear time series analysis. Wavelet 
multiresolution analysis is a wavelet analysis technique that simplifies the Internet traffic 
complexity and isolates the traffic’s long term trend with variability at multiple time scales. 
Linear time series analysis is a time series analysis technique with strong prediction ability. 
Evaluation results show that the proposed approach can achieve good prediction performance for 
real Internet traffic traces.
Next, a new Internet traffic predictor with conditional variance characteristic is proposed. This 
model uses linear time series ARIMA process to model the traffic trend and adopts conditional 
variance structure GARCH process to model the ARIMA process’s innovations. In theory, the 
GARCH model can capture time series with high burst characteristics. Compared with the 
fractional based F ARIMA model, the proposed predictor achieves better prediction performance.
Finally, a new traffic predictability definition mechanism is proposed. This mechanism is 
developed based on real Internet traffic prediction applications. The predictability of the four most 
significant traffic predictors is studied. Analytical results show that these traffic predictors have 
different predictabilities for different traffic prediction conditions.
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Chapter 1. Introduction
Chapter 1
1 Introduction
With rapid advances in Internet communication, the design, simulation and control of data 
networks have become crucial. As a result, network traffic modelling and forecasting techniques 
have recently received huge attention from the networking community. The idea of network 
traffic modelling and forecasting techniques is analyse past or existed network traffic performance 
and characteristics, and use accurate mathematics models to describe upcoming network traffic 
behaviours.
Most of the current proposed Internet traffic models focus on capturing traffic characteristics for 
ease of simulation and queueing analysis, but ignore models accuracy includes traffic source 
behaviours and possible policing or congestion avoidance. Since the current Internet traffic 
applications pay more attention to traffic engineering and QoS guarantees, which need accurate 
traffic source models to describe and forecast traffic behaviours and provide possible policing and 
congestion avoidance. So that, new traffic modelling applications such as accurate forecast traffic 
source behaviours need to be introduced into Internet traffic engineering tasks. However, classical 
traffic models, which can capture Internet traffic characteristics, do not have strong traffic 
performance forecast ability. Hence, this research focuses on the design and evaluation of 
innovative effective Internet traffic forecasting models.
1.1 Packets, flows and sessions
Some terminology of traffic modelling should be introduced at the beginning of this study 
because traffic can be viewed at different levels. When the need arises, a client will establish a 
session with the server. A session is associated with a human activity. For example, a client host 
will open a TCP connection to port 21 on a server to initiate a FTP session. The TCP connection 
will be closed at the end of the FTP session. Or a session may be viewed as the time interval when 
a dial-up user is connected to an ISP. For cormection-oriented networks such as ATM, a session is 
a call established and terminated by signaling messages. Traffic modelling at the session (or call) 
level consists of characterizing the start times and duration of each session.
During a session, the client or server may transmit one or more packet flows to the other side. A 
flow is commonly considered to be a series of closely spaced packets in one direction between a
1
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specific client and server. Packets in a flow usually have common packet header fields such as 
protocol ID and port numbers. For example, an FTP session involves two packet flows between a 
client and server: one flow is the control stream through TCP port 21, and the second flow is the 
data stream. Traffic modelling at the flow level consists of characterizing the random start times 
and durations of each flow. TCP flows have been called “elephants” and “mice” depending on 
their size. An elephant’s duration is longer than the TCP slow start phase. Due to their short 
duration, mice are subject to TCP’s slow start but not to TCP’s congestion avoidance algorithm.
Viewed in more detail, a flow may be made up of intermittent bursts, each burst consisting of 
consecutively transmitted packets. Bursts may arise in window-based protocols where a host is 
allowed to send a window of packets, then must wait to receive credit to send another window. 
Another example is an FTP session where a burst could result from each file transferred. If a file 
is large, it will be segmented into multiple packets. A third example is a talk spurt in packet voice. 
In normal conversations, a person alternates between speaking and listening. An interval of 
continuous talking is a talk spurt, which results in a burst of consecutive packets.
Finally, traffic can be viewed at the level of individual packets. This level is concerned only with 
the arrival process of packets and ignores any higher structure in the traffic (flows and sessions). 
The majority of this research addresses traffic models mainly at the packet level. Studies at the 
packet level are relatively straightforward because packets can be easily captured for minutes or 
hours.
1.2 Uses of traffic forecasting models
Internet traffic forecasting models have many uses at different time scales. At large time scales 
such as days, months or years, they can be used to analyze network capacity; at small time scales 
such as microseconds, they can be used to evaluate protocol performance. However, in this 
research, the time scales only focus on milliseconds to minutes.
At such focused time scales, there are at least three major uses of traffic forecasting models. One 
important use of traffic forecasting models is to properly dimension network resources for a target 
level of QoS. Forecasting models of packet traffic are needed to estimate the bandwidth and 
buffer resources to provide acceptable packet delays and packet loss probability. Knowledge of 
the average traffic rate is not sufficient. It is known from queueing theory that queue lengths 
increase with the variability of traffic. Hence, an understanding of traffic burstiness or variability 
is needed to determine sufficient buffer sizes at nodes and link capacities.
A second important use of traffic forecasting models is to verify network performance under 
specific traffic controls. For example, given a packet scheduling algorithm, it would be possible to
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evaluate the network performance resulting from different traffic scenarios. For another example, 
a popular area of research is new improvements to the TCP congestion avoidance algorithm. It is 
critical that any algorithm is stable and allows multiple hosts to share bandwidth fairly, while 
sustaining a high throughput. Effective evaluation of the stability, fairness, and throughput of new 
algorithms would not be possible without realistic source models.
A third important use of traffic forecasting models is admission control. In particular, connection 
oriented networks depend on admission control to block new connections to maintain QoS 
guarantees. A simple admission strategy could be based on the peak rate of a new connection; a 
new connection is admitted if the available bandwidth is greater than the peak rate. However, that 
strategy would be overly conservative because a variable bit-rate connection may need 
significantly less bandwidth than its peak rate. A more sophisticated admission strategy is based 
on effective bandwidths. The source traffic behavior is translated into an effective bandwidth 
between the peak rate and average rate, which is the specific amount of bandwidth required to 
meet a given QoS constraint. The effective bandwidth depends on the variability of the source.
1.3 Motivations
Network traffic modelling and characterisation become increasingly important, in particular 
network traffic characteristics definition and detection.
There have been many traffic engineering tasks and QoS network design proposed for the next 
generation Internet design. Many of these engineering tasks require the use of traffic models with 
strong prediction ability. For example: dynamic admission control algorithm [JAM 97] [GRO 97] 
[SHU 00]. In this kind of algorithm, it needs to perform traffic measurement and adjust network 
admission control policies according to the forecasting workloads. Obviously, the traffic models 
with strong prediction ability are necessary for developing. Unfortunately, current network traffic 
models only focus on capturing traffic characteristics and ignore their abilities of prediction. 
These traffic models with significant success regarding traffic characteristics cannot satisfy future 
network traffic modelling requirements. Hence, improving current network traffic models’ 
prediction ability or developing new network traffic models with strong prediction ability 
becomes a new, interesting and urgent task in current research.
On the other hand, there is a few research works related to systemically defined traffic models’ 
prediction abilities. Therefore, researchers cannot systemically evaluate their developed traffic 
model’s prediction performance. This leaves researchers who want to choose a suitable traffic 
prediction model at a loose end. Hence, how to systemically define and determine the traffic 
model’s prediction ability is also currently an interesting and important research task.
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1.4 Objectives
This research aims to study current Internet traffic modelling and forecasting technologies, to 
design and develop new network traffic models with high prediction performance, and to address 
and define traffic models’ prediction abilities. The objectives of this thesis include:
1. To study current Internet traffic modelling and forecasting technologies. These 
technologies include identifying and measuring current network traffic characteristics, 
and identifying forecasting techniques (such as time series analysis).
2. To propose new network traffic models with high prediction performance. These include 
designing new traffic modelling and forecasting approaches, and developing a new traffic 
predictor focus on prediction applications.
3. To systemically define traffic models’ prediction ability. These include studies of 
prediction measurement technologies, and investigation of traffic prediction ability 
factors according to the Internet engineering applications requirements.
1.5 Main contributions
The main contributions of this thesis are summarised as follows:
1. A proposal for a new Internet traffic prediction approach to support Internet traffic 
modelling and forecasting applications. This approach includes two parts. One is using 
wavelet multiresolution analysis to simplify the Internet traffic complexity; the other part 
is using linear time series analysis to predict Internet traffic performance. The proposed 
traffic prediction approach has been analysed by real Internet traffic traces.
2. A proposal for a new Internet traffic predictor based on linear time series with conditional 
variance analysis. This predictor is called an ARIMA/GARCH predictor. The evaluation 
results show that the proposed predictor achieves better prediction performance than 
fractional based FARIMA predictor.
3. A proposal for a new modelling and forecasting scheme for the ARIMA/GARCH 
predictor. The modelling scheme is developed from the Box-Jenkins approach. The 
evaluation results show that this scheme can be steadily implemented for the 
ARIMA/GARCH predictor.
4. Analysis of real Internet traffic traces characteristics. Comparing the Internet traffic 
components and characteristics changes between ten years ago and present.
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5. A proposal for four crucial factors inside the traffic predictability definition mechanism. 
This discussed their relationships and proposed three predictability definition solutions 
based on three major kinds of Internet traffic prediction applications requirements.
6. The examination of major Internet traffic predictors’ predictability by real Internet traffic 
traces. Results show that an MMSE predictor is useful for on-line Internet traffic 
prediction applications. And FARIMA predictor and the proposed ARIMA/GARCH 
predictor are useful for multi-time scale and long-term Internet traffic prediction 
applications, but FARIMA predictor has less adaptability than the ARIMA/GARCH 
predictor.
1.6 Thesis outline
This thesis consists of seven chapters that are organised as follows:
Chapter 2 studies some important current Internet traffic characteristics, including self-similarity, 
long-range dependence and heave-tail. Their properties and measurement technologies have been 
presented in this chapter in details. Otherwise, the traffic characteristics for different network 
layers are described in this chapter as well.
Chapter 3 presents current major traffic predictors. They are the MMSE prediction model, linear 
time series model, fractional prediction model and neural network model. Some optimal choices 
of the prediction issues (such as modelling range and prediction interval) are discussed in this 
chapter.
Chapter 4 presents a new Internet traffic prediction approach. It includes two parts. One is wavelet 
multiresolution analysis; the other part is linear time series analysis. The evaluation results show 
that this proposed approach can readily model and predict Internet traffic.
Chapter 5 introduces a new traffic predictor named ARIMA/GARCH. It is a conditional variance 
based time series model. Evaluation results show its prediction performance is better than the 
FARIMA predictor’s.
Chapter 6 identifies the traffic predictability and proposes four major factors and three 
predictability measurement methods. Major predictors are examined in their predictability based 
on different Internet traffic applications’ requirements in this chapter.
Chapter 7 concludes this thesis and identifies the limitations of research works and proposes 
future research directions.
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2 Internet Traffic Characteristics
2.1 Introduction
Traditional queueing models based on telephony networks had thrived on assumptions of 
exponential tails, Poisson inputs and lots of independence. However, actual network traffic 
studied based on today’s Internet or computer networks exhibited characteristics which were 
inconsistent with traditional queueing models due to changes of services and network 
characteristics [DUF 93][LEL 93][PAX 95][WIL 97]. These were also found in World Wide Web 
applications [CRO 96][CRO 97][CRO 99]. Network traffic modelling research begins with study 
[LEE 94] [PAX 95][WIL 97]. Some interesting properties have been found: self-similarity and 
long-range dependence (LRD) of various transmission rates in packet counts per unit time and 
bits/time; and a heavy tail of quantities (such as: file size, transmission rate, transmission duration 
and CPU job completion times).
Research emphasis has shifted from detection of phenomena to greater understanding of what 
causes packet counts per unit time to exhibit self-similarity and long-range dependence. Some of 
the major challenges are to explain the origins and effects of long-range dependence and self­
similarity, to understand some relationships between self-similarity, long-range dependence and 
heavy tails, to understand the perceived long-range dependence in traffic measurements, and to 
understand the effect of network protocols and architecture on traffic. All these works are 
important and useful for the purposes of network capacity planning and network operation 
management and control.
This chapter provides an overview on the basic concepts of scaling characteristics and the 
principle methodologies applied in traffic modelling. It also provides background knowledge 
involving LRD, self-similarity, heavy-tail.
2.2 Self-similarity, Long-range dependence
In this section, two significant characteristics which have been found in the current Internet traffic 
are introduced: self-similarity and long-range dependence. And the major techniques in how to 
explore these characteristics are presented and these techniques’ relationships are discussed.
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2.2.1 Basic statistics’ definitions
Before studying the natures of network traffic characteristics, which include self-similarity and 
long-range dependence, some basic statistics definitions should be explained in detail.
The first one is stationary. Broadly speaking a time series is said to be stationary if  there is no 
systematic change in mean (no trend), if there is no systematic change in variance, and if strictly 
periodic variations have been removed [CHA 03]. Obviously, this definition of stationary is quite 
strict, and the time series satisfied with such strictly defined conditions called time series which 
are strictly stationary.
In mathematical expressions, a time series can be defined as % (r), where t is the time unit. A time 
series is said to be strictly stationary if the joint probability distribution of X {t(),...,X {tf) is the 
same as the joint probability distribution of X {t^yk ),...,X { t^+ k)  for all t^,...,t^,k , where 
t^,t2 ,...,t^ means a set of times. In other words, shifting the time origin by an amount k  has no 
effect on the joint distributions, which must therefore depend only on the intervals between 
t^,t2 ,...,t„. The above definition holds for any value of ».
In particular, if n = \ ,  strict stationary implies that the distribution of X{t) is the same for all t, so 
that it can find its mean p{t) = p  and variance (in the following section, Var{X) means
the variance of time series X{t) ) are both constants which do not depend on the value of t.
Furthermore, i f  n = 2 the joint distribution of X{t^) and X {tf)  depends only on {t^ - r j ,  which is 
called the lag. Thus, the autocovariance function /(A , 2^ ) ^Iso depends only on lag k  and may be 
written as y{k ) , where
/(X:) = E{[%(0 -  //][Z(f + ^ ) -  //]} = Cov[Z(0,A"(f -k A:)]
This is called the autocovariance coefficient at lag k. the size of an autocovariance coefficient 
depends on the units in which X{t) is measured. Thus, it is useful to standardise the 
autocovariance function to produce a function called the autocorrelation function, which is given 
by
r{k) = r{k)ly{Qi) 2)
It measures the correlation between X{t) and X {t + k ) .
In practice, it is often useful to define stationary in a less restricted way than that above. A time 
series is called second-order stationary (or weakly stationary) if its mean is constant and its 
autocovariance function depends only on the lag k. so that
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E[X{t)\ -  p  (2.3)
Cov[X (t), X ( t + k)] = y{k)
This second-order stationary definition will generally be used for defining time series’ 
stationarities.
2.2.2 Self-similarity
Self-similarity and fractals were introduced by Benoit B, Mandelbrot in 1982 [MAN 82]. The 
empirical studies at Bellcore resulted in the discovery that Ethernet LAN traffic exhibits 
characteristics that are self-similar or fractal in nature [LEL 94], which is significance in 
describing the network traffic because it captured the essence behind the observed burstiness or 
scale invariance in traffic traces.
The definition of self-similarity in continuous time is given below:
Given a continuous time process X  = X{t),  ^> 0 is self-similar when it satisfies:
X {t)= a-^ X{at), />  0 ,a>  0,0.5 < i / < l  (2.4)
Where the time series X  satisfying equation (2. 4) can never be stationary, and typically be 
assumed to have stationary increments. H  means the Hurst parameter that indicates the
d
significance of self-similarity., and = means the possibility density distribution equivalency.
The definition of self-similarity in discrete time is given below:
A stationary time series sequence X  = X (i), z > 1, and let:
= -  f ;  X(i), 7 = 1.2,... (2.5)
^  i= (7'- l )m + l
Where (y) represents the aggregated sequence into average over blocks, m is the size of the 
non-overlapping blocks and j  denotes the index of each block.
X(z)lm-^-7MX('")(y) or X(z)l7M*-^X('")(y) (2.6)
A stationary sequence X{i), z > 1 is called exactly self-similar if it satisfies equation (2. 6) for all 
aggregation levels m. A  stationary sequence X(i), z> l is called asymptotically self-similar if 
equation (2. 6) holds as w o o .
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Similarly, a covariance-stationary sequence X{i), z >1 is called asymptotically second-order 
self-similar if the process has the same second-order statistics as X(z)[MAN 82].
The mathematical expressions of the asymptotically second-order self-similar are:
l i m  =  Var{X(i))  p .  7,
And
lim {k) = ^ ((^  + 1)'"" ~ 2 '^*^ + { k -  \ f ^ )  (2- 8)
Where f ’"^{k), k>Q  denotes the autocorrelation function of the aggregated p r o c e s s . 
The correlation structure presented in equation (2. 8) has only approximately the correlation 
structure of fractional Gaussian noise (fGn) [MAN 82].
2.2.3 Long-range dependence
A second-order stationary process X  with autocorrelation function r(k) (ACF) is said to exhibit 
long-range dependence (LRD) if:
r{k) ~ cf~^ as - »  oo ^2.9)
Where Cj is a positive finite constant, and 0 < >^  < 1 (where it can be found that i f  = 1 -  0.5;^ ). In 
Mandelbrot’s terminology, LRD is also referred to as the Joseph Effect and captures the 
persistence phenomenon observed in many empirical time series [MAN 82], that is, the 
occurrence of pronounced “clusters” of consecutive large or consecutive small values.
The hyperbolically slow decay of the autocorrelations of a long-range dependent process implies 
the autocorrelations are non-summable, that is = This is drastically different from
that of the conventionally considered short-range dependent processes. The short-range dependent 
process implies the autocorrelation function decays exponentially fast and is summable, that is 
^Jr(Â :)|<oo.
Normally, any stationary process with LRD as defined in equation (2. 9) is asymptotically second- 
order self-similar [MAN 82]. Otherwise, the processes with asymptotically second-order self­
similarity exhibit LRD in nature.
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2.2.4 Exploratory techniques
There are a lot of exploratory techniques used to identify long-range dependence and self­
similarity, including autocorrelation figure, variance-time plot, R/S plot and wavelet estimation. 
These exploratory techniques have been introduced as follows:
2.2.4.1 The sample ACF technique
The most common method is to graph the sample ACF. The plot should not decline rapidly if the 
data behaves LRD in nature. Classical time series data that behaves SRD has a sample ACF that is 
essentially zero after a few lags [RES 03].
The trace used to validate exploratory techniques in this chapter is taken from real Internet traces. 
It is named AUCKLAND and can be downloaded from the National Laboratory for Applied 
Network Research (NLANR) [NAT 05]. The trace contained two hours of Internet uplink data at 
the University of Auckland on 22"** April 2004, the trace’s time scale is 1 second and the transmit 
unit is Mbits/second. The details of the AUCKLAND trace will be introduced in chapter 5. Here 
is the sample ACF example:
ACF
C 0.6
20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200
Fig. 2-1 Autocorrelation Estimation
From Fig. 2-1, it is found that the autocorrelation values decline slowly and they look non- 
summable in total. Considering the definition of LRD, this AUCKLAND trace shows LRD.
2.2.4.2 Variance-time plot technique
The variance-time plot [RES 03] is a method to detect models with LRD. The details of the 
method can be described by its mathematical description.
10
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Suppose X  is a second-stationary process with LRD, and its autocorrelation function satisfies 
equation (2. 9). If it is blocked by a block length m as equation (2. 5), the variance of 
X^"'  ^satisfies
(2. 10)
Where is the coefficient of LRD and the range is 0 < /? < 1, note for short-range dependence
It can be seen as a graphical technique which capitalizes on the differences between equation (2. 
10) and equation (2. 11) and which will identify e (0,1). The example of variance-time plot 
based on the AUCKLAND trace is as follows:
Variance-time plot
-0.5
) traffic 
—  LRD 
- S R D
I
O)o
-1.5
0.5 1.5
log(m)
2.5
Fig. 2-2 Variance-time Plot
From Fig. 2-2, the AUCKLAND trace’s variance-time values are close to a straight line. And this 
straight line is far away from the other line (the dashed one) which shows SRD. Hence, the 
variance-time plot shows that AUCKLAND behaves LRD, because the slope value of the straight 
line is equal to ,so  /3 = 0.4 in this example.
2.2.4.3 R/S estimation technique
The important method for detecting the Hurst parameter H  of self-similarity is the Rescaled 
adjusted range Statistics (R/S) estimation [HUR 55]. How it detects the value of H  is given as 
follows:
Suppose X defined at discrete time instances {X,, / = 0,1,2,...}, the rescaled ranged of X over a 
time interval N is defined as the ratio R/S:
11
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^  l< j< N  it= l  l ^ j ^ N  k= \ ____________________
0 .5 Ÿ ^ {X ,-M {N y f
(2. 12)
Where M(N) is the sample mean over the time period N,
(2.13)
The numerator in this ratio is a measure of the range of the process and the denominator is the 
sample standard deviation. For a self-similar process, the ratio has the following characteristic for 
large N:
0 . 5 < / / < l
S 2
(2.14)
If plotted R/S versus jVon a log-log graph, the result should fit a straight line with slope H. This 
analysis has been performed on a number of data sets with results that fit a straight line. The 
example of the AUCKLAND trace is:
R/S Estimation
3.5
2.5
O)O
0.5
O traffic
 Hurst estimation
-0.5 3.52.51.50.5
log(N)
Fig. 2-3 R/S Estimation
From Fig. 2-3, it can be found the R/S values of the AUCKLAND trace increase when the values 
of N  increase, and they are all close to a straight line. Hence, the AUCKLAND trace behaves self- 
similarly in nature. Because the Hurst parameter can be found as the slope value of the straight 
line, then H  = 0.8 in this example.
2.2AA Wavelet estimation technique
The recently developed wavelet estimation methodology works under a variety of assumptions. If 
the process under investigation is stationary with finite variance and LRD, the method yields an
12
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estimate of the LRD parameter p. When applied to the increment of a self-similar process, the 
wavelet method yields an estimate of H. [ABR 98]
Important ideas of this exploratory technique are in [ABR 98] [ABR 00][VEI 98]. Let ^ b e a  
reference or “mother wavelet” (Haar wavelet has been chosen as the “mother wavelet” in this 
exploratory technique); that is, a smooth function, well localised in both position and frequency 
which satisfies the admissibility conditions ^y/= F{y/){0) = 0 , where F(^^/')is the Fourier 
transform of y/ . Usually, it is also required that the wavelet has some vanishing moments, 
^t”y/{t)dt = Çi, « = 0,1,...,A . The phrase “well localised” means the function has compact 
support or at least is rapidly decaying. Define the location-scale family y/^  ^ by
= 6 e R ,  « > 0  (2-15)
^ a  a
Define the wavelet transform W^X of a process A  by
W^X {b, a) = {t)X  (t)dt = j4ay/(s)X  (as + b)ds, {b, a ) e R x R +  (2.16)
The filter W^X{b,a) retains the part of the process which contributes to the frequency a at the 
position b.
If the process X  is stationary, or has stationary increments, then the process W^X  is stationary. If
a process 7  is A  self-similar with finite second moments, then it follows readily from the 
definition that
E\W ^X(b,a)f (2. IT)
If it is defined as X{t) = 7(/ + A ) -7 ( / )  for A > 0,  then by change of variables, and using a first 
order Taylor expansion and self-similarity in the third step,
1 J - b ,X {b ,a)~  \—j=y/{ ){ ï{ t + K )-Y{t)}dt
W a a
Cl— Z) + A b (2* 18)
= jV â {y/{s---------) -  y/{s — )}7 {as)dt
-  ---- y/\s)}a^Y{s)ds = - a ^  °^A Jç//'(‘^ )7(5')iA',a^oo
And if second moments exist,
Cov(Z(0),Z(a)) = E |l^;% (6,a)|' = (2.19)
Where K  = h?‘E \y/\s)Y{s)ds^ . Suppose only that A  is a LRD stationary process, then
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C ov(X (Sl\X ia)) = E \W ^X (b ,a )\ = K i,a '’ (2.20)
Where K p = K  |v|~^ |f({y)(v)|^ d v , as shown by a straightforward computation. This equation
agrees with equation (2. 19) for fractional Gaussian noise (fOn). The wavelet estimator is a 
regression method based on equation (2. 19) or equation (2. 20), which makes use of the fact that 
the wavelet transform is less correlated than the process.
In practice, wavelet coefficients are computed on a dyadic grid, so define
Suggest averaging coefficients at fixed scale,
Cov(X{0),X(2Jy) = E \ d U , k f  = —
k
(2. 21)
(2. 22)
Where rij is the number of available coefficients at scale 2^. The parameter p  in equation (2. 20) 
or equivalently H  in equation (2. 19) can be estimated from a linear regression in the log-log
diagram of {(y,— , where dj .^ is the estimated wavelet coefficient obtained from the
Uj
data.
There are refinements to reduce bias induced by the log-transform and to replace an ordinary least 
squares by weighted least squares [ABR 98][VEI 98].
The example of Wavelet method for the AUCKLAND trace is given as following.
Wavelet Estimation
8 104 62
Fig. 2-4 Wavelet Estimation
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In Fig. 2-4, it can be found that the values of covariance are close to a straight line, the slope of 
this straight line is equal to the value of p , and it is the LRD parameter determined by equation 
(2. 9)). In this example, p  = 0.423 .
2.2.4.S Relationships between these exploratory techniques
The sample ACF technique is a sample exploratory method to detect time series’ LRD. This 
technique can detect time series’ LRD easily but cannot calculate the parameter of LRD. This 
technique can be used as an initial LRD exploratory technique.
The variance-time plot technique is a useful exploratory method to detect time series’ LRD. This 
technique can detect the LRD and calculate the parameter related to the LRD. However, in some 
cases, it cannot achieve good statistical performance, and lacks an exploratory ability regarding 
time series which behave in a non-stationary way [ABR 98].
The R/S technique is one of the basic exploratory methods for detecting time series’ self­
similarity. This technique can detect the parameter of self-similarity. Nevertheless, in some cases, 
it cannot indicate the self-similarity obviously [RES 03].
The wavelet method displays the best exploration performance in practice [ABR 9 8] [ABR 
GO][RES 03]. It has three advantages compared with others. It provides an appealing compromise 
between low computational cost and good statistical performance. It does not require an exact 
parametric model and, since it is based on identification of scaling in a log-log diagram, it is 
possible to judge the range of scales on which the model fits. It is also robust to smooth non- 
stationarities depending on the filtering capabilities of the wavelet chosen. [GUE 03]
2.3 Heavy tail
Since self-similarity and LRD have been observed from Internet traffic, what causes the Internet 
traffic to behave in these ways become interests of research. The most significant explanation of 
Internet traffic behaving with self-similarity and LRD is the number of network quantities’ 
distributions (such as file size, transmission rate, transmission duration and CPU job completion 
times) which exhibit heavy tails. This interesting observation can be found not only from World 
Wide Web applications [CRO 99] but also from Ethernet applications [WIL 99].
2.3.1 Definition of heavy tail
Consider a process Xhas a heavy tail if
F(x)  = \ - F ( x )  = P [ X>x ] a x ~“, x ^ c o  (2.23)
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Where F{x) means the distribution of process X, and 0 < «  < 2. Estimates of a can usually be 
proven under stationary conditions, but asymptotic normally requires the independent identically 
distributed (i.i.d.) assumption or mixing conditions [RES 03].
One of the simplest heavy-tailed distributions is the Pareto distribution [STA 02], its probability 
density function is
P{x) = ak°x~"~^, a>Q, k>Q x > k  (2.24)
Its cumulative distribution function has the form
F(x) = P [X < x] = l-(A :/x )“ (2.25)
where parameter k  represents the smallest possible value of the random variable x. If «  < 2, then 
X had infinite variance. If a  < 1, then x had infinite mean. Therefore, with a increasing, a large 
part of the probability mass is present in the tail of the distribution. In practical terms, a random 
variable that obeys a heavy-tailed distribution can be extremely large with relatively high 
probability.
The strict mathematics indicates that: by the restriction of l < a < 2  in the heavy-tailed 
distribution, self-similarity means LRD, and vice versa [STA 02].
There are two major exploratory techniques available for indicating that distribution behaves with 
a heavy tail. The first one, called the Hill estimator, has a technique which is a modified 
maximum likelihood estimation method and uses some refinements such as smoothing and 
plotting on different scales. The second one is called qq-plots, and this technique is plots 
empirical quantiles of the log-transformed data against corresponding exponential quantiles [RES 
03].
2.3.2 Exploratory techniques
2.3.2.1 Hill estimator
The Hill estimator (Hill plot) is a modified maximum likelihood estimation method to decide 
heavy tail. The method’s detail is as follows:
Let > Z(2 ) > > be the order statistics of the sample Xj,..., . It is decided that k < n
and defines the Hill estimator [HIL 75] of l / «  based on Â: +1 upper order statistics to be
X.
The number of upper order statistics used in the estimation is k + \ .  The Hill plot is the plot of
16
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(2.27)
If the process is iid or a linear moving average process (MA), then the Hill estimator is consistent 
for 1 / a . The Hill plot should have a stable regime sitting at height roughly a [ROO 98]. In the iid 
case, under a second order regular variation condition,  ^ is asymptotically normal with
asymptotic mean 1 /a  and asymptotic variance 1/a^ [HAA 98]. The example of the 
AUCKLAND trace’s Hill estimator is as following:
Hill Estimation
35
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Fig. 2-5 Hill Estimation 
In Fig. 2-5, the value of 1 /a  is close to 0.7, so that a  = 1.43.
23,22  Dynamic and static qq-plot
The qq-plot is another important method of deciding heavy tail. The example of qq-plot of the 
AUCKLAND trace is as follows:
qq-plot
0 .5
-1.5
-3.5
-4.5
-1.5 -0.5 0.5
log(x)
Fig. 2-6 qq-Plot
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Assume the model with heavy tail, and we can then plot the complementary cumulative 
distribution on log-log axes [KRA 96]. Plotted in this way, heavy-tailed distribution has the 
property that,
d\ogF{x)  _  ^  (2. 28)
dXogx
In the qq-plot, if the model has heavy-tails, the tail going down linear, and the linear line’s slope 
is the value of - a  . In the Fig. 2-6, the a  = 1.4 can be found in the AUCKLAND trace example.
2.3.23 Relationships between these exploratory techniques
The Hill estimator technique is a modified maximum likelihood estimation method to indicate 
heavy tail. This method can estimate the value of heavy tail exactly, however this method 
sometimes is not very revealing for indicating heavy tail. This is related to its lack of location 
invariance. The lack of location invariance means the Hill estimator can be surprisingly sensitive 
to changes in location. This technique’s property causes errors in indicating heavy tail in practice 
[RES 03].
Compared with the Hill estimator, the qq-plot technique can always indicate heavy-tail correctly. 
However, estimating the exact value of heavy tail is not easy using qq-plot. Normally, the value of 
heavy tail is decided by the slope of the straight line in theory, but the straight line is not easy to 
indicate in practice [RES 03].
2.4 Summary
This chapter studies current Internet traffic characteristics. Self-similarity and long-range 
dependence are two important traffic characteristics which have been introduced in this chapter. 
The related exploratory techniques for these characteristics have been proposed and compared. 
Otherwise, the Internet traffic with heavy tails has been studied. Currently, traffic with heavy tail 
probability distribution is the most significant explanation related to self-similarity and LRD. 
Furthermore, the nature of Internet traffic characteristics consisting of IP, transport and 
application layer has been surveyed. The characteristics which were studied in this chapter are 
very importantly related to this thesis’ objectives. Normally, modelling the traffic means 
modelling the traffic characteristics. Hence, designing traffic models which can capture actual 
traffic’s self-similarity, LRD and heavy tail distribution characteristics is the most important task 
for traffic modelling. In the following chapters, all these traffic characteristics are examined to 
evaluate proposed network traffic models’ efficiency.
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3 Internet Traffic Forecasting Techniques
3.1 Introduction
With the rapid growth of the Internet across the world, Internet traffic has also been experiencing 
similarly dramatic growth since the 1990s. For instance, the traffic load across the Internet has 
more than doubled every twelve months [ADD 02][ODL GO], and the transmission rates and 
switching capacities are ascending at a similar rate as well. On the other hand, the heavily utilised 
network must offer dynamic bandwidth allocation and provide acceptable Quality of Service 
(QoS), such as low latency and low packet loss ratio. To achieve these, it requires effective 
congestion control, admission control and buffer management within the network. Hence it is 
important to have the knowledge about the source traffic time series, of which the future values 
are in great demand as well. Characterising the network traffic is referred to as traffic modelling. 
Predicting future traffic over a given period is referred to as traffic forecasting. Basically, the 
ability to predict the patterns and fluctuations of network traffic is an elementary requirement for 
network design and management. Therefore, the goal here is to achieve the forecast of future 
traffic tendencies and variations as precisely as possible, based on the measured traffic history. 
The successful traffic prediction can be on the basis of the accurate traffic models which can 
capture the statistical characteristics of raw traffic stream data. In fact, traffic modelling with 
useful prediction ability has attracted much attention in the research community [LEL 94] [RLE 
00][HEY 03][CLE 04].
There are many problems faced when predicting the traffic traces. Above all, the problem 
encountered in the effort to implement QoS control effectively and allocate network resources 
dynamically is to improve the prediction algorithm. As there is nonlinearity in real network 
traffic, linear predictors which cannot behave self-similarity and LRD are limited in their veracity. 
The model-based predictors seem to be very successful in forecasting traffic over long term 
horizons, because both the tendency and disturbance of the traffic are separated and measured 
respectively. Whereas, non-linear predictors are proved to be more acceptable for short-term 
predictions, and they are mostly managed to dynamically control the traffic flow. As the 
unpredictable fluctuation and burstiness of traffic flow within multimedia networks makes the 
prediction difficult, an adaptive traffic descriptor, which can track these changes, needs to be built
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in advance. Therefore, high performance predictors should also take their efficient computation 
into consideration. Secondly, for both of the future and history data, the optimal determinations of 
the prediction intervals and prediction range are essential for prediction accuracy and real time 
delivery, but there is a tradeoff between them. Here interval means the certain time resolution to 
make the series from continuous time to discrete time. And range means how many observations 
in the time series has been used for analysis.
To objectively evaluate if the predictor for the future incoming traffic load is successful, there are 
some criteria which need to be discussed. The first one is the prediction accuracy. Obviously, the 
fundamental requirement in measuring if a predictor is good or not is its quality. This is defined as 
its accuracy. The second one is the model’s simplicity. Normally, the simpler the model structure 
gets, the easier the model implements. Here the predictor’s simplicity is its intrinsic value. The 
third one is the predictor’s adaptability. In order to predict the future precisely, regardless of the 
changes in the traffic, a predictor needs to adapt to the traffic in a timely manner. The more 
history data are available as time progresses, the more accurate the predictor can be, through 
incorporating the new information to improve itself and updating its parameters.
With significant observations of self-similarity and LRD having been found in Internet traffic, 
there have been many traffic models implemented, focussing on different application fields.
The most important one is known as Superposition ON/OFF process with heavy-tailed 
distribution model [TAQ 97]. It constructed Internet traffic as the sum of many ON/OFF 
processes, in which individual ON or OFF periods are independently drawn from heavy-tailed 
distribution. The resulting traffic series will be asymptotically self-similar.
The infinite source Poisson model [RES 00] is another important traffic model in trying to explain 
self-similarity. It constructed Internet traffic as infinite Poisson sources connected with a server, 
in which the server’s process rate is random with heavy-tailed distribution. The resulting traffic 
series will also be asymptotically self-similar.
As well as these two models, stochastic models which are based on Markov mechanism are 
proposed to model Internet traffic. For example: The Hidden Markov Chain model [MIS 00] and 
Markov Modulated Poisson Process model [MUS 04]. The first. Hidden Markov Chain model 
constructed Internet traffic as two Markov chain layers, the hidden layer’s Markov process rate is 
random with heavy-tailed distribution and the other layer’s Markov process rate is random with 
normal distribution. The Markov Modulated Poisson Process model constructed Internet traffic as 
one Markov chain, the process of each chain unit is followed by Poisson process. Both models’ 
resulting traffic series will be asymptotically self-similar.
The above models all show themselves to be able to model Internet traffic successfully. However, 
all of these models are focused on modelling traffic characteristics and less interested in
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forecasting future traffic value. All these models are unsuitable for Interment traffic forecasting 
objectives.
In this chapter, four major Internet traffic models with strong forecasting ability will be 
introduced in detail. Here, the model with strong forecasting ability is defined as the predictor. 
These models are MMSE predictor, linear predictor, fractional predictor and neural network 
predictor. Their modelling and forecasting fundaments and mathematical expressions are 
explained, and their advantages and drawbacks are discussed. Furthermore, some prediction 
issues such as prediction interval and prediction range are discussed.
3.2 MMSE predictor
The MMSE predictors are the Mean Square Error (MSE) predictor and its extensions Minimum 
Mean Square Error (MMSE) predictor and Normalised Minimum Mean Square Error (NMMSE) 
predictor.
3.2.1 MSE predictor
The MSE predictor has been widely applied for many engineering optimisation problems, 
especially in the field of network traffic prediction, because the most apparent advantage lies in its 
elegant outcomes without the requirement of detailed statistical traffic characteristics [GRO 
99][GAO 02].
Let {X,}, r = 0,1,2,... denote a linear stochastic process and suppose that the next value of 
{X,} can be expressed as a linear combination of current and previous observations. That is
m - \
(3-1)
i=0
Where the weighting parameters {co- :/ = 0 ,l , . . . ,m - l)  is called the prediction filter coefficients, 
{£■,} is a zero mean Gaussian independent sequence, and m is the order of regression or the 
history length. Equivalently, equation (3.1) can be transferred into the matrix form, that is,
X,^^=WX'^+s, (3.2)
Where W = and matrix X  = [X„X,_,,...X,_^+J.
In practical applications such as network control that need on-line traffic prediction, which does 
not require having any prior knowledge of the underlying traffic structure beforehand [GHA 03]. 
What needs to be done is to estimate the weighting parameters , and calculate the predicted 
value of X,^j by the following formula:
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Where W is referred to the estimated weight vector.
(3.3)
Two extension solutions have been introduced to solve the estimation problem. The first solution 
(i.e. MMSE) is based on minimum mean square error, which needs matrix inversion and 
autocorrelation calculation. The second solution (i.e. NMMSE), which is based on recursive linear 
regression, can remove time-consuming computations at the expense of decreased accuracy.
3.2.2 MMSE predictor
The MMSE predictor is also referred as the Least Mean Square (LMS) predictor. To minimise the 
expected value of mean square errors:
-X/+1 (3.4)
This is a minimisation problem and can be solved by using its derivative equation which leads to 
optimising the weight FT in equation (3. 3) which should be determined:
W = TG -1 (3. 5)
Po A ••• Pm-\
G = A A  ••• Pm-2
,Pm-\ A-2 ' •• A
Where G is the autocorrelation matrix and T is an autocorrelation vector, which is respectively 
expressed in the following:
(3. 6)
And
The autocorrelation functions can be defined as:
1
^  /=*+!
Where m is the order of MMSE predictor.
Although the MMSE method has the advantage that it performs successfully beyond the 
knowledge of the properties of traffic and it is easy to implement, the matrix inversion and
(3.7)
(3. 8)
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autocorrelation calculation put a heavy burden on the practical implementation. Fortunately, 
another approximation approach has been proposed to solve this problem.
3.2.3 NMMSE predictor
The principle of NMMSE predictor is a recursive method for calculating the weight vector W . 
Like MMSE, it also suits to forecast network traffic onhne. The general formula of the recursive
linear W estimator is shown as:
(3.9)
F l
Where e, -Xt+\ is the prediction error, ||X||^ = X ^ X , and // is called the step size or 
adaptive parameter and determines the convergence speed. In the standard MMSE, the value of fx 
is a constant and it is referred to as the fixed step size algorithm (FSA) [HAY 91]. The advantage 
of NMMSE over MMSE mainly lies in it being less sensitive to the step size / / .  The choice of the 
step size reflects a trade-off between prediction error and speed o f adaptation. NMMSE is 
convergent in the MSE sense if the adaptation constant n  satisfies the following condition 
0 < / / < 2  [HAY 91] [ZHA 02].
3.3 Linear predictor
Linear traffic predictors are model-based time series models. These are also known as linear 
regression models. The basic idea of linear predictors is that they define explicitly the next 
random variable in the sequence by reference to previous ones within a specified time window 
and a moving average of white noise [BRO 02][CHA 03].
Define the lag operator B as RX, = X,_j, where B^X, -  X,_^. Also assume that A denotes the 
difference operator, i.e., AX, = X ,-X ,_ j, equivalently à f  = ( [ - B Y  which can be expressed 
using the binomial expansion:
( 1 - 5 ) " = E/:=0
Where
 ^ (3.10)
( 3 . 1 1 )
^k)  k \{ d -k ) \
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Two important polynomials (j){E) and 6(E) widely used in linear regression model can be 
defined as:
(!)(B) ~(}-(l)^B-...-(f)pB^) (3.12)
e ( B ) = ( \ - e ,B - . . . - e ^ B ‘^)
3.3.1 Autoregressive (AR) Model
The autoregressive model of order p, denoted as AR(p), has the form
(3.13)
Where £•, is white noise (independent identically distributed random variables with mean 0 and 
variance cj] ). In this model, variable X, is regressed on previous values of itself,
X ,  =  < ^ i X , _ i  + . . .  +  (!>pX,_p + £, p  1 4 )
AR models can be used to model stationary time series (time series that have a constant mean) 
and if all the roots of (j)(B) lie outside the unit circle, then it is invertible (can be written in the
form X, =(f>-\B)£,) [CHA 03] [BRO 02].
3.3.2 Autoregressive Moving Average (ARIMA) Model
An AEMA(p,q) has the form
^ ( 5 ) X ,  =  6 ( B ) £ j 15)
Or equivalently,
= AX,-\ + • ■ • + ^ pX,-p 16)
Note that 6(B)£, is the moving average part of this model. These models have a great flexibility 
in modelling time series, but still they cannot model non-stationary time series. In practice, it is 
frequently true that adequate representation of actual time series can be obtained with models, in 
which p  and q are not greater than 2 and often less than 2 [CHA 03] [BRO 02].
3.3.3 Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) Model
ARIMA (p,d,q) is an extension to ARMA(p,^). It is obtained by allowing the polynomial ^(B) to
have d  roots equal to unity. The rest of the roots lie outside the unit circle. ARIMA (p,d,q) has the 
form.
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(3.17)
ARIMA is used to model non-stationary processes. Note that
In this expansion X, is regressed to sum (integration) of infinite noise variables. In some cases, it 
is possible that the original series X, is not stationary but its increments X, -  X,_^ exhibit 
stationary characteristics. This is the philosophy behind the inclusion of difference operator A in 
the model.
The Box-Jenkins methodology [BRO 02] [CHA 03] is used to fit linear regression models. This 
method follows such a procedure:
• Determine the order of differencing operations d, which needs to achieve the time series 
stationarities.
• Determine the order p  and q using autocorrelation function (ACF) and its partial 
autocorrelation function (PACF), and estimate the polynomials (j) and 6  by Maximum 
Likelihood Estimation (MLE). Here, the PACE’s mathematical expression is as follows:
m - \
0 ^ ^  = ------^ -------------, and 7%, is the autocorrelation function for time series x,. as
7=1
£ ( x ,-x ) (x ,^ ^ - x )  
1=1______
^(x ,. - x f
[BOX 70], where x means the mean value of time series x ,.
To evaluate how well the derived models fit the actual measurements, the Akaike’s 
Information Criterion (AIC), Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) and Akaike’s final 
prediction error (FPE) are used. The optimal model is chosen to provide the smallest 
values for these matrices. The FPE criterion is concerned with comparing AR processes 
of different orders. The order p  is essentially selected so as to get the estimated one-step- 
ahead predictor with the smallest mean square error [PRI 81]. The AIC is another general 
criterion to minimise a quantity, which is equal to [-21n(maximized likelihood)+2(number 
of independent parameters estimated)]. The AIC can be used to compare ARMA models 
as well as AR models [PRI 81]. The BIC is developed by a Bayesian modification of 
AIC, which penalises models with large numbers of parameters in a more severe way than 
the AIC. If the number of independent parameters is denoted by p, and N  denotes the
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number of observations to which the model is fitted, then BIC replaces the term 2p in the 
AIC criterion h y ({ p  + p logN )  [PRI 81].
3.4 Fractional predictor
Because self-similarity and long-range dependence (LRD) properties have been found from the 
network traffic not only in LAN [LEL 94] but also in WAN [CRO 96], fractional models which 
behaved with fractal properties have been proposed to act as network traffic predictors. There are 
three major fractional models: fractional Brownian motion (fBm), fractional Gaussian noise (fGn) 
and fractional ARIMA (FARIMA).
3.4.1 Fractional Brownian motion (fBm)
Brownian motion [BRO 02] is a stochastic process, denoted by Rm,, / > 0. It is characterised by 
the property that increments are normally distributed with mean 0 and variance
cP't. The fractional Brownian motion fBm, is a self-similar process with 0.5 < JT < 1. Here, 
fractional Brownian motion differs from the Brownian motion by having increments with 
variance cP't^^ [RES 03].
3.4.2 Fractional Gaussian noise (fGn)
Although fBm is useful for theoretical analysis, its increment process (for finite increment r  )
/G«, (3.19)
Known as fractional Gaussian noise, is often more useful in practice. While fBm is not stationary, 
fGn is stationary [RES 03]. The autocorrelation function of this fractional Gaussian noise process 
has the form
r, =1/2[(A: + 1)''' + (^ -1 ) '^ ]  (3,20)
And if A: — > 0 0
(3,21)
3.4.3 Fractional ARIMA (FARIMA)
Although fBm and fGn are proven to be useful in network traffic modelling applications, the other 
significant fractional model which has better Internet traffic prediction performance is F ARIMA 
[YAN 99].
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F ARIMA is the extension of the ARIMA process when it allows real values (non-integer) for 
parameter d  in ARIMA form equation (3. 17). In other words, the formula for an F ARIMA model 
is exactly the same as for an ARIMA model, except that the differencing parameter d  is no longer 
restricted to being integer.
F ARIMA form is as follows:
< ^ (^ )(1 -^ ) ''X ,= ^ (%  (3,22)
Where <7 is a real number (non-integer).
When d  is not an integer, then the <7th difference ( \ - B Y  becomes a fractional difference.
It can be shown that an F ARIMA process is stationary provided that -0.5 <(7 <0.5 [BRO 02]. For 
d>Q.5, the process is not stationary in the usual sense, but further integer differencing can be 
used to give a stationary F ARIMA process. For example, if  an observed series is 
FARIMA(p, d = 13 ,q), then after doing the first difference of the series, the new time series will 
follow a stationary FARIMA(p, d  = 0.3 ,q) process.
A stationary F ARIMA model, with 0 < <7 < 0.5, is of particular interest as such a process is not 
only stationary, but is also an example of what is called a long-memoiy model (which behaves 
LRD). If (7 = 0 , the process is short-memory model (which behaves SRD). The relation 
77 = (7+ 0.5 holds between d  and 77, where H  is the Hurst parameter indicates self-similarity 
[CHA 03].
For the prediction process, if  FARIMA(p,(7,^) process following as equation (3. 22), It can rewrite 
the formula regarding invertibility,
^Here
From the theorems on linear prediction [BRO 02], a one-step predictor of a F ARIMA process is
(3.24)
7=1
3.5 Neural network predictor
Neural network (NN) originated in attempts at mathematical modelling of the way that the human 
brain works. Sometimes it called artificial NN (ANN). NN has been applied to a wide variety of 
mathematical and statistical problems, such as time-series analysis and forecasting.
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3.5.1 Architecture
A neural net can be thought of as a system connecting a set of inputs to a set of outputs in a 
possibly non-linear way. The connections between inputs and outputs are typically made via one 
or more hidden layers of neurons (sometimes called nodes). Fig. 3-1 shows a simple example of 
an NN with three inputs, one hidden layer containing two nodes, and one output. The arrows 
indicate the direction of each relationship and the NN illustrated is typical in that there are no 
connections between units in the same layer and no feedback, this kind of NN set called as feed­
forward design.
logistic
iinear
iogistic
Hidden layer Output layerinput layer
Fig. 3-1 Neural Network Example
The architecture of an NN has to be determined by the analyst. This includes determining the 
number of layers, the number of neurons in each layer and which variables to choose as inputs 
and outputs. For example in Fig. 3-1, the architecture is chosen to forecast the value of a time 
series at time t (the output) using lagged values at time (?-l) and (M ) together with a constant (the 
three input).
It denotes the m input variables by one of which will be a constant. It fiirther
assumes there are H  neurons in one hidden layer. It then attaches the weight o)y to the connection 
between input %. and the yth neuron in the hidden level. These weights effectively measure the 
strength of the different connections and are parameters that need to be estimated from the given 
data. Given values for the weights, it estimates values to each neuron in two stages. First, a linear 
function of the inputs is found,
V j= Y,o),jh  (3.25)
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For j  = . Second, the quantity v^ . is converted to the final value for theyth neuron by
applying an activation function (z^). This activation function could be linear, but is more usually 
a non-linear transformation such as the logistic function Zj =1/(14- e~^ ' ) or the hyperbolic tangent 
function Zj = tanh(v^ ) . It is also possible to choose a discontinuous non-linear activation function 
such as the indicator function, which takes the value one when Vj exceeds a threshold value and 
zero otherwise.
Having calculated values for each neuron, a similar pair of operations can then be used to get the 
predicted value for the output using the values at the H  neurons. This requires a further set of 
weight C0j \  j  = \ ,2 , . . . ,H , to be attached to the links between the neurons and the output, and
also requires an appropriate activation function to be selected for this new stage. If there is a 
direct link between the constant input and the output, as in Fig. 3-1, then it also needs a weight for 
this connection ’. Overall the output y  is related to the inputs by the rather complicated 
expression,
T = *)] (3.26)
Where ^  and ^  denote the activation functions at the output and hidden layers.
The above exposition can be generalised in obvious ways to handle more than one hidden layer of 
neurons and more than one output. Overall, an NN can be likened to a sort of non-linear 
regression model.
3.5.2 Modelling algorithm
In time series analysis, the weights are usually estimated from the data by minimising the sum of 
squares of the forecast errors, S = . This is done over a suitable portion of the data,
so as to get a good fît. Here it assumes the output y  from the NN is the forecast value xt-i. 
Choosing the weights to minimise S  is not easy, and is a non-linear optimisation problem. It is 
sound practice to divide the data into two sections: one is to fit the NN model to the first part of 
the data, called the training set; the other is to hold back the last part of the data to compare 
forecast outputs with actual observations, called the test set.
Various fitting algorithms have been proposed for NN modelling. Generally speaking, the training 
algorithms can be grouped into two categories: Teaching Forcing (TF) and Global Feedback (GF). 
The network inputs are only derived from the samples of the training set in training with TF. 
Therefore, it is typically regarded to be “static”. Whereas, the past network predictions are utilised
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as the input variables in training with GF, which is called “dynamic”. Furthermore, the recurrent 
network training algorithms based on GF are mainly categorised into five classes [ATI 00]: (1) 
forward propagation; (2) B IT  method; (3) fast forward; (4) Green forward propagation; (5) block 
update. Otherwise, the back propagation (BP) algorithm (one TF approach) is also widely used in 
the training process. The objective of the learning algorithm is to dynamically calculate the 
weights parameters of the NN to minimise the sum of prediction errors S. The approach to achieve 
the minimisation requires the computation of the error gradients in the first place. Then, the 
weight parameters can be updated by a gradient descent rule, whose rationale is similar to the 
method used for the derivation of the least mean square (LMS) algorithm.
3.5.3 Feed-forward neural network predictor
The neural network model introduced in this chapter is a three-layer feed-forward neural network 
(FFNN) with the back-propagation learning algorithm. This FFNN predictor is used to analyse 
Internet traffic in [HAL 00] [YUE 93]. A three-layer FFNN consists of an input layer, an output 
layer and a hidden layer. Each of these layers consists of one or more neurons. Fig. 3- 2 is an 
example of a three-layer FFNN.
Output Xt+1
Output Layer
Weights
Hidden Layer
Weights
Input Layer
Input Xt-p Xt
Fig. 3- 2 A (1,5,1) three-layer feed-forward neural network
Its hidden layer has five processing neurons, while there is only one input neuron and one output 
neuron. Each processing neuron in a layer is fully connected with all the processing neurons in the 
neighbouring layers, but not with those in the same layer. Therefore, the number of neurons in 
each layer completely determines the topology of an FFNN and the FFNN in Fig. 3- 2 can simply 
be represented by a triple (1,5,1), where the first number refers to the number of neurons in the 
input layer, the second number the hidden layer, and so on. Those connections are unidirectional. 
Each neuron receives inputs from the neurons one layer below it and sends outputs to the neurons 
one layer above it. Each connection is associated with a weight, which represents the strength of
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the connection between those two neurons. For all neurons except the input neurons, the net input 
is a weighted sum of all the inputs plus a bias,
• input J ) + bias.  ^ (3 .27)
j
Mathematically, the bias term in this equation can be treated just like ordinary input terms, with 
its input value fixed to 1 and the bias is just the weight associated with this input. Originally, it 
was called the threshold, but the term bias is more generally applicable and has been widely 
adopted in literature. The output of a neuron is determined by applying a transfer function / to the 
net input, output. = f{net^). The transfer function can be any differentiable non-linear function. 
The commonly used transfer functions are the sigmoidal functions, such as the logistic 
function/(x) = l/(l + e“' ' ) . The input neurons function just like fan-out neurons. They simply 
broadcast the external inputs to the hidden layer. There is no computation involved. Hence, given 
a set of weights and biases, the entire network can be thought of as a mapping, from a set of input 
vectors to a set of output vectors. The back-propagation learning algorithm is a gradient descent 
method for finding a set of weights and biases.
It is clear that NNs are not the universal panacea. Although they can be valuable for long series 
with clear non-linear characteristics, it appears that the analyst needs several hundred, and 
preferably several thousand, observations to be able to fit an NN with confidence. Even then, the 
resulting model is usually hard to interpret, and there is plenty of scope for going badly wrong 
during the modelling process.
3.6 Comparison of the different prediction methods
To this point, there have been four major predictors introduced, which can be described as the 
four major prediction methods. Comparing these prediction methods, it is hard to say which will 
be the best related to different requirements.
The MMSE prediction method is based on mean square error estimation. In such a method, the 
advantage is the simple computation, as it only needs to compute the weight matrix and then 
estimate the forecasting value. However, being no parameter is also its drawback. Considering 
that Internet traffic behaves with self-similarity and LRD, this prediction method cannot capture 
such characteristics. In the other words, Internet traffic which behaves self-similarity and LRD 
cannot be modelled and predicted by such MMSE predictors.
The linear predictor is a good prediction method which is widely used in time series analysis. 
Using the Box-Jenkins approach to analyse and compute the time series’ structure, parameters and 
coefficients is its systemic advantage. In addition, its computation is simple, and not difficult to
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implement. This is similar to the MMSE method. This linear prediction method cannot capture 
non-linear time series very well. Unfortunately, time series with self-similarity and LRD are non­
linear. Hence, such methods cannot model the Internet traffic’s self-similarity and LRD 
characteristics.
The fractional prediction is developed based on its fractional characteristic. Of course, capturing 
fractional characteristics such as self-similarity and LRD is its significant advantages. 
Nevertheless, computational complexity and difficulty of detecting the fractional coefficient limits 
its implementation for Internet traffic prediction applications.
The neural network method is an estimated future time series value based on the neural network. 
The neural network method is different from the other three methods. The key feature of neural 
network is its strong ability to capture time series non-linear relationship. However, finding a 
suitable neural network algorithm, number of neural networks, and an acceptable training set and 
testing set for Internet traffic prediction applications is not easy.
3.7 Choices of prediction interval to prediction range
Considering a successful network traffic prediction process, there are many issues which need to 
be notice. For example: the number of observations that the modelling process needs to estimate 
its model structure and related parameters; how many values that the predicting process can 
estimate; and which time scale level can get the best prediction performance? Such questions are 
not easy to answer in one sentence. Here, in this section, four important prediction issues which 
are widely discussed in practice are addressed, and possible solutions are discussed.
3.7.1 History range
How many observations are enough to estimate the model’s structure and related parameters is the 
first issue we need to discuss. This question can be defined as a prediction history range question. 
As for the range of history observations, the most popular solution is using the Akaike 
information criterion (AIC) [BRO 02]. The AIC criterion combines a cost function with the order 
of the filter and it can also check if the history range is long enough to render the prediction error 
uncorrelated and similar to white noise process. Theoretically, the longer the history range is, the 
more accurate the prediction that is acquired. However, the conclusion from [GRI 96] has been 
made that increasing the number of the history intervals beyond a limit has a marginal effect on 
the improvement of the accuracy but it increases the burden on the computation.
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3.7.2 History interval
The history interval can be found as an important issue that it has been discussed in [GRI 96], The 
optimal conditioning is employed, where the condition is based on the full knowledge of the 
history in continuous time. As in practice the continuous history is rarely available, it is therefore 
substituted by a certain time resolution to make the history discrete and easy to measure. The 
principle shows that much larger and much smaller intervals have little significance. So according 
to the empirical simulation in [ADA 95], the geometrically increasing intervals with the smallest 
length about half the prediction interval are the best choice.
3.7.3 Prediction range
The length of the prediction range which can get the best prediction accuracy is the most 
important issue. Currently, most attention has been paid to the one-step prediction [SAN 02], 
because the prediction error will accumulate every step and lead to a remarkable deviation from 
the actual measurement if the range of prediction is too long. Specifically, the one-step prediction 
produces the most accurate estimation in order to evaluate the effectiveness of the prediction 
method. After having knowledge of the current data observation, which has been previously 
forecast, it correspondingly modifies its value for the next round of prediction activity, and 
repeats this procedure step by step until the expected prediction range is achieved.
3.7.4 Prediction interval
In theory, the prediction performance obtains an improvement with the shorter prediction 
intervals. However, in practical terms, the prediction interval needs to be much larger than the 
roundtrip time between the source and the network resource allocation equipment [SAN 02].
3.8 Summary
In this chapter, the prediction methods (predictors) which have been used in network traffic 
prediction applications have been surveyed. Four major predictors which are widely used in 
literature have been addressed and discussed. These are: MMSE predictor, linear time series 
predictor, fractional predictor and neural network predictor. Considering these predictors’ 
advantages and disadvantages, deciding which one is the best prediction method is not easy. All 
these predictors will be compared with the prediction method proposed by this thesis later, not 
only the theoretical model itself but also its availability in practice. Furthermore, the proposed 
predictability criterion will be evaluated by these predictors later.
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Chapter 4
4 Internet Traffic Analysis based on Wavelet 
and Time Series Approach
4.1 Introduction
Traffic prediction regarding the Internet has increasingly attracted research activities. Since 
diverse applications such as multimedia application and, peer to peer applications add more and 
more new traffic to the Internet, network bandwidth allocation and management as well as traffic 
control have to take into account this complicated traffic and face more challenges than ever 
before. Network control, on one hand, must support different types of traffic classes and meet 
quality of service (QoS) requirements, but on the other hand it must also efficiently utilise the 
network resources (such as network bandwidth). However, the Internet traffic exhibits burstiness 
over multiple time scales, which is not known in advance. Hence, to estimate its static effective 
bandwidth would be difficult. Therefore, dynamic bandwidth allocation based on network traffic 
prediction, so-called predictive dynamic bandwidth allocation, is considered to be a very 
promising approach [CHO 95] [LIA 04] for dynamic Internet application control. In such a 
framework, a network traffic predictor is built to predict the future network traffic patterns 
according to the observed past traffic patterns, and thus bandwidth can be dynamically reallocated 
based on the predicted traffic volume in some time window in the future. Clearly, the network 
traffic prediction conducted by the traffic predictor, in this framework, plays a key role and the 
traffic predictor is the most complicated component in building such predictive dynamic 
bandwidth allocation and adaptive network control schemes.
The main goal of this chapter is to analyse actual Internet traffic by exploring the properties of 
time series, and propose a new approach to forecast traffic behaviours. The intuition behind this 
approach is to use very recent mathematical tools to process historical information and extract 
trends in the traffic evolution at different time scales. This approach requires the collection of 
network measurements over certain periods of time.
This approach relies on wavelet multi-resolution analysis and linear time series analysis. Wavelet 
techniques are used to smooth out the original signal to identify the overall long trend. The 
fluctuations of the traffic around the obtained trend are further analysed at multiple time scales.
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This analysis reveals that the signal is captured by two main components, namely the long term 
trend, and the fluctuations at a more detailed time scale. The analysis of variance (ANOVA) 
technique has been used to show that a multiple linear regression model with the two identified 
components can be used to explain nearly 85% of the signal’s variance.
This chapter presents the model for approximations of the two components of Internet traffic 
characteristics using linear time series analysis, and a new prediction scheme has been developed 
based on their behaviours. It also presents results to show that Internet traffic forecasts based on 
this scheme can yield accuracy for long term traffic trends.
This chapter is structured as follows. Section 4.2 presents data analysis and some initial 
observations. Section 4.3 provides an overview of the wavelet multi-resolution analysis with the 
results of its application on Internet traffic. Forecasts derived using linear time series analysis is 
presented in section 4.4. Finally, section 4.5 evaluates the accuracy of the forecasts and section 
4.6 concludes this chapter.
4.2 Traffic traces analysis and initial observations
4.2.1 Traffic collected and analysis
Two real Internet traffic traces, which are called DEC-PKT and LBL-PKT, are used for analysis 
in this chapter. They can be downloaded from the Internet Traffic Archive (ITA) [ITA 05].
DEC-PKT : the trace contains one hour wide-area traffic between Digital Equipment Corporation 
and the rest of the world. It contains 4.3 million packets over the period 10:00-11:00 (Pacific 
Standard Time) on 9^ ,^ March 1995. The traces were gathered at Digital’s primary Internet access 
point, which is an Ethernet Demilitarized Zone (DMZ) network operated by Digital’s Palo Alto 
research groups. The raw traces were made using tcpdump on a DEC Alpha operating system. 
Timestamps have millisecond resolution. Timestamps a few microseconds apart were 
simultaneously time-stamped by the kernel. This trace has already been studied in [PAX 95] and 
found self-similarity and LRD in its characteristics. The original trace is aggregated from 
millisecond to 0.1 second and is used for analysis in this chapter.
LBL-PKT: the trace contains one hour wide-area traffic between the Lawrence Berkeley 
Laboratory and the rest of the world. The trace was collected from 14:00-15:00 (Pacific Standard 
Time) on Friday, 21®* January 1994. It captured 1.3 million TCP packets in the Ethernet DMZ 
network traffic flows into or out of the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, located in Berkeley, 
California. The raw traces ware made using tcpdump on a Sun SPARCstation. Timestamps have 
microsecond resolution. This trace has already been studied in [PAX 95] and found self-similarity
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and LRD in its characteristics. The original trace is aggregated from millisecond to 0.1 second and 
is used for analysis in this chapter. Table 4-1 shows the summary of traces.
Dataset Date When Packets
DEC-PKT 9* Mar 95 10 AM-11 AM 4.3 million
LBL-PKT 2D' Jan 94 2PM-3PM 1.3 million
Table 4-1 Summary of Wide-Area Traffic Traces
DEC-PKT trace LBL-PKT trace
Q . 20
200 400 600 800 1000 1200
U3 70
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Q- 50 
40
time (0.1 second)
(a)
time (0.1 second)
(b)
Fig. 4-1 Original Traces
Fig. 4-1 shows the original traces, where the time scale is 0.1 second, and the throughput unit is 
kbps. The traces burstiness causes heavy-tailed, shown by qq-plot in Fig. 4-2. How to using qq- 
plot to explore heavy tail has been introduced in section 2.3.2.2.
qq-Plot fo r DEC-PKT qq-Plot fo r LBL-PKT
log(x)log(x)
(a) (b)
Fig. 4-2 Heavy-tail estimation
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4.2.2 Initial observations
In this section, statistics methods are used to observe the traces’ characteristics. In [PAX 95], both 
of the traces are found to behave self-similarly and LRD. Based on estimation methods discussed 
in section 2.2.4, analyses are carried out to characterise the traces’ characteristics. How these 
exploratory techniques work can be found in 2.2.4 in detail.
There are four estimation methods used here: ACT estimation, variance-time plot, R/S estimation 
and wavelet estimation. Fig. 4-3 shows analysis results of DEC-PKT.
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Fig. 4-3 DEC-PKT characteristics Analysis
Fig. 4-3(a) shows the ACF plot. It can be seen that the trace behaves LRD by its autocorrelation 
function. Fig. 4-3(b) shows the variance-time plot and Fig. 4-3(c) shows the R/S estimation. Both 
of these estimation methods can detect Hurst parameter (//), which behaves with the self-similar 
property. It shows that the Hurst parameter estimates from DEC-PKT nearly 0.707, that means 
DEC-PKT behaves self-similarity. Fig. 4-3(d) shows the wavelet estimation. The wavelet 
estimation can detect LRD characteristic and estimate LRD parameter p . Here
Y. = Cov(X(0), A (2^)). It shows that the LRD parameter y? estimated from DEC-PKT nearly
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0.6; it means that the DEC-PKT behaves LRD. For the process with //-self-similar, LRD also 
shows self-similarity, hence it is consistent with the formula to connect LRD parameter (3 with 
self-similar parameter H\ i f  = l-0.5y?. Form observations of Fig. 4-3, DEC-PKT show the 
property of self-similarity and LRD.
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Fig. 4-4 LBL-TCP characteristics analysis
Fig. 4-4 shows characteristics of LBL-PKT trace. Fig. 4-4(a) shows the ACF plot, where it can be 
seen that the trace behaves LRD by its autocorrelation function. Fig. 4-4(b) shows the variance­
time plot and Fig. 4-4(c) shows the R/S estimation. The Hurst parameter estimated from LBL- 
PKT is nearly 0.725, which means LBL-PKT behaves self-similarly. Fig. 4-4(d) shows the 
wavelet estimation. The LRD parameter J3 detected from LBL-PKT is nearly 0.55; which means 
that the LBL-PKT behaves LRD. From observations of Fig. 4-4, it can be seen that LBL-PKT 
behave self-similarly and LRD.
From analysis, the self-similarity and LRD properties have been found in the traces. From the 
forecasting theory [BRO 02], LRD means long memory existed in the time series. This property 
enables better time series forecasting performance in theory. However, burstiness has also been
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found in the traces. How to model time series with heavy burstiness is the challenge needed to be 
faced.
Furthermore, it can be found that the traces behave with multi-timescale variability and exhibit 
evident long term trends. These properties can be explored in time series analysis.
These two traces have been collected from Internet more than ten years old. There are two 
interesting questions existed: will the traffic characteristics change over time, and are these traces 
still valid? These two questions will be answered in chapter five where two recent Internet traffic 
traces have been used to compare the Internet traffic changes natures over these ten years. During 
chapter five’s traffic characteristics analysis, it can be found that although the traffic components 
obtain rates which have been changed over time, the major self-similar and LRD characteristics 
are still the same. On the other words, these traces are still valid for traffic modelling and 
forecasting analysis.
4.3 Multi-time scale analysis
The wavelet multi-resolution analysis can be used to isolate the underlying overall trend and the 
time scales which contribute significance to its variability.
4.3.1 Wavelet MRA
The wavelet multi-resolution analysis (MRA) describes the process of synthesising a discrete 
signal by beginning with a very low resolution signal (at the coarsest time scale) and successively 
adding on details to create higher resolution versions of the same signal [DAU 92] [MAL 89] 
[WAL 99].
Such a process ends with a complete synthesis of the signal at the finest resolution (at the finest 
time scale). More formally, at each time scale 2^, the signal is decomposed into an approximate 
signal (or simply, approximation) and a detailed signal through a series of scaling function (f)
and wavelet functions y/jj  ^{ t) , where k& Z  is a time index at scale j .
The scaling and wavelet functions are obtained by the mother scaling function ^(^), 
{t) = ^{2~^ t - k ) ,  and the mother wavelet function y/{t) , y/j ^  {t) = 2~ '^  ^y/{2~^ t - k ) .  The
approximation is represented by a series of (scaling) coefficients , and the detail by a series of 
(wavelet) coefficients .
Consider a time series x{t) with N  data points at the finest time scale. Using MRA, x{t) can be 
written as
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jtsZ Oij<.p keZ
(4.1)
Where p < lo g N .  The sum with coefficients represents the approximation at the coarsest
time scale 2^, while the sums with coefficients represent the details on all the scales between
0 and p. Fig. 4-5 is an example of wavelet MRA.
2,k
Fig. 4-5 Wavelet MRA
Using the signal processing parlance, the roles of the mother scaling and wavelet function ^(0 
and y/{t) can be described and represented via a low-pass filter h and a high-pass filter g  
separately [WAL 99]. Consequently, the multi-resolution analysis and synthesis of a signal x{t) 
can be implemented efficiently as a filter bank. The approximation at scale y, J ,  is passed 
through the low-pass filter h and the high-pass filter g  to produce the approximation, {a J  , and 
the detail, J , at scale y + 1. Note that at each stage, the number of coefficients at scale y is 
decimated into half at scale y +1, due to down-sampling. This decimation reduces the number of 
data points to be processed at coarser time scales, but also leave some “artifacts”, in coarser time 
scale approximations.
More recently, the so-called à-trous wavelet transformation has been proposed, which produces 
“smoother” approximations by filling the “gap” caused by decimation, using redundant 
information from the original signal [SHE 92]. Under the à-trous wavelet transformation, the 
approximations of x{t) at different scales can be defined as.
Co (0  = ^(0 (4.2)
And
( 4 . 3 )
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Where 1 < j  < p ,  and h is a low-pass filter with compact support. The detail of x(?) at scale j  is 
given by
d j ( t )  =  C j _ , ( t ) - C i ( t )  (4.4)
Let dj = {dj (t), l < t < N j  denote the wavelet coefficient at scale j ,  and -  {c^it), \< t< N ]
denote the signal at the lowest resolution, often referred to as the residual. Then the set 
{d^,d2 ,...,dp,Cp} represents the wavelet transformation of the signal up to the resolution level p,
and the signal x(?) can be expressed as an expansion of its wavelet coefficients:
xit) = Cp{t) + Y,^A^^
y=i
It knows that using the wavelet MRA it can look into the properties of the signal at time scales 2^  
times coarser than the finest time scale. Using 0.1 seconds as the finest time scale allows it to look 
into the behaviour of the time series at the periods of interest by observing its behaviour at the 0.2 
seconds, 0.4 seconds, 0.8 seconds, 1.6 seconds  2" x 0.1 seconds time scale.
4.3.2 Wavelet MRA application on traces
For the smoothing of traces, the spline filter has been chosen to be the low-pass filter h in 
equation (4. 3), defined by (1/16, 1/4, 3/8, 1/4, 1/16) [AUS 01]. This is of compact 
support and is point-symmetric. The associated wavelet function y/{t) has the properties of 
central peak and negative side lobes. The spline filter gives at each resolution level a signal 
which is much smoother than the one at the pervious level without distorting possible periodicities 
in the data, and preserving the original structure. The spline filter has been previously used in 
time series smoothing in [AUS 01].
In order to explain how Cj {t) is computed at each time scale y, schematically Fig. 4-6 shows how 
Cj(5), 2^ (5 ) ,  and Cg(5) are calculated according to equation (4. 3), and the B  ^ spline filter. 
Element Cj(5) is computed based on the values Co(r) = x(0 at time (5-2), (5-1), 5, (5+1), and 
(5+2). Then ^2 (5 ) can be calculated based on (1), C;(3), c,(5), Cj (7), and q (9 ) . Notice that 
moving toward coarser levels of resolution needs values from the previous resolution level which 
are farther apart from each other. For this reason, this wavelet transformation is called the à-trous 
wavelet transform, which means “with holes”. One important point which should be noticed is 
that Cp{t) is defined for each t = \ , l , . . . ,n ,  where n corresponds to 0.1 second intervals and is
limited by the size N  of the original signal. According to equation (4. 3), computing Cp{n)
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requires values of until time n + 2 ^ , which iteratively requires values of c  ^ time 
n + 2^"’ , etc. As a consequence, the calculation of c (n) requires the original time series x(t) to
have « + values. Given that the original signal contains N  values, the wavelet
coefficients up to the 6*
» + 2  ^= A, or n = N - 1 2 6 .
‘ resolution level will contain n values, where
I j = 6 ,
c_3(1) c_3(2) c_3(3) c_3(4) c_3(5) c_3(6) c_3(7) c_3(8) c_3(9).....
c_2(-3).....c_2(1) c_2(2) c_2(3) c_2(4) c_2(5) c_2{6) c_2(7) c_2(8) c_2(9)......c_2(13).
c_1 (1 ) c_1 (2) c_1 (3) c_1 (4) c_1 (5) c_1 (6) c_1 (7) c_1 (8) c_1 (9).....
c_0(1) c_0(2) c_0(3) c_0(4) c_0(5) c_0(6) c_0(7) c_0(8) c_0(9).....
Fig. 4-6 the à-trous wavelet transforms
Fig. 4-7 and Fig. 4-8 present the approximation and detail signals for DEC-PKT trace at each time 
scale, when it is analysed up to resolution level 2®x0.1 = 6.4 seconds. The 6* time scale is 
chosen as the coarsest time scale because it provides a sufficiently smooth approximation signal. 
Fig. 4-7 clearly shows how the wavelet MRA is smoothing out the original signal. Visual 
inspection of the derived detail signals in Fig. 4-8 further suggests a difference in the amount of 
variability that each one contributes. The approximation and detail signals for LBL-PKT trace are 
similar in Fig. 4-9 and Fig. 4-10.
C6 d. 3^ d. ds de
DEC-PKT 85.74 7.72 3.70 2.52 1.08 0.32 0.11
LBL-PKT 82.08 4.52 3.53 3.55 1.97 1.73 1.43
Table 4- 2 Percentage of total energy in approximation and detail signals (%)
Given the derived decomposition, the energy is calculated apportioned to the overall trend (Cg ) 
and each one of the detail signals (J j, d^, d^, d^, d^, d^). The energy of a signal
y(f), \ < t < N  ,is  defined as E = ( t) . Table 4- 2 shows that the overall trend Cg accounts
for nearly 85% of the total energy. Detailed signals’ energies have been shown in Table 4- 2 as 
well. Fig. 4-11 shows that across both traces, there is a substantial difference in the amount of 
energy in the detail signals. Moreover, it also shows that the energy of the detail signal decreases
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when the time scale increases, which means accounts for the most energy in all detail signals. 
However, behaves with heavy burstiness, which is not good news for modelling.
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Fig. 4-7 the approximation signals for DEC-PKT trace
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Fig. 4-8 the detail signals for DEC-PKT trace
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Fig. 4-9 the approximation signals for LBL-PKT trace
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Fig. 4-10 the detail signals for LBL-PKT trace
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Energy distribution for details' signals
DEC-PKT trace 
LBL-PKT trace
0.2sec 0.4sec 0.8sec 1.6sec 3.2sec 6.4sec
Time scale
Fig. 4-11 Energy distribution for the detail signals
In DEC-PKT trace, behaves with slight burstiness, and its energy is not much less than d^. On 
the other hand, in LBL-PKT trace, d  ^ also behaves with slight burstiness, and its energy is not 
much less than d^  as well. It looks like use linear model modelling d^ can get better performance 
than modelling d^  considered there is a few energy differences between them and less non-linear 
burstiness existed in d^. Of course we can use d  ^ and d  ^ or others detail signals to replace d^, 
however considered of burstiness existed in d  ^ signal and less information energy existed in d^, 
d^ is the better choice for these two traffic traces.
4.3.3 Analysis of variance
As explained in section 4.3.1, the original signal can be completely reconstructed using the 
approximation signal at the 6* time scale, and the six detailed signals at lower time scales. The 
model defined in equation (4. 5) can also be conceived as a multiple linear regression model, 
where the original signal x{t) is expressed in terms of its coefficients.
The analysis of variance (ANOVA) technique is a statistical method used to quantify the amount 
of variability accounted for by each term in a multiple linear regression model [JAI 91]. 
Moreover, it can be used in the reduction process of a multiple linear regression model, 
identifying those terms in the original model that explains the most significant amount of 
variance.
Using the ANOVA technique to calculate the amount of variance in the two original signals 
explained by the 6* approximation signal and each one of the detail signals, the results indicate 
that all of the detail signals contribute less than 10% in the variance of the original signals.
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Ideally, it can reduce the model of equation (4. 5) to a simple model of two parameters. One 
parameter corresponds to the overall long term trend, and the second parameter accounts for the 
bulk of the variability. Possible candidates for inclusion in the model, except from the overall 
trend Cg, are the signal d^. For the detail signal d^ carries significant part of the energy among 
all the detail signals, one possible reduce model is the following:
x{t) = Cg (f) + /3d^ if) + eif) 4^ , 6)
Using least squares, the value of p  can be calculated for both traces. The DEC-PKT trace led to 
the P  estimate of about 7.3 and the LBL-PKT trace led to the p  estimate of about 6.7. Using 
ANOVA, how representative the model of equation (4. 6) is with respect to the proportion of 
variance is explained [JAI 91].
If x{t) is the observed response, and e{f) is the error incurred in equation (4. 6), it can be defined 
as the sum of squares’ errors (SSE) as SSE = e { f f . The total sum of squares (SST) is
defined as the uncertainty that would be present if one had to predict individual responses without 
any other information. The best one could do is to predict each observation to be equal to the
sample mean. Thus it can set SST as SST = ^^^^{x ( t) -xŸ  . The ANOVA methodology
partitions this uncertainty into two parts. One portion is accounted for by the model. It 
corresponds to the reduction in uncertainty that occurs when the regression model is used to 
predict the response. The remaining portion is the uncertainty that remains even after the model is 
used. It can be defined SSR as the difference between SST and SSE. This difference represents 
the sum of the squares explained by the regression. The fraction of the variance that is explained 
by the regression, SSR/SST, determines the goodness of the regression and is called the 
“Coefficient of Determination”, . The model is considered to be statistically significant if it 
can account for a large fraction of the variability in the response, i.e. yields large values for . In
Table 4- 3, the results obtained for the value of p , and R^ for both traces are presented.
Trace DEC-PKT LBL-PKT
7.3 6.7
R^ 0.79 0.82
Table 4- 3 ANOVA results for traces
4.3.4 Result discussion from Wavelet MRA and ANOVA
From the wavelet multiresolution analysis, three main conclusions can be addressed:
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• There is a clear overall long-term trend present in traces.
• The fluctuations around this long term trend are mostly due to significant changes in the 
traffic bandwidth at the time scale of 6.4 seconds.
• The long term trend and the detail signal at the 4* time scale account for approximately
90% of the total energy in the original signal.
From the Analysis of Variance, it can be concluded that:
• The largest amount of variance in the original signal can be explained by its long term
trend Cg and the detail signal d^ at the time scale of 1.6 seconds.
• The original signal can be approximated by the long term trend and its fourth detail 
signal. This model explains approximately 80% of the variance in the original signal.
Based on those findings, a generic model for the time series can be presented as equation (4. 7). 
This model is based on equation (4. 6), where set y? = 8 for DEC-PKT and P = 1 for LBL-PKT. 
The value for is slightly greater than the values listed in Table 4- 3 since slight overestimation 
of the aggregate traffic may be beneficial for the prediction objective.
;c'(0 = Cg(0 + 8afX0 forDEC-PKT _
X \t)  = Cg (0 + Id ,  (/) for LBL-PKT
4.3.5 Implications for modelling
For forecasting purposes at the time scale of seconds and minutes, one may not need to accurately 
model all the short term fluctuations (which behaved in time scales of 10“^  seconds or less) in the 
traffic. More specifically, for dynamic bandwidth allocation purposes, one needs to know only the 
traffic baseline in the future along with possible fluctuations of the traffic around the baseline.
Component d,{t) in the model of equation (4. 7) is defined for every 0.1 seconds interval in the 
measurements capturing the short term fluctuations. Given that the specific behaviour within 0.1 
second may not be that important for dynamic bandwidth allocation purposes, the standard 
deviation of d,{t) within 1 second can be calculated. Furthermore, the second standard deviation 
d,{j)  can be calculated as the average of the ten values computed within one second. Such a 
metric represents the fluctuations of the traffic around the long term trend within each second.
Fig. 4-12 and Fig. 4-13 show the modelling traces for DEC-PKT and LBL-PKT. In the same 
figures, the long term trend has been plotted along with a curve showing the approximation of the 
signal as the sum of the long term trend plus the one second standard deviation. It can be seen that
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approximating the original signal in such a way exposes the fluctuations of the time series around 
its baseline.
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Fig. 4-12 Approximation of the D E C -P K T  trace using Cg(^ ) and d^{j)
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Fig. 4-13 Approximation of the L B L -P K T  trace using c^{t) and d^{j)
Notice that the new signal d^{j) features one value at one second. Similarly, the long term trend 
can be approximated with a more compact time series featuring one value for every second. Given 
that the 6* approximation signal is a very smooth approximation of the original signal, we can 
calculate its average across every second, and create a new time series l{j)  capturing the long
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term trend from one second to the next. The forecasting process will have to predict the behaviour 
of
(4.8)
%(;) = l{j)  + Id , ( j)  for LBL-PKT 
where j  denotes the index of each second in traces.
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Fig. 4-14 Approximation of the DEC-PKT trace using l{j) and d,{j)
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Fig. 4-15 Approximation of the LBL-PKT trace using l{j) and d,{j)
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The resulting signals are presented in Fig. 4-14 and Fig. 4-15. These confirm that approximating 
the original signal using average values for the overall long term trend, and the standard deviation 
results are able to capture the desired behaviour.
4.4 Linear time series analysis
The linear time series models can help derive forecasts using these two identified components
/(y) and ^4(7).
4.4.1 Overview of linear time series models
Linear time series models are useful tools to analyse time series data. These have been briefly 
introduced in section 3.3; but here they will be explained in detail.
Constructing a time series model implies expressing X, in terms of previous observations X^_j,
and noise terms Z, which typically correspond to external events. The noise processes Z, are 
assumed to be uncorrelated with a zero mean and finite variance (as white noise). Such processes 
are the simplest processes, and are said to have “no memory”, since their value at time t is 
uncorrelated with all the past values up to time M .
Most forecasting models described in the literature are linear models. Of those models, the most 
well-known are the Autoregressive (AR), Moving Average (MA), and Autoregressive Moving 
Average (ARMA) models.
A time series X^ is an ARMA (p,q) process if for every t
Where Z^~WN{0,<j^) and the polynomials ( l-^ z - ...(^ ^ z ^ )  and (l + ^ z  + ...^ z ^ )  have no
common factors [BRO 02]. Here WN(0,a^) means white noise with zero mean and finite 
variance value. If p  = 0,  then the model reduces to a pure MA process, while if g = 0 , the 
process reduces to a pure AR process. In statistics analysis, Z, named as irmovations of original 
time series.
This equation (4. 9) can also be written in a more concise form as:
Where ^( ) , and 0(-) are the and degree polynomials, and B is the backward shift operator 
(where B-'X^ =X^_j, B^Z^=Z^_j, y = 0 ,± 1 ,- ).
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The ARMA model fitting procedure assumes the data to be stationary. If the time series exhibits 
variations that violate the stationary assumption, then there are specific approaches that could be 
used to render the time series stationary. The most common one is what is often called the 
“differencing operation”. It defines the lag-1 difference operator A by
AX, = X, -  X,_, = (1 -  E)Xj (4 11)
Where B is the backward shift operator as already introduced. If the non-stationary part of a time 
series is a polynomial function of time, then differencing finitely many times can reduce the time 
series to an ARMA process.
An ARIMA (p,d,q) model is an ARMA (p,q) model that has been differenced d  times. Thus it has 
the form:
<;)(^)(l-^yx,=g(B)Z„ Z,-I^(0,o-') (4,12)
If the time series has a non-zero average value through time, then the previous equation also 
features a constant term p  on its right hand side.
4.4.2 Time series analysis of the long-term trend and deviation
In order to model the obtained components /(y) and d ,( f)  using linear time series analysis, two 
parts of measurements are necessary: one part used for the estimation of the model parameters, 
and the second part used for the evaluation of the performance of the selected model. Since the 
intended application is dynamic bandwidth allocation, where traffic has to be predicted several 
seconds or more than several seconds ahead in the future, the estimation and evaluation ranges are 
such that the latter contains at least one second of data.
The Box-Jenkins methodology is used to fit linear time series models [BRO 02]. Such a procedure 
involves the following steps:
1) Determine the number of differencing operations needed to render the time series 
stationary.
2) Determine the values of p, and q in equation (4. 10).
3) Estimate the polynomials ^ , and 9 .
4) Evaluate how well the derived model fits the data.
For the model fitting, MATLAB is used to obtain analysis results. The estimation of the model 
parameters is done using Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE). The best model is chosen as 
the one that provides the smallest AIC, BIG and FPE measures, while offering the smallest mean 
square prediction error several seconds ahead. The details about the metrics used in the quality
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evaluation of the derived model can be found in section 3.3. One point we need to emphasise is 
that metrics like AIC and BIG not only evaluate the fit between the values predicted by the model 
and actual measurements, but also penalise models with large number of parameters. Therefore, 
the comparison of the derived models against such metrics leads to the most parsimonious models 
fitting the data.
4.4.3 Models for l{j) and d,{j)
The computed models for the long term trend l{j)  indicate that there is no difference of those 
time series, and the models contain two terms of AR polynomials p  and one or two terms of MA 
polynomials q, plus a constant value p . The results are shown in Table 4- 4.
Trace Order Model A cr'
DEG-
PKT
(2,0,1) X, =1.7043X,_i -0.80773X,_2 +Z, +0.54972Z,_] 8.7142 0.066408
LBL-
PKT
(2,0,2) X, =1.5927X,_i -0.68138X,_2 +Z, +0.8459Z,_i +1.02Z,_2 25.583 0.11488
Table 4- 4 ARIMA models for the long term trend
Applying the Box-Jenkins methodology to the deviation measurements, it can be seen that for the 
DEG-PKT trace the deviation can be expressed with simple MA model, while for the LBL-PKT 
trace the deviation can be expressed with ARMA model. The results are shown in Table 4- 5.
Trace Order Model cr^
DEG-PKT (0,0,1) X, =Z, + 0.64672Z,_i 0.9685 0.44253
LBL-PKT (1,0,1) X, =0.17585X,_j -hZ, +0.72891Z,_i 2.5315 2.1002
Table 4- 5 ARIMA models for the deviation
The previous tables show that one cannot come up with a single network-wide forecasting model 
for the Internet traffic. Different parts of the network grow at different rates (long-term trend), and 
experience different types of variation (deviation from the long-term trend). This methodology 
extracts those trends from historical measurements and can identify their behaviours in the future.
At this point, it should be noted that the Box-Jenkins methodology could also have been applied 
on the original time series. However, given the variability of the time series at multiple time 
scales, the existence of outliers, and the size of the original time series, such an approach leads to 
highly inaccurate forecasts, while being extremely computationally intensive. The proposed
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approach is capable of isolating the overall long term trend and identifying those components that 
significantly contribute to its variability. Predictions based on approximations of those 
components provide accurate estimates with a minimal computational overhead.
4.5 Evaluation of forecasts
Using the proposed approach to predict the traffic for a particular duration in the future, along 
with possible deviations around it, the overall forecast for the traffic is then calculated based on 
equation (4. 8). The remainder of this section focus on the upper limit of the obtained forecasts, 
since this is the value that would be used for dynamic bandwidth allocation purposes.
The forecast results for the DEC-PKT trace are shown at first, then repeated forecast process for 
the LBL-PKT trace.
DEC-PKT trace forecast
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modeled l(j) 
modeled l(j)+8d^(j)
forecasted l(j) 
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Fig. 4-16 Twenty seconds forecast for the DEC-PKT trace
Fig. 4-16, shows the time series collected for the DLC-PKT trace. It also shows the modelled 
behaviour in the estimation period (60 seconds) and the forecasts in the evaluation period (20 
seconds). From visual inspection of the presented plot, one can see that the proposed methodology 
behaves very well for this particular trace.
In order to be able to quantify the quality of the predictions, it has to compare the forecasts against 
the behaviours modelling in the measured signal. The process is as follows:
1) Apply the wavelet MRA on the measurements in the evaluation period.
2) Calculate the long term trend l{j) and one second deviation d^{j) for every second in 
the same period.
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3) Compute x{j)  based on equation (4. 8).
4) Lastly, calculate the error in the derived forecast as the forecasted value minus x{j ) , 
divided by x { j ) . If the forecasted value is ~x{j), then the relative prediction error can be
presented as Error -
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Fig. 4-17 Twenty seconds relative prediction error for the DEC-PKT forecast
Fig. 4-17 shows the relative error between the derived forecast and x{j)  for every second in the 
evaluation period. Negative error implies that the actual throughput was higher than the one 
forecast. As can be seen from the figure, the average prediction error across seconds is -7.7%.
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Fig. 4-18 Forty seconds forecast for the DEC-PKT trace
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Fig. 4-19 Forty seconds relative prediction error for the DEC-PKT forecast
Fig. 4-18 shows the 40 seconds forecast for the DEC-PKT trace. In terms of relative errors, as 
shown in Fig. 4-19, the average relative prediction error made during the 40 seconds period is 
approximately -9.6%. This result is slightly worse than in the 20 seconds forecasts. The reason for 
this is that the stationary assumption is more likely to be invalidated across longer periods of time, 
e.g. it’s more likely to observe a change in the network environment in the long term future.
DEC-PKT trace forecast
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Fig. 4-20 Sixty seconds forecast for the DEC-PKT trace
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Fig. 4-21 Sixty seconds relative prediction error for the DEC-PKT forecast
Fig. 4-20 shows the 60 seconds forecast for the DEC-PKT trace. In terms of relative errors, as 
shown in Fig. 4-21, the average relative prediction error made during the 60 seconds period is 
approximately -11.8%. This result is slightly worse than both the 20 seconds forecasts and the 40 
seconds forecasts. The reason for that is that the stationary assumption is more likely to be 
invalidated across longer periods of time as well.
After evaluating the forecast performance for the DEC-PKT trace, evaluations of the forecast 
performance for the LBL-PKT trace based on the proposed forecast approach are shown as 
follows.
Fig. 4-22 shows the 20 seconds forecast for the LBL-PKT trace. In terms of relative errors, as 
shown in Fig. 4-23, the average relative prediction error made during the 20 seconds period is 
approximately -4.4%. This result is slightly better than the 20 seconds forecasts of the DEC-PKT 
trace. The result can be found to be due to it being that the proposed forecasting approach is much 
better fitted to the LBL-PKT forecasts than to the DEC-PKT trace. The reason for this observation 
is that the stationary assumption is more likely to be validated across longer periods of time in the 
LBL-PKT trace than the DEC-PKT trace.
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Fig. 4-23 Twenty seconds relative prediction error for the LBL-PKT forecast
Fig. 4-22 shows the 20 seconds forecast for the LBL-PKT trace. In terms of relative errors, as 
shown in Fig. 4-23, the average relative prediction error made during the 20 seconds period is 
approximately -4.4%. This result is slightly better than the 20 seconds forecasts of the DEC-PKT 
trace. The result can be found to be due to it being that the proposed forecasting approach is much 
better fitted to the LBL-PKT forecasts than to the DEC-PKT trace. The reason for this observation 
is that the stationary assumption is more likely to be validated across longer periods of time in the 
LBL-PKT trace than the DEC-PKT trace.
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Fig. 4-25 Forty seconds relative prediction error for the LBL-PKT forecast
Fig. 4-24 shows the 40 seconds forecast for the LBL-PKT trace. In terms of relative errors, as 
shown in Fig. 4-25, the average relative prediction error made during the 40 seconds period is 
approximately -7.2%. This result is slightly worse than for the 20 seconds forecasts. The reason 
for that is that the stationary assumption is more likely to be invalidated across longer periods of 
time.
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Fig. 4-27 Sixty seconds relative prediction error for the LBL-PKT forecast
Fig. 4-26 shows the 60 seconds forecast for the LBL-PKT trace. In terms of relative errors, as 
shown in Fig. 4-27, the average relative prediction enor made during the 60 seconds period is 
approximately -10.1%. This result is slightly worse than for the 20 seconds forecasts and the 40 
seconds forecasts. The reason for that is that the stationary assumption is more likely to be 
invalidated across longer periods of time as well.
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The Table 4- 6 shows the total different seconds relative prediction error results. It is easy to find
then when the prediction range increases, the prediction accuracy decreases.
20 seconds ahead 40 seconds ahead 60 seconds ahead
DEC-PKT -7.7% -9.6% -11.8%
LBL-PKT -4.4% -7.2% -10.1%
Table 4- 6 multi-seconds relative prediction error
4.6 Summary
This chapter present a traffic modelling and forecasting approach for Internet traffic. Two real 
Internet traffic traces have been used to evaluate such a proposed approach. These two traces have 
found behaving with the characteristics of self-similarity, LRD and heavy-tail.
Using wavelet MRA, the real Internet traces have been isolated from the overall long term trend, 
and variably analysed at multiple time scales. The analysis results indicate that a parsimonious 
model consisting of those two identified components is capable of capturing about 90% of the 
total energy in the original signal, while explain about 85% of its variance. The resulting model is 
capable of revealing the behaviour of the network traffic through time, filtering short lived events 
that may cause traffic perturbations beyond the overall trend.
This chapter shows that the seconds approximations of the two components (which are long term 
trend and short term detail) in the proposed approach can be accurately modelled by low-order 
ARIMA processes. Results indicate that different parts in the network grow at different rates, and 
may also experience increasing deviations from their overall trend, as time progresses. It further 
shows that calculating future throughput based on the forecast values for the proposed traffic 
model yields highly accurate estimates.
As a concluding remark, it is emphasised that due to the properties of the collected time series, 
direct application of traditional time series analysis techniques proves cumbersome, 
computationally intensive and prone to error. The proposed approach is simple to implement, and 
can be fully automated. Moreover, it provides accurate forecasts for at least seconds in the future 
with a minimal computational overhead. However, multiresolution analysis of the original signal 
and modelling of selected approximation and detail signals using ARIMA models could possibly 
provide accurate forecasts for the behaviour of the traffic at other time scales, such as from one 
day to the next or at a particular second or above time duration on a given day in the future. These 
forecasts could be useful for other network engineering tasks.
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Chapter 5
5 Internet Traffic Predictor Using 
ARIMA/GARCH Model
5.1 Introduction
In chapter four, a new type of Internet traffic modelling and forecasting approach has been 
proposed. Such an approach relies on wavelet multi-resolution analysis and linear time series 
analysis. The evaluation results of forecasts based on such a proposed approach show that it can 
model and forecast Internet traffic trends and approximation behaviour. Its performance can be 
demonstrated within the context of dynamic bandwidth allocation application and related network 
engineering tasks at large time scales (e.g. day to day, hour to hour). However, the proposed 
prediction approach cannot be used for some network engineering tasks which need to forecast 
the traffic behaviours at related small time scales. At small time scales, Internet traffic traces 
behave with burstiness, and these burstiness details cannot be captured by linear time series 
analysis. Hence, such a proposed predictive approach needs to improve and needs to find a new 
time series analysis technique to replace the linear ones. Prediction-based admission control 
mechanism can be found as an example which needs to predict traffic at small time scales [JAM 
97] [GRO 97]. In admission control mechanism, the details of traffic need to be measured exactly 
and predicted accurately. The approach which was proposed in chapter four can only model the 
great amount of aggregate traffic characteristics and loses some traffic details as burstiness points 
which can be found at small time scale. It leads to traffic prediction inaccuracy in details and 
cannot be used for exact traffic detail prediction applications, such as admission control at small 
time scales. Thus, how to model and predict Internet traffic traces in detail in order to capture 
traffic burstiness characteristic is the major motivation of this chapter.
Reviewing current prediction-based admission control algorithms, there are a lot of prediction 
models proposed. For example: the MMSE [JAM 97], MMSE extension version NMMSE and 
linear time series AR models [GRO 97], and fractional time series F ARIMA models [SHU 00]. 
Especially in [SHU 00], F ARIMA models have been compared with other existing predictors 
such as MMSE and AR models, and evaluation forecast results show that F ARIMA model based
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traffic prediction can be used more extensively than other models. And FARIMA model can 
predict Internet traffic with more accuracy than other models.
The main goal of this chapter is to analyse Internet traffic by exploring the characteristics of time 
series, and propose a new Internet predictor to model and forecast traffic behaviour (as a new 
traffic predictor a). The intuition behind this proposed model is to use time series analysis to 
process historical information and extract trends in the traffic evolution in detail and capture the 
traffic’s burstiness characteristic. This model requires the collection of network traffic 
measurements over enough periods of time.
The basic idea of this proposed model relies on time series with conditional variance (also called 
dynamic variance) analysis. The linear time series model is used to model the trend of traffic, and 
the conditional variance model is used to explain the burstiness characteristic of traffic details. 
The linear time series model is proposed as the ARIMA model and the conditional variance model 
is proposed as the Generalised Autoregressive Conditional Heteroscedasticity (GARCH) model.
Similarly as with chapter four, two real current Internet traffic traces are used to evaluate the 
proposed predictors’ performances. The evaluation results show that forecasting traffic based on 
the proposed predictors can yield accuracy for a long period. And the results show the proposed 
predictors’ forecasting performances are much better than the FARIMA predictors’.
This chapter is structured as follows. Section 5.2 presents the real traffic traces and some initial 
traffic analysis results. Section 5.3 provides an overview of the conditional variance model and 
explains why it is important for capturing burstiness characteristics. Modelling and forecasting 
schemes are presented in section 5.4. Predictor’s evaluation results are presented in section 5.5 
and section 5.6 concludes this chapter.
5.2 Traffic traces analysis and initial observations
5.2.1 Traffic collected and analysis
Two real Internet traffic traces are used for analysis. They can be downloaded from the National 
Laboratory for Applied Network Research (NLANR) [NAT 05].
NLANR: it consists of short period packet header traces chosen at random from among those 
collected by the Passive Measurement and Analysis (PMA) project at the NLANR. The PMA 
project consists of monitors located at aggregation points within a high performance network such 
as Abilene. Each of the traces is approximately about 90 seconds long and consists of IP packet 
headers from a particular interface at a particular PMA sites. This chapter chooses 40 continued 
NLANR traces as one hour of data provided by one PMA site (names PUR), containing 3.4
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billion packets. The traces were collected on 1®^ May 2005. It is connected, continued NLANR 
traces together, the aggregated trace on time scale is 1 second, and the unit is Mbits/second.
AUCKLAND: it comes from NLANR as well. These traces are IP packet header traces captured 
at the University of Auckland’s Internet uplink on 22”*^ April 2004. These also represent 
aggregated WAN traffic, but here the durations for most of the traces are of the order of an hour 
(3600 seconds). Two AUCKLAND trace are chosen as aggregated trace. The time scale is one 
second, the unit is Mbits/second, and the traffic contains 1.7 billion packets. The descriptions of 
traffic can be seen as Table 5-1.
Dataset Date When Packets
NLANR 1®'May 2005 1IAM-12AM 3.4 billion
AUCKLAND 22”“ April 2004 IIAM-IPM 1.7 billion
Table 5-1 Summary of Wide-Area Traffic Traces 
Two traces are present as following:
NLANR trace AUCKLAND trace
O) 1.6
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time (1 secon d )
(a)
1000 2000 3000 4000  5000 6000 7000
time (1 seco n d )
(b)
Fig. 5-1 Original Traces
Fig. 5-1 shows the original traces, where the time scale is one second and the throughput unit is 
Mbits. These traces’ burstiness caused heavy-tail, shown in Fig. 5-2.
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Fig. 5-2 Heavy-tail estimation
5.2.2 Initial observations
The methods which are used to explore traffic self-similarity and LRD in chapter four are used to 
observe the traces’ characteristics again. Fig. 5-3 shows analysis results of NLANR trace.
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Fig. 5-3 NLANR characteristics analysis
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Fig. 5-3(a) shows the ACF plot, wherein it can be found that the trace behaves LRD by its 
autocorrelation function. Fig. 5-3(b) shows the variance-time plot and Fig. 5-3(c) shows the R/S 
estimation. Both of these estimation methods can detect Flurst parameter (H), which behaves with 
the self-similar characteristic. It shows that the Hurst parameter detected from NLANR is nearly 
0.87, which means that NLANR behaves with self-similarity. Fig. 5-3(d) shows the wavelet 
estimation. The wavelet estimation estimates LRD parameter f5 , where Y. =Cov(X(0),X(2^)),
It shows that the LRD parameter (5 detected from NLANR is nearly 0.26; which means that the 
NLANR behaves with LRD. For a process with //-self-similar, LRD parameter /3 with self­
similar parameter H  can be defined as: / /  = 1 -  0.5y5. Hence, NLANR behaves both self-similarly 
and with LRD as shown in Fig. 5-3.
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Fig. 5-4 AUCKLAND characteristics analysis
Fig. 5-4 shows the analysis results of the AUCKLAND trace. Fig. 5-4(a) shows the ACF plot. It 
can be seen that the trace behave LRD by its autocorrelation function. Fig. 5-4(b) shows the 
variance-time plot and Fig. 5-4(c) shows the R/S estimation. It shows that the Hurst parameter 
detected from AUCKLAND is nearly 0.9, which means that AUCKLAND behaves with self-
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similarity. Fig. 5-4(d) shows the wavelet estimation. It shows that the LRD parameter p  is nearly 
0.2; and means that the AUCKLAND behaves LRD. AUCKLAND behaves with self-similarity 
and LRD shown in Fig. 5-4 as well.
From previous initial analysis, the self-similar and LRD characteristics have been found in the 
traces. From the forecasting theory [BRO 02], LRD means long memory existed in the time 
series. This property leads to better time series forecasting performance in theory. However, 
burstiness has also been found in the traces, and how to model time series with heavy burstiness is 
the most important issue needing to be solved in this chapter. Here burstiness means volatility 
clustering as an important time series characteristic in statistics [CHA 03].
5.2.3 Comparisons of ten years of Internet traffic traces changes
Until now, there were two traffic traces which were collected in the 1990s in chapter four, and 
two traffic traces which were collected in the 2000s in this chapter. Comparing these traces, there 
are many interesting Internet changes which can be found during this ten year period.
First of all, there is the network capacity. Fig. 5-5 shows the throughput comparison results 
between LBL-PKT traffic which was captured in 1994 and the AUCKLAND traffic which was 
captured in 2004.
Network One Hour Throughput
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Fig. 5-5 Ten years of traffic throughput couiparisou
Fig. 5-5 shows that the network capacity increased by more than four thousand times during the 
ten years. This shows that the Internet applications grew rapidly during these ten years.
Furthermore, the traffic component analysis shows more interesting results as follows:
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Fig. 5-7 2004 AUCKLAND traffic components
Fig. 5-6 shows the LBL-PKT traffic components and Fig. 5-7 shows the AUCKLAND traffic 
components. At first, the definitions of components are given as following:
• TCP-FTP FTP is File Transfer Protocol [POS 85]. It is for exchanging files over the 
Internet.
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• TCP-NNTP  NNTP is Net News Transfer Protocol [HOR 87]. It is used to transfer 
articles between servers as well as to read and post articles.
•  TCP-SMTP  SMTP is Simple Mail Transfer Protocol [POS 82]. It is designed to 
transfer mail reliably and efficiently and relay mail across the transport layer
• TCP-Telnet Telnet is in the context of a user with a simple terminal using the local 
Telnet program to run a logon session on a remote computer where the user s 
communications needs are handled by a Telnet server program [POS 83].
• TCP-W W W  Normally Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) [FIE 99] is the underlying 
protocol used by the world wide web (WWW), it defines how messages are formatted and 
transmitted, and what actions web servers and browsers should take in response to various 
commands.
• TCP-other There are other TCP based applications such as Border Gateway Protocol 
(BGP) [REK 95] applications, Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) [ROS 02] applications 
existed in the traffic.
• UDP-DNS Domain Name server (DNS) [MOC 87] protocol is used to request 
resource records from name servers.
• UDP-NTP Network Time Protocol (NTP) [MIL 85] is designed to synchronise the 
clocks of computers over a network
• UDP-other There are other UDP-based applications such as the Trivial File Transfer 
Protocol (TFTP) [SOL92] applications.
• Others There are other applications such as The Generic Route Encapsulation
protocol (GRE) [FAR 00] applications, Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP) [POS 
81] applications and Internet Group Management Protocol (IGMP) [DEE 89] 
applications.
Fig. 5-6 shows that TCP applications are a major Internet traffic component, which contained 
more than 95% of traffic capacity in 1994. Inside TCP applications, WWW, FTP, Mail and Telnet 
are major applications which cover more than 70% of traffic throughput.
Fig. 5-7 shows that TCP applications are still a major Internet traffic component, and contained 
more than 95% of traffic in 2004. Compared with traffic components in Fig. 5-6, WWW 
applications increase remarkably. Considered new applications such as multicast applications 
based on TCP connections have been introduced to the Internet during these ten years, and the 
FTP, Mail and Telnet applications’ obtain rates decreased a great deal.
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On the other hand, we must consider the analysis results presented in section 5,2.2. Although the 
traffic components obtain rates which have been changed during these ten years, the traffic 
characteristics which behave with self-similarity and LRD are still the same.
5.3 Models for changing variance
This section introduces a new non-linear model which can capture time series burstiness. The 
basic idea of this model is primarily concerned with modelling changes in variance. The most 
important advantage of this model is to estimate the local variance better. This, in turn, allows 
more reliable prediction intervals to be computed and hence a better assessment of burstiness. It is 
concerned with the volatility of the series rather than the variance, and with clusters of 
observations with high volatility in particular [ASO 01].
5.3.1 ARCH and GARCH
How ARCH works can be explained by following mathematical expressions.
Suppose there is a time series from which trend and seasonal effects have been removed and from 
which linear effects may also have been removed. This derived series can be denoted by {1^}, to 
distinguish it from the original observed series, ( Z ,) . Thus {1^ } could be the series of residuals 
from a regression or AR model. Usually, the random walk model is often used as a first 
approximation for the (undifferenced) time series so that the first differences are (approximately) 
uncorrelated. However, the variance of such a series is often found to vary through time, rather 
than to be constant. It may represent all such derived series having mean zero in the form
^ (5.1)
Where {£•,} denoted a sequence of i.i.d. random variables with zero mean and unit variance, and 
cr, may be thought of as the local conditional standard deviation of the process. The may have 
a normal distribution but this assumption is not easy for much of what follows. In any case the 
unconditional distribution of generated by a non-linear model will not generally be normal but 
rather heavy-tailed. Suppose it is additionally assumed that the square of cr, depends on the most 
recent value of the derived series by
<^ !=r + ayl, (5. 2)
Where the parameter y  and a  are non-negative to ensure that a] is non-negative. A model for 
Y^ satisfying equation (5. 1) and equation (5. 2) is called an autoregressive conditionally 
heteroscedastic model of order 1 (ARCH (1)) [BER 93]. The adjective autoregressive arises
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because the value of <t  ^ depends on past values of the derived series, albeit in squared form. Note 
that equation (5. 2) does not include an error term and so does not define a stochastic process. 
More generally an ARCH(p) model arises when the variance depends on the last p  squared values 
of the derived time series. Moreover the unconditional variance of is (usually) constant, so that 
{})} behaves like white noise, even though the conditional variance of Y^ does change through 
time. The value of modelling {cr,} lies in getting more reliable bounds for prediction intervals for 
Y,^ f^  and in assessing burstiness more generally [CHA 03].
The ARCH model has been generalised to allow the variance to depend on past values of cr,^  as 
well as on past values of . A derived variable satisfying equation (5. 1) is said to follow a 
generalised ARCH (or called GARCH) model of order {p,q) when the local conditional variance 
is given by
1=1 y=i
Where y > 0  and > 0 for all i, j .  GARCH models are also martingale differences and have 
a constant finite variance provided that the sum of and is less than unity. Identifying
an appropriate GARCH model is not easy, and many analysts assume GARCH(1,1) as the 
standard model [ASO 01] [BER 93] [CHA 03].
The modelling aspects, such as understanding the changing structure of a series and the 
assessment of the burstiness, are both important advantages of GARCH models compared with 
other unconditional variance models. GARCH models have typically been used in forecasting the 
time series where estimation of local variance is important, such as capturing burstiness 
characteristics.
5.3.2 The importance of conditional variance
The key property of ARCH or GARCH is its conditional variance property. The volatility 
clustering can be explained by this property. The volatility clustering is the nature of burstiness in 
time series analysis. In other words, a time series behaving with high burstiness (or with heavy- 
tail of its probability distribution) can be modelled by ARCH or GARCH.
Conditional variance is a statistical definition comparing variance (unconditional variance). 
Conditional variance means the variance changes over time, also called local variance (or 
dynamic variance). In contrast, unconditional variance means the variance never changes over 
time, and is also called global variance (or constant variance). Unconditional variance has been
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widely used in time series analysis and modelling [CHA 03]. For example: ARIMA models’ 
variance is unconditional variance. Normally, all of the linear time series models introduce 
unconditional variance to explain their models’ innovations. And such unconditional variance 
causes these models’ significant benefit and also significant drawback. The benefit that 
unconditional variance brings to the model is its behaviours as similar as random walk, for 
example based on normal distribution. This property makes it easy for models (which are based 
on unconditional variance) to model time series, and easier to forecast behaviour. However, for a 
time series behaving with burstiness, models with unconditional variance lose their modelling 
ability, and they cannot capture burstiness points based on their global variance (constant standard 
deviation). In statistics, burstiness means the time series’ tail distribution behaves heavy tail. 
Thus, explaining time series models’ standard deviation based on local variance (variance changes 
over time) has been introduced in time series analysis, which can be shown as ARCH and 
GARCH models [ASO 01].
In this section, the NLANR trace is used as an example to explain why conditional variance is 
more important than unconditional variance in the Internet traffic analysis. From Fig. 5-1 and Fig. 
5-2’s observations, burstiness characteristic has been found in the NLANR trace. The NLANR 
can be analysed by the ARMA model, and its innovations found as follows, where we can see 
burstiness.
Innovations of NLANR
Q. 3 
XI
0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000
time (1 second)
Fig. 5-8 Innovations of the ARMA model
If unconditional variance is selected to explain models innovations, it is as follows:
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Unconditional Standard Deviations
Q . 1.1
CO 0 . 7
1 0 0 0  1 5 0 0  2 0 0 0  2 5 0 0  3 0 0 0
time (1 second)
Fig. 5-9 Unconditional Standard Deviations of the ARMA model
Fig. 5-9 shows the unconditional standard deviations of the ARMA model. It can found that the 
unconditional variance’s behaviour is like a random walk, and relies on normal distribution. There 
is little burstiness information inside the model. That means that using the ARMA with 
unconditional variance models the real network traffic trace (which behaved with strong 
burstiness) will lose many details about its burstiness, and the modelling results are not good for 
analysis. Thus, why not choose conditional variance to replace unconditional variance to enhance 
models’ analysability.
If conditional variance is selected to explain the ARMA model’s innovations, its behaviours are as 
following:
Conditional Standard Deviations
CD 0 . 7
1 0 0 0  1 5 0 0  2 0 0 0
time (1 second)
2 5 0 0
Fig. 5-10 Conditional Standard Deviations of the ARMA model
Fig. 5-10 shows the conditional standard deviation’s results. Strong burstiness can be found in this 
model. It enhances the model’s analysis ability, especially for analysing time series behaviour 
regarding burstiness such as with Internet traffic traces.
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5.4 ARIMA/GARCH model
The ARIMA/GARCH models have been proposed to analyse Internet traffic traces, the modelling 
procedure has been introduced and two real traffic traces (NLANR and AUCKLAND) have been 
used to evaluate the proposed model’s modelling ability.
5.4.1 Model description
ARIMA processes are the generalisations of standard ARMA(r,j^ processes when the degree of 
differencing d  is taking integral values. ARJMA(r,r/,5') process (X/,/=l,2,...,} is defined to be
^{B),9{B) have no common zeroes, while r and s are non-negative integers. B is the backward- 
shift operator, i.e. BX^ = Z,_j. = (1 -  B Y  is the differencing operator.
GARCH {p,q) processes are the explanation processes which process conditional variance of Z, in 
equation (5. 4), defined to be
= «0+ Z  + S
/= i y=i
> 0 ,(Z y  > 0 , y ,  > 0
Where a] is the variance of Z, and equation (5. 5) has its constraint as
1=1 y=i
The key insight in the GARCH processes is the conditional variance of Z), where its variance is 
local and changing over time. The term conditional implies explicit dependence on a past 
sequence of observations, and the term unconditional is more concerned with long-term behaviour 
of a time series and assumes no explicit knowledge of the past (it can be defined as global 
variance). The conditional variance property of GARCH processes can capture and explain 
burstiness characteristics of time series. Because burstiness characteristics which explained heavy 
tails characteristics cause network traffic to behave with self-similarity and long range 
dependence (LRD). Hence, ARIMA/GARCH processes are flexible with regard to the modelling 
of the self-similarity and LRD characteristics of network traffic.
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5.4.2 Modelling scheme
The core of traffic prediction is to fit an appropriate model to the real network traffic. Hence, the 
modelling scheme can be proposed as the following procedure to fit an 
ARIMA(r, J,.s)/GARCH(p,^) model to the traffic trace. Explanation is provided where necessary.
Step 1 : Pre-processing the measured traffic trace to get a zero-mean time series Z,, t=l ,2,...
Step 2: Using an operator to difference the time series until it appears to come from a stationary 
process (can be defined as second-order stationary). It is often found that that first order {d=\) 
differencing of non-seasonal data is adequate.
Step 3: Determining the orders of r and s using the Autocorrelation function (ACF) and its partial 
function (PACF). Normally, the theoretical ACF of a MA{s) has a simple form in that it “cuts o ff’ 
at lag s and the PACF of an AR(r) has a simple form in that it cuts o ff’ at lag r.
Step 4: Estimating parameters of Values of these parameters can be
estimated by using maximum likelihood estimation (MLE). After parameter estimation, the best 
orders and values of parameters can be examined by the Akaike’s Information Criterion (AIC).
Step 5: Determining the orders of p  and q. Identifying order of p  and q are not easy not only in 
theory but also in practice, many analysts assume both orders’ setup one as the standard order 
[ASO 01] [BER 93].
Step 6: Estimating parameters of p  and q. It assumes that the sum of y^ and is close to 1 based
on the GARCH constraint equation (5. 6). Specifically, it will set GARCH(1,1) as the “standard” 
model depend on step 5, so initial estimation are
o - f  =  « 0  +  +  « 1  < 1  ( 5 .  7 )
Then constant of the conditional variance can be estimated by the unconditional variance of 
innovations at first.
crl
/=!
Then, the equation (5. 7) can be extended as,
( 5 . 9 )
After determining the initial c o n s ta n tp a ra m e te rs  y^md can be estimated by MLE and 
select best values by AIC. The fitted ARIMA(r,c/,5)/GARCH(p,^) model can be found as form 
equation (5. 4) and equation (5. 5). The flow chart shown in Fig. 5-11 can explain how the 
ARIMA/GARCH model analyse the time series.
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Measured traffic trace
Pre-precessing the trace to get a 
zero-mean time series
Differencing operation
Stationary?
Determining the orders of rand s for 
ARMA by ACF and PACF
Estimating the parameters of 
ARMA by MLE
Determining the orders of p and q for 
GARCH (‘standard’ orders set to 1 )
I
Estimating the parameters of 
GARCH by MLE
AIC=best?
ARIMA/GARCH model
Fig. 5-11 ARIMA/GARCH modelling process
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5.4.3 Model evaluation
Two real traces (NLANR and AUCKLAND), will be used to evaluate ARIMA/GARCH models’ 
modelling abilities.
As introduced in section 5.2, these two traces behaved with LRD and self-similarity. The 
traditional linear ARIMA time series models do not have enough ability to capture these non­
linear properties in practice, even when they have good predictability in theory. The GARCH 
models which will be introduced into ARIMA modelling are a good extension and improvement 
for capturing non-linear burstiness time series.
At first, the NLANR trace will be modelled by ARIMA(r,i/,5) /GARCH(p,^).
The values of ARIMA/GARCH parameters will be estimated as follows:
Parameters A 0, n «1 OCq
values 0.85486 -0.45413 0.88341 0.06633 0.02437
The whole ARIMA/GARCH model is given as follows:
A'Z, -  0.85486A'X,_i = Z, + 0.45413Z,_i
o-J = 0.02437 + 0.8834 Id^li + 0M633Zf_, (5-10)
Models’ performance can be compared with real traces’ characteristics. Because the real traces 
behaved with LRD and self-similarity, the variance-time plot, R/S estimation and Wavelet 
estimation can be used to evaluate modeling results.
Variance-time plot compares trace variance with its scale size. For a trace behaving with SRD, its 
variance decreases as the scale size increases, and the variance decrease rate is linear depending 
on the scale size increase rate. In contrast, if the trace behaves with LRD, the variance decreases 
slowly depending on the scale size increase rate, with a constant slope. Here the slope indicates 
the LRD. Analysis results are shown in Fig. 5-12(a).
R/S estimation captures the Hurst parameter, which indicates self-similarity. The basic idea is 
based on a rescaled adjusted range (R/S). It assumes there is a reservoir with flexible input and 
allowing withdrawal output. It hopes that the reservoir will never empty. Where R is called the 
adjusted range, and it is the maximum capacity of input rate, S is called the rescaled value, and it 
is the mean output rate. For the trace behaving with self-similarity, R/S always increases 
depending on the scale size increase rate with the constant Hurst slope (Hurst parameter indicates 
the self-similarity when 0.5 < H urst < 1 ). Analysis results are shown in Fig. 5-12(b).
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Wavelet estimation estimates the LRD parameter using wavelet methodology. The key feature of 
wavelets is using a “mother wavelet” to smooth and filter the trace, trying to localise in both time 
and frequency domain. Comparing the covariance value after wavelet analysis with the scale of 
the “mother wavelet” coefficient it used, the slope value can be found which indicates the LRD 
parameter. When applying the wavelet estimation to the increments of a self-similar trace, the 
estimate slope can indicate the Hurst value as well. Analysis results are shown in Fig. 5-12(c).
Variance-time plot R/S Estimation
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Fig. 5-12 ARIMA/GARCH modelling validation for NLANR trace
The Hurst parameter of NLANR trace is observed as 0.7706. From the above results, it can be 
found that the proposed ARIMA/GARCH models can behave with LRD and self-similarity 
characteristics as with the real NLANR traces.
Secondly, the AUCKLAND trace will be modelled by ARIMA(r,(7,5) /GARCH(/?,^) as well.
The values of ARIMA/GARCH parameters will be estimated as follows:
Parameters A «1 CCq
values 0.90644 -0.45315 0.60444 0.35335 0.00519
The whole ARIMA/GARCH model is given as follows:
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A ' X ,  -  0 .9 0 6 4 4 A 'X ,_ i =  Z , +  0 .4 5 3 15Z,_,
( r j  =  0 .0 0 5 1 9  + 0 .60444cr^_ i +  0.35335Z,^_i
Models’ performance can be compared with real traces’ characteristics. The evaluation methods 
are similar to those used for NLANR traces.
(5.11)
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Fig. 5-13 ARIMA/GARCH modelling validation for the AUCKLAND trace
The analysis results of variance time plot is shown in Fig. 5-13(a). R/S estimation results are 
shown in Fig. 5-13(b), and the wavelet estimation results are shown in Fig. 5-13(c). The Hurst 
parameter of AUCKLAND trace is observed as 0.9016. From the above results, it can found that 
the proposed ARIMA/GARCH models can behave with LRD and self-similarity characteristics, 
just as with the real AUCKLAND traces.
Summarising above results, the proposed ARIMA/GARCH models can capture LRD and self­
similarity characteristics the same as the real network traces. And the ARIMA/GARCH model 
can explain the network traffic burstiness by its key characteristic; changing variance over time 
(conditional variance).
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5.5 Forecasts analysis
5.5.1 Forecasting scheme
Considered that the ARIMA/GARCH model’s mathematical expressions are given as equation (5. 
4) and equation (5. 5), assumptions of causality and invertibility can be written as:
w=0
(5 .1 2 )
where
w=0
and
v=0
00 p q (5 .1 3 )
where = (1 “  Z / / ) ( l  “
v-O I'-l 7=1
The minimum mean square error (minimum MSB) can be used for studying the ARIMA/GARCH 
model’s prediction. Let Xt+\ denote the one-step prediction made at origin t of X,^^ at future time 
/+1. Then equation (5. 12) and equation (5. 13) can be modified as;
X f+ i =
-  f  . . (5-14)
O-Z+I =2^^vO-,_v+l
V=1
Where crLi denotes the one-step prediction of variance of and the MSB of the one-step 
prediction is
MSE = £'((A',^j - X t +\ f )  (5.15)
Hence, from a fitted ARIMA/GARCH model of a time series, one may obtain its one-step 
prediction by equation (5. 14) and the MSB by equation (5. 15).
When the decisions of network control are based upon traffic prediction, some packets can be lost 
in the network if a predicted traffic value is less than the actual value. Therefore, to specify the 
accuracy of traffic prediction in networks, calculating the upper probability limit of a forecast is 
necessary, as opposed to providing the upper- and lower-limits as done in normal prediction 
technique. Hence an adapted prediction algorithm is proposed to provide an upper probability 
limit.
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The proposed algorithm determines the adaptive one-step prediction X,+] by adding a bias to 
the predicted value of the minimum MSE prediction. Mathematically,
(5.16)
where P[e  ^<^^] = w, 0 .5< rv< l
e, is the prediction error, and w is the upper probability limit. Hence, w is the probability that the 
predicted value is more than the observed value. Assuming that the prediction error e,has a 
normal distribution, it can be obtained that the relationship between and w, obviously, 
=0  when w = 0.5.
A four-step procedure to predict network traffic is proposed as follows:
Step 1 : Building an ARIMA/GARCH model to describe the traffic.
Step 2: Doing the minimum MSE prediction.
Step 3: Determining the value of upper probability limit w according to the QoS necessary in the 
particular network.
Step 4: Doing traffic predictions by the adapted prediction method with the upper probability 
limit.
The flow chart to explain how the ARIMA/GARCH models do the time series forecasting is 
shown in Fig. 5-14.
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Trace
No
Minimum?
Y es
Y es
Calculating MSE
Forecasted trace
ARIMA/GARCH model
Estimating prediction values with 
upper probability limit
Doing one-step-ahead prediction
Determining upper probability limit 
based on Network requirements
No,
Step=step+1
Fig. 5-14 ARIMA/GARCH forecasting process
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5.5.2 Signal-to-Error Ratio (SER) measurement
After doing the forecasting, validating the predictability is an important task. Normally, 
forecasting accuracy is the biggest factor of predictability. Here, the Signal-to-Error Ratio (SER) 
has been introduced to measure models’ predictability. SER quantifies the prediction quality by 
the following expression,
SER = -----------------------------------------   (5-17)
Where is the actual trace value in the next time unit, and Xt^\ is the forecast value in the 
next time unit, E( ) is the mean of expected value. Normally, the SER~^ is more widely used to 
quantify the prediction quality than SER itself. Its mathematical expression can be shown as 
follows;
SER-^ = —  = (5.18)
From equation (5. 18), it can be found the smaller the SER~^ , the better the predictability.
The SER~^ method computes prediction error and normalises the error related to the 
characteristics of the time series (mean).
5.5.3 Forecasts evaluation
In this section, two real traces (NLANR and AUCKLAND) are used to evaluate the 
ARIMA/GARCH models’ predictability. At the same time, the proposed ARIMA/GARCH 
models’ predictability can be compared with FARIMA models’. The FARIMA model has been 
briefly introduced in section 3.3.3. FARIMA models have already been shown to achieve better 
prediction ability than traditional ARIMA models and are shown as one of the best time series 
predictors for network traffic prediction applications in literature [SHU 00].
The models’ predictability can be evaluated based on two real traces’ scenarios separately. In each 
scenario, it will vary the prediction range, collect forecast values, and measure models’ 
predictability. The trace history range which is chosen is 20, 50 and 100 seconds separately, the 
prediction range which is chosen is the same as their modelling history range, the prediction 
interval (time scale) is one second, and the prediction step is one-step-ahead. Of course, one-step- 
ahead prediction can be extended to )t-step-ahead prediction ( A: > 1 ). However, the one-step-ahead 
prediction will get much more prediction accuracy than the A:-step-ahead prediction not only in 
prediction theory but also in practice. Hence, the one-step-ahead prediction scheme is chosen to
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evaluate the proposed models’ predictability. On the other hand, because there is no QoS 
requirement for the predictor evaluation, =0 is chosen for the predictor that needs to evaluate.
5.5.3.1 NLANR trace
When the modelling trace history range is 20 seconds, the prediction results are as follows:
>XRHVI/\/G/\R.OH P red ic to r
3 0  4 0  S O  6 0  7 0
Time (1 second)
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R A R IIV IA  P r e d i c t o r
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nrimo(1 soooncJ)
(b)
Fig. 5-15 NLANR forecast performance
Fig. 5-15(a) shows the ARIMA/GARCH models’ forecast performance and Fig. 5-15(b) shows 
the FARIMA models’ forecast performance. From this figures, which model get better prediction 
performance (or accuracy) is not easy to detect. For this reason, the SER^^ measurement is used 
to evaluate models’ predictability.
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Varying the prediction range, the models’ SER  ^ can be calculated as following:
Range (second) 10 20 50 100 200 500
ARIMA/GARCH 0.0021 0.0069 0.0193 0.0179 0.0228 0.0231 0.0228
FARIMA 0.0135 0.0459 0.0365 0.0337 0.0343 0.0326 0.0322
Table 5-2 SER'^  measurement for modelling history range equal to 20 seconds
The Table 5-2 can be plotted as following:
SER'^ measurement for NLANR trace
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Fig. 5-16 SER ‘ results for NLANR modelling history range equal to 20 seconds
It is noted that, in Fig. 5-16 and others following figures in this chapter, that prediction length 
means the prediction range, and length means the modelling history range.
As Table 5-2 and Fig. 5-16 show, the proposed ARIMA/GARCH models achieve better 
prediction performance than FARIMA models. When the prediction range increases, the 
prediction accuracy decreases. Of course, when the prediction range increases, that means the 
trace’s characteristics change, then it caused models cannot capture the new characteristics. On 
the other hand, it can be found that ARIMA/GARCH models’ adaptability is better than FARIMA 
models. Fig. 5-16 also show that the FARIMA’s prediction accuracy does not decrease when the 
prediction range increases, there is a peak point inside its prediction performance. In that point, 
the FARIMA gets the worst prediction performance. The reason can be thought as its stochastic 
characteristic caused the forecasting process estimate more errors than ideal models’ expectation.
Increasing the modelling history range, models’ prediction performances can be estimated as 
follows:
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When the modelling history range increases to 50 seconds, the models’ SER~  ^ results with 
different prediction ranges can be calculated as following:
Range (second) 5 10 20 50 100 200 500
ARIMA/GARCH 0.0014 0.0015 0.0064 0.0060 0.0054 0.0057 0.0054
FARIMA 0.0487 0.0558 0.0351 0.0347 0.0388 0.0324 0.0359
Table 5-3 SER * measurement for modelling history range equal to 50 seconds
When the modelling history range increases to 100 seconds, the models’ SER * with different 
prediction ranges can be calculated as following:
Range (second) 5 10 20 50 100 200 500
ARIMA/GARCH 0.0031 0.0290 0.0202 0.0174 0.0217 0.0248 0.0222
FARIMA 0.0761 0.0526 0.0370 0.0317 0.0397 0.0454 0.0409
Table 5-4 SER'  ^measurement for modelling history range equal to 100 seconds
The Table 5-2, Table 5-3 and Table 5-4 can be plotted together as follows:
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Fig. 5-17 SER'  ^measurement for the NLANR trace
As Fig. 5-17 shows, the proposed ARIMA/GARCH models achieve better prediction performance 
than FARIMA models. When the modelling history range is equal to 50 seconds, the 
ARIMA/GARCH model achieves the best prediction performance. No matter how long the 
modelling history range provided, the FARIMA models always gets a similar prediction 
perfoiTnance, with less accuracy when compared with ARIMA/GARCH models.
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From the real NLANR trace’s modelling and forecasting, it can be found that the proposed 
ARIMA/GARCH models achieve better predictability than the FARIMA models. After this, the 
AUCKLAND trace is used to validate proposed models’ predictability again.
5.S.3.2 AUCKLAND trace
Similar to the NLANR trace evaluation scenario, there are three modelling history ranges chosen 
at 20, 50 and 100 seconds for the AUCKLAND evaluation scenario. Varying the prediction range, 
models’ SER^ results can be measured.
When the modelling history range is 20 seconds, the prediction results are as follows:
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Fig. 5-18 AUCKLAND forecast performance
Fig. 5-18(a) shows the ARIMA/GARCH models’ forecasts performance and Fig. 5-18(b) shows 
the FARIMA models’ forecasts performance. From this figure, the ARIMA/GARCH model can 
forecast the traffic more accurately than the FARIMA model.
Varying the prediction range, the SERr"" results can be calculated as follows:
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Range (second) 5 10 20 50 100 200 500
ARIMA/GARCH 0.0014 0.0012 0.0009 0.0006 0.0004 0.0003 0.0002
FARIMA 0.0911 0.0779 0.0615 0.0380 0.0191 0.0105 0.0095
Table 5-5 SER'* measurement results for modelling range equal to 20 seconds
The Table 5-5 can be plotted as follows:
SER"  ^ measurement for AUCKLAND trace
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Fig. 5-19 SER * results for AUCKLAND modelling history range equal to 20 seconds
As Table 5-5 and Fig. 5-19 show, the proposed ARIMA/GARCH models achieve better 
prediction performance than FARIMA models. Increasing the modelling history range, models’ 
prediction performances can be estimated separately.
When the modelling history range increases to 50 seconds, the models’ SER~^ is as follows:
Range (second) 5 10 20 50 100 200 500
ARIMA/GARCH 0.0024 0.0019 0.0012 0.0016 0.0015 0.0014 0.0017
FARIMA 0.0051 0.0038 0.0023 0.0033 0.0030 0.0028 0.0035
Table 5-6 SER"^  measurement results for modelling history range equal to 50 seconds
When the modelling history range increases to 100 seconds, the models’ SER~^ is as follows:
Range (second) 5 10 20 50 100 200 500
ARIMA/GARCH 0.0011 0.0013 0.0015 0.0014 0.0014 0.0015 0.0015
FARIMA 0.0318 &ÜM8 0.0247 0.0247 0LG38 &0265 0.0292
Table 5-7 SER measurement results for modelling history range equal to 100 seconds
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Table 5-5, Table 5-6 and Table 5-7 can be plotted together as follows:
SER'^ measurement for AUCKLAND trace
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Fig. 5-20 SER'^  measurement for the AUCKLAND trace
As Fig. 5-20 shows, the proposed ARIMA/GARCH models achieve better prediction performance 
than FARIMA models. When the modelling history range equals 20 seconds, the 
ARIMA/GARCH model achieves the best prediction performance. When the modelling history 
range equals 50 seconds, the FARIMA model achieves the best prediction performance, but its 
accuracy is less than the ARIMA/GARCH model’s.
From the real traces NLANR and AUCKLAND validations, it can be found that the proposed 
ARIMA/GARCH models can model real Internet traffic traces, and their forecasting performance 
is better than FARIMA models’ performance.
5.6 Summary
The new ARIMA/GARCH based predictor, which can be used for Internet traffic prediction 
applications, has been proposed in this chapter.
Two current real Internet traffic traces collected after 2004 have been introduced to evaluate the 
proposed predictor’s performance. We compared these traces with traces collected in the 1990s, 
which were presented in chapter four. New Internet applications have been found in the current 
traffic traces, and some old version Internet applications such Telnet lost their obtained rate in the 
current traffic structure. However, se lf similarity, LRD and heavy tails have still been found in the 
current traffic traces.
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The basic advantage of the proposed ARIMA/GARCH model is its conditional variance 
characteristic. This characteristic can capture the traffic burstiness, and such burstiness (which is 
defined as heavy tails in probability distribution) is the major cause of self-similarity and LRD. 
Compared with self-similarity and LRD characteristics captured by the ARIMA/GARCH model 
with real Internet traffic, the ARIMA/GARCH model has been proven as a good time series 
model which can behave with these important Internet traffic characteristics.
The proposed ARIMA/GARCH models’ predictability has been evaluated by real Internet traffic 
as well. Its prediction performance is compared with fractional based FARIMA models. A 
prediction performance measurement tool named SER'^ has been introduced to detect models’ 
prediction accuracy. During the prediction evaluations, the ARIMA/GARCH model has been 
shown to provide better prediction accuracy than the FARIMA model. Hence it can be suggested 
that the proposed ARIMA/GARCH model is suitable for exact traffic prediction applications and 
can replace FARIMA models, especially high prediction accuracy requirement applications. For 
example, then prediction-based admission control algorithm that it is mentioned in the 
introduction section in this chapter.
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Chapter 6
6 Study of Internet Traffic Predictability
6.1 Introduction
In chapter four, a new prediction approach based on wavelet analysis and linear time series has 
been proposed. This approach has been built up by two steps. The first step is to use wavelet 
multiresolution analysis to capture Internet traffic’s trend and related details, and the second step 
is to use linear time series models to model and forecast the traffic’s trend and approximation 
behaviours. This approach can be used to apply Internet traffic prediction applications such as 
long-term network resource allocation and dynamic bandwidth allocation. However, using the 
linear time series analysis cannot explain the Internet traffic’s burstiness and related self­
similarity, LRD characteristics which have been found in the Internet traffic at small time scales. 
Hence, a new predictor based on linear time series with a conditional variance model has been 
proposed in chapter five. It is called the ARIMA/GARCH model. The evaluation results show that 
this proposed model can capture Internet traffic’s burstiness, self-similarity and LRD 
characteristics and its prediction accuracy is better than the FARIMA model’s. Here, FARIMA 
can be found to have a prediction performance that is better than linear time series models in 
literature, not only in the prediction accuracy but also in the implementation simplicity [SHU 00] 
[LIU 99]. For this reason, the proposed ARIMA/GARCH model can replace the linear time series 
model in the proposed prediction approach to improve prediction accuracy. On the other hand, the 
proposed ARIMA/GARCH model can be an independent Internet traffic predictor itself.
Following the Internet traffic prediction techniques introduced in chapters four and five, a new 
and interesting question has been addressed: How good the prediction model is and which 
prediction model should be chosen for Internet applications? In general, this question can be 
answered by the model’s prediction accuracy, which means the best prediction model always get 
the best prediction performance (or accuracy). Considering that the prediction models’ 
applications are widely used in Internet applications, the prediction accuracy is one of the most 
important factors to answer this question, but not the only factor. For engineering tasks, how to 
select a good prediction model should satisfy the following factors:
• The selected prediction model should satisfy the application requirements.
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• The selected prediction model should capture related traffic characteristics, for example 
self-similarity and long range dependence.
• The selected prediction model should have simplicity and feasibility.
• The selected prediction model should have high adaptability for varied network 
environments and status.
This chapter proposes the definitions of predictability to answer the above question “How good 
the prediction model is and which prediction model should be chosen for Internet applications?” 
Predictability means the ability of prediction and it should include all addressed prediction 
performance factors. In other words, it defines the criteria to evaluate if  the predictor for the future 
incoming traffic load is successful.
The main goal of this chapter is to define Internet traffic predictability and compare different 
Internet traffic predictors’ predictability. The real Internet traffic traces are used to evaluate traffic 
predictors’ predictability as well.
Four major significant Internet traffic predictors have been introduced to this traffic predictability 
analysis. They are MMSE, FARIMA, Neural Network model and ARIMA/GARCH. The major 
characteristics of these predictors have been introduced in the above chapters three and five 
separately. In this chapter, we pay more attention on their implementations for real Internet traffic 
prediction.
Based on different Internet traffic prediction applications, there are three scenarios to be analysed 
in this chapter. They are multi-time scales forecasting, on-line forecasting and long-term 
forecasting scenarios. The idea why these scenarios are chosen is based on the network 
applications requirements. The multi-time scales predictability study is very important for 
network protocol design and network performance design [CLE 04], in which traffic 
characteristics will vary at different time scales. The on-line predictability study is very necessary 
for dynamic admission control algorithms [SHU 00], in which it needs a short range of traffic to 
predict behaviours in another short range and ignore long trends normally. The long-term 
predictability study is also vital for network plarming and network capacity design [PAP 05], in 
which the traffic trend plays a crucial role to decide prediction performance.
In the multi-time scale forecasting scenario, the real Internet traffic traces are aggregated at 
different time scales, and different predictors are evaluated and their predictability based on this 
aggregated traffic. In the on-line forecasting scenario, predictors are used to model the traffic 
traces with a short history range, and evaluate their predictability with a related short prediction 
range. In the long-term forecasting scenario, predictors are used to model the traces with a long 
history range, and evaluate their predictability with a long prediction range as well.
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This chapter is structured as follows. Section 6.2 presents the network traffic predictability 
definition and related measurement methodologies, and introduces four network traffic predictors 
and four real Internet traffic traces. The multi-time scale forecasting scenario is shown in section 
6.3. And the on-line forecasting scenario is given in section 6.4. Section 6.5 is about the long-term 
forecasting scenario. Finally, section 6.6 concludes this chapter.
6.2 Network traffic predictability
In this section, two parts will be presented. The first part is network traffic predictability 
definition. It will discuss related issues of traffic predictors and comparison with related network 
traffic applications, and define the traffic predictability based on applications’ requirements. In 
the second part, the traffic predictability measurement methodologies are given, and their 
advantages and drawbacks are shown.
6.2.1 Traffic predictability definition
The most significant question in traffic prediction is traffic predictability. Traffic predictability 
denotes the possibility for prediction to satisfy some precise requirement over the desired 
prediction and control time interval. On the one hand, a large prediction interval is needed to 
provide sufficient time to control actions and to offset the inevitable delays in the network. On the 
other hand, a small prediction error is desirable for the following reason: control actions based on 
erroneous prediction may inadvertently compromise the control performance. Precise prediction is 
preferred to overcome this problem. Unfortunately, prediction accuracy deteriorates quickly as the 
prediction interval increases. Clearly there is a tradeoff between a large prediction interval and a 
small prediction error, which reflects the tradeoff between the control time interval and the 
prediction accuracy.
Otherwise, different traffic prediction applications need different predictability criteria. Most 
traffic engineering tasks need to predict the future incoming traffic load on-line, which needs 
more attention on the traffic prediction model’s computational simplicity and speediness than its 
prediction accuracy. For example, dynamic admission-control, dynamic bandwidth allocation, etc. 
For the network management and network capacity planning tasks, precise prediction is the most 
necessary requirement in designs. Because all these applications are analysed and designed based 
on off-line traffic traces, so the computation speediness is not very important.
To summarise the above two major issues of traffic predictability, it can be seen that defining 
traffic predictability is not easy. Hence we will try to objectively evaluate the predictability based 
on four factors:
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• Accuracy: of course, the prediction accuracy is the most important factor of traffic 
predictability. The fundamental requirement of traffic predictability is to measure the 
prediction model’s prediction performance quality. The most important objective of 
predictability is to obtain a prediction model which can describe the future closely.
• Simplicity: of course, the simplicity is also a very important factor of predictability. 
Normally, the prediction models need to be real-time, and more simplicity is a preference, 
for as far as the ease of use and implementation is concerned, simplicity has its intrinsic 
value.
• Computation speediness: currently, the research work mostly pays attention to off-line 
data analysis, which can download data offline, and spend long time on analysis. 
However, in order to dynamically implement the network control (for most of the traffic 
engineering tasks) on-line measurement is necessary to forecast the future in reality. In 
on-line applications, computation speediness is of greater concern than prediction 
accuracy.
• Adaptability: in order to predict the future precisely, regardless of the changes in the 
traffic, a predictor needs to adapt to the traffic in a timely manner. The more history data 
that is available as time progresses, the more accurate the predictor can be, through 
incorporating the new information to improve itself and to update its parameters.
To sum up these factors of predictability, there are many tradeoffs between these factors. For 
example, if the predictor satisfies computation simplicity, then its prediction accuracy may be less 
than other predictors with computation complexity. Trying to find a perfect predictor which 
satisfies all factors is impossible. Hence, the predictor’s predictability should be defined based on 
Internet traffic applications. If the application needs speediness and on-line prediction, then it can 
be said that simplicity is more important than accuracy in predictability definition. Otherwise, if 
the application needs an exact and long term prediction, then it can be said that accuracy and 
adaptability are more important than simplicity in predictability definition. Considering that there 
are three major Internet prediction applications in existence, multi-scale prediction applications 
(such as protocol design), on-line prediction applications (such as dynamic admission control) and 
long-term prediction applications (such as network capacity design), three predictability definition 
scenarios based on these applications are studied in the following sections separately.
6.2.2 Traffic predictability measurement
Before the three scenarios’ predictability analysis, there are three major predictability 
measurement methods described in this section.
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Mean Square Error (MSE) and its normalised function (NMSE) is the first method to measure 
model predictability. MSE is a popular predictability not only in theory but also in practice. MSE 
is a measure of the absolute error. This measure suffers from the problem that the amplitude of the 
signal to be predicted plays a strong role in the size of the measurement error. To avoid this 
problem, a relative error measurement is considered. A typical approach is to normalise the MSE 
relative to the variance of the time series to be predicted. The result is called the Normalised 
Mean Square Error (NMSE); and its mathematic expression can be shown as follows:
NMSE = ^
cr
Where is the real trace value in the next time unit, and W/+i is the forecasted value in the
next time unit. Because = E{{X^^^ - X t ^ \ f ) , where Xt+\ is the mean value ofX,^j. So equation 
(6. 1) can be expressed as
NMSE = -^^+ 0  ) (6.2)
From equation (6. 2), it can be found the smaller the NMSE, the better the predictability.
Signal to Error Ratio (SER) is the second predictability measurement. SER quantifies the 
prediction quality by the following expression,
SER = ---------------------- (6.3)
Normally, comparing with the expression of NMSE, it can compute SERT  ^ and its expression is 
extended from equation (6. 3),
SER~  ^=  ^ (6.4)
From equation (6. 4), it can be found the smaller the SER~^, the better the predictability.
The SER~^ method is similar to the NMSE. They both compute prediction error and normalise the 
error related to the characteristics of time series (mean or variance).
The final measurement is different from the above methods. This method can be described by the 
following steps.
It assumes the normalised one-step prediction error is
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err =
Xl^ ■\ (6.5)
This normalised error should exceed a percentage s  (e.g. 10%) with a probability 7^(6"), 
where i ^ ( £ ‘) = Pr(err>£ '). It calls 7^(6") the Prediction Error Critical Probability (PECP). 
Obviously it found that the smaller the PECP, the better the predictability.
All the above three methods are widely used for predictability measurement, not only in theory, 
but also in practice [SAN 02] [SHA 03]. However all of these methods have a common limitation. 
That is that they only measure prediction error. Although prediction error is the most important 
predictability standard in theory, it is not enough in practice. We must consider that there are 
different kinds of applications of prediction, and each application has its prediction requirements. 
For example: on-line congestion controls pay more attention to computational simplicity and 
speed than accuracy, and long-term network designs pay more attention to prediction accuracy 
and adaptability than computation speed. Thus we must look at traffic models’ predictability not 
only in measuring prediction error, but also in other criteria: prediction computation complexity, 
modelling history range, forecasting range and prediction adaptability.
Computational complexity can be seen from the prediction models themselves. In a prediction 
model, a requirement to estimate a greater number of parameters will cause more computational 
complexity. Different parameters’ estimation methods cause different computation speeds. For 
example, estimating parameters by computing a simple autocorrelation matrix in an MMSE 
predictor will be faster than estimating parameters by MLE in a linear time series predictor [GHA 
03].
Modelling history range and prediction range is another useful predictability measure method. If 
selecting a predictor for on-line prediction application, it needs a short traffic history to estimate 
the predictor’s parameters. In contrast, it has to choose enough long traffic history to model and 
predict long-term traffic.
A good predictor should be adaptable to changing traffic, which is known as adaptability. As time 
progresses, more traffic information is available and more characteristics are known. It should 
select the adaptive traffic predictor, which can improve and update its parameters to capture new 
available information and new behaviour characteristics.
6.2.3 Selected traffic traces and predictors
There are four real Internet traces used to evaluate Internet predictors’ predictability. They are the 
DEC-PKT, LBL-PKT, NLANR and AUCKLAND traces.
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DEC-PKT and LBL-PKT traces are used to evaluate the proposed Internet prediction approach in 
chapter four. They can be downloaded from [ITA 05]. Both of these traces contain one hour’s 
worth of wide-area traffic captured before 1996. The traces are aggregated at 0.1 second (time 
scale) and the unit is kbps in this chapter. The details of these traces are shown in section 4.2.
NLANR and AUCKLAND traces are used to evaluate the proposed Internet predictor in chapter 
five. They can be downloaded from [NAT 05]. Both of these traces contain one hour’s worth of 
Internet traffic captured after 2004. The traces are aggregated at 1 second (time scale) and the 
unit is Mbits. The details of these traces are shown in section 5.2.
There are four Internet traffic predictors used to evaluate traffic predictability. They are the 
MMSE predictor, the fractional characteristic based FARIMA predictor, the neural network based 
three-layer feed-forward neural network predictor, and the condition variance characteristic based 
ARIMA/GARCH predictor.
The function and characteristics of the MMSE predictor. Neural Network predictor, and the 
FARIMA predictor are introduced in section 3.2, section 3.3 and section 3.4 separately. The 
ARIMA/GARCH predictor is the proposed traffic predictor that has been proposed in chapter 
five, and the details of this predictor can be found in section 5.3.
6.3 Comparison of computation cost
First of all, all traces have been modelled by the predictors separately. Normally, more parameters 
of model need to estimate, the model will more complex.
The number of parameters
DEC-PKT LBL-PKT NLANR AUCKLAND
MMSE 0 0 0 0
FARIMA 5 4 4 5
NN 7 7 7 7
ARIMA/GARCH 5 4 5 6
Table.6- 1 The number of parameters
Table.6- 1 shows the MMSE need not estimate any parameters, but the others three models need 
to estimate many parameters to build their models, where neural network need estimate the most 
parameters for these traces.
The simulations programming by Matlab has been analysis for comparing these models 
computation speediness. The computer’s CPU use Intel PHI 850MHz, the memory use 256MB
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and Matlab version is 7.0. The computation time equals to the sum of modelling time and 
forecasting time. The MLE is used to estimate the values of parameters.
The computation time (second)
DEC-PKT LBL-PKT NLANR AUCKLAND
MMSE <1 <1 <1 <1
FARIMA 1-2 1-2 1-2 1-2
NN 3-5 3-5 3-5 3-5
ARIMA/GARCH 1-2 1-2 1-2 1-2
Table.6- 2 Computation costs
Table.6- 2 shows that MMSE’s computation speed is the fastest of all models, where neural 
network’s is the slowest. FARIMA and ARIMA/GARCH’s computation speeds are very similar.
6.4 Multi-time scale traffic predictability
In this section, traffic predictors’ predictability is evaluated at different time scale. There are three 
time scales that have been analysed in this section. They are the small time scale, medium time 
scale and large time scale. We must consider that real traffic traces have their own characteristics 
at their own time scale. For LBL-PKT and DEC-PKT traces, its time scale can be defined 0.1 
second as small time scale, 0.5 second as medium time scale and 1 second as large time scale. For 
NLANR and AUCKLAND traces, its time scale can be defined 1 second as small time scale, 5 
second as medium time scale and 10 second as large time scale.
6.4.1 Small time scale forecasting
The NLANR trace’s prediction results based on four traffic predictors at the small time scale are 
shown in Fig. 6-1. Fig. 6-1(a) shows the MMSE predictor’s prediction result. Fig. 6-1(b) shows 
the FARIMA predictor’s prediction result. Fig. 6-1(c) shows the NN predictor’s prediction result 
and Fig. 6-1(d) shows the ARIMA/GARCH predictor’s prediction result. It can be found that the 
FARIMA and ARIMA/GARCH predictors’ prediction results are much better than MMSE and 
NN predictors’. But which model achieves the best prediction performance is not easy to see in 
this figure. Hence predictability measurement methodologies which are introduced in section
6.2.2 are used to evaluate predictors’ predictability. From section 6.2.2’s introduction: the smaller 
NMSE, SER"^  and PECP values, the better the traffic predictability.
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Fig. 6-1 NLANR forecasting performance at small time scale
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Table 6-3 lists predictors’ predictability measurement results at small time scale. It can be shown 
as follows:
NMSE SER-^ PECP NMSE SER-' PECP
DEC-PKT LBL-PKT
MMSE 0.4558 0.3442 70.6 0.4133 0.2553 83.2
FARIMA 0.2773 0.2416 52.8 0.2908 0.2336 72.1
NN 0.9668 0.7152 84.9 0.9764 0.8801 84.9
GARCH 0.2417 0.2225 45.6 0.2229 0.2202 54.1
NLANR AUCKLAND
MMSE 0.3537 0.2562 74.7 0.3263 0.1343 85.9
FARIMA 0.1752 0.1536 56.9 0.2038 0.1126 72.6
NN 0.9547 0.6272 87 0.9994 0.7591 87.9
GARCH 0.1396 0.1345 49.7 0.1359 0.0992 60.2
Table 6-3 Predictability measurement at small time scale
In Table 6-3, it can be found that NN models achieve very bad prediction performances. NMSE 
models get show prediction performances for DEC-PKT and NLANR traces than for LBL-PKT 
and AUCKLAND traces. FARIMA models also get better prediction performance for DEC-PKT 
and NLANR traces than for LBL-PKT and AUCKLAND traces. ARIMA/GARCH models 
display the best prediction performance for all real traces.
FARIMA and ARIMA/GARCH models achieve better prediction accuracy than the other two 
predictors for DEC-PKT and NLANR traces. Obviously, MMSE models can display good NMSE 
and SER"  ^ measurement results, but cannot show good PECP measurement results. Comparing 
FARIMA and ARIMA/GARCH, their predictability measurement results are very similar but 
ARIMA/GARCH achieves better measurement results, especially for PECP measurement.
6.4.2 Medium time scale forecasting
Fig. 6-2 shows the NLANR trace’s prediction results at medium time scale. Fig. 6-2(a) shows the 
MMSE model’s prediction result. Fig. 6-2(b) shows the FARIMA model’s prediction result. Fig. 
6-2(c) shows the NN model’s prediction result and Fig. 6-2(d) shows the ARIMA/GARCH 
model’s prediction result. It can be seen that the FARIMA and ARIMA/GARCH models’ 
prediction results are much better than the MMSE and NN models in the Fig. 6-2.
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Fig. 6-2 NLANR forecasting performance at medium time scale
Table 6-4 lists predictors’ predictability measurement results at medium time scale.
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In Table 6-4, it can be seen that NN models achieve a very bad prediction performance, similar to 
its prediction performance at the small time scale. NMSE models show better prediction 
performance for DEC-PKT and NLANR traces than for LBL-PKT and AUCKLAND traces, and 
prediction results are similar to its prediction results at the small time scale.
FARIMA and ARIMA/GARCH models display better prediction performance for all traffic 
traces. In particular, the FARIMA model’s prediction results show a significant improvement 
compared to its prediction results at the small time scale.
In the DEC-PKT and NLANR traces, ARIMA/GARCH models get the best predictability results. 
In LBL-PKT and AUCKLAND traces, FARIMA models achieve the best predictability results, 
but it is better than ARIMA/GARCH only slightly.
NMSE SER'^ PECP NMSE SER-* PECP
DEC-PKT LBL-PKT
MMSE 0.3355 0.2686 72.5 0.2583 0.1536 80.6
FARIMA 0.1243 0.2695 50.3 0.1426 0.1236 45.5
NN 0.9365 0.5632 97.6 0.4426 0.2535 84.3
GARCH 0.1532 0.1552 48.9 0.0143 0.0223 48.6
NLANR AUCKLAND
MMSE 0.3234 0.2506 74.6 0.2617 0.1314 81.3
FARIMA 0.1261 0.1816 50.7 0.1552 0.1081 46.9
NN 0.9518 0.5765 88.3 0.4623 0.2337 84.9
GARCH 0.1316 0.1682 46.3 0.0299 0.0016 49.6
Table 6-4 Predictability measurement at medium time scale
6.4.3 Large time scale forecasting
Fig. 6-3 shows the NLANR trace’s prediction results at the large time scale. Fig. 6-3(a) shows the 
MMSE model’s prediction result. Fig. 6-3(b) shows the FARIMA model’s prediction result. Fig. 
6-3(c) shows the NN model’s prediction result and Fig. 6-3 (d) shows the ARIMA/GARCH 
model’s prediction result. Similar to their prediction performance at small and medium time 
scales, it can be seen that FARIMA and ARIMA/GARCH models’ prediction results are much 
better than MMSE and NN models.
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Fig. 6-3 NLANR forecasting performance at large time scale
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Table 6-5 lists prediction models’ predictability measurement results.
In Table 6-5, it can be seen that NN models get very bad prediction performance similar to its 
prediction performance at small time scale and medium time scale. NMSE models get better 
prediction performance for DEC-PKT and NLANR traces than for LBL-PKT and AUCKLAND 
traces, and prediction results are similar to its prediction results at small time scale and medium 
time scale as well.
FARIMA and ARIMA/GARCH models achieve better prediction performance for all traffic 
traces. In particular, the FARIMA model’s prediction results show significant improvement 
compared to its prediction results at the small and medium time scales.
FARIMA models get the best predictability measurement results for all traces, but of course just a 
little better than the ARIMA/GARCH models.
NMSE SER-‘ PECP NMSE SER-' PECP
DEC-PKT LBL-PKT
MMSE 0.2854 0.2143 75.6 0.2553 0.2043 82.2
FARIMA 0.0243 0.0253 34.9 0.0547 0.0645 40.1
NN 0.9843 0.6243 87.2 0.8336 0.5684 84.5
GARCH 0.0613 0.0221 44.2 0.0274 0.0084 43.3
NLANR AUCKLAND
MMSE 0.3033 0.2252 75.5 0.2683 0.1825 81.6
FARIMA 0.0122 0.0379 35 0.0693 0.0435 40.5
NN 0.9846 0.6352 88.4 0.8466 0.5474 85.5
GARCH 0.0582 0.0421 44.3 0.0404 -0.0126 44.3
Table 6-5 Predictability measurement at large time scale
6.4.4 Multi-time scale predictability summary
The MMSE model’s predictability is little influenced by the varying time scale, and its prediction 
performance is worse than the FARIMA and ARIMA/GARCH models. Hence, its predictability is 
not good for multi-time scale forecasting applications.
The NN model’s predictability scores the worst in all four models and less influence by varying 
time scale. Hence, it is not interesting for using multi-time scale forecasting applications as well.
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The FARIMA model’s predictability get bad result at small time scale, but it improves as long as 
the time scale increases. When the time scale becomes large enough, its predictability is the best 
of the four models. Hence, it can be used for multi-time scale forecasting applications, but is less 
adaptable.
The ARIMA/GARCH model’s predictability gets good results at all time scales. And it can model 
and forecast all traces well in all time scales. Hence, it can be used for multi-time-scale 
forecasting applications as the best choice.
6.5 Fast computing traffic predictability
In this section, traffic predictors’ predictabilities which are used for fast computing forecasting 
applications are evaluated. The basic requirements of on-line forecasting are computational 
simplicity and speediness. The modelling history range should short as should the forecasting 
range. Here, it the time scale is set as 0.1 second for DEC-PKT and LBL-PKT traces, and 1 
second for NLANR and AUCKLAND, and it can be defined that one step means one unit at 
defined time scale. Hence, the modelling history range set as 20 steps, 30 steps and 50 steps 
means 2 seconds, 3 seconds and 5 seconds in DEC-PKT and LBL-PKT traces separately; also 
means 20 seconds, 30 seconds and 50 seconds in NLANR and AUCKLAND traces separately.
6.5.1 Modelling range equal to 20 steps
The NLANR trace is used as an example to show its forecasting performance based on 20 seconds 
of modelling history range.
Fig. 6-4 shows the NLANR trace’s prediction results. Fig. 6-4(a) shows the MMSE model’s 
prediction result. Fig. 6-4(b) shows the FARIMA model’s prediction result. Fig. 6-4(c) shows the 
NN model’s prediction result and Fig. 6-4(d) shows the ARIMA/GARCH model’s prediction 
result. It can be found that the FARIMA and ARIMA/GARCH models’ prediction results are 
much better than MMSE and NN models in Fig. 6-4, but still many prediction errors existed.
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Fig. 6-4 NLANR forecasting performance for modelling history equal to 20 seconds
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Table 6- 6 lists predictors’ predictability measurement results.
NMSE SER-‘ PECP NMSE SER'^ PECP
DEC-PKT LBL-PKT
MMSE 2.2073 0.9784 85 2.3261 0.9822 89.6
FARIMA 1.4273 0.7423 85.3 1.4703 0.7195 88.2
NN 1.8344 0.9516 86.9 1.7782 0.7537 82.4
GARCH 1.3646 0.7217 80 1.6909 0.7419 84.9
NLANR AUCKLAND
MMSE 2.1903 0.9814 87.1 2.3241 0.9972 90.9
FARIMA 1.4103 0.7453 87.4 1.4683 0.7345 89.5
NN 1.8174 0.9546 89 1.7762 0.7687 83.7
GARCH 1.3476 0.7247 82.1 1.6889 0.7569 86.2
Table 6- 6 Predictability measurement for modelling history equal to 20 steps
In Table 6- 6, all prediction models show very similar prediction performances. Of course, the 
ARIMA/GARCH models get the best prediction performance, but just a little better than other 
predictors’.
6.5.2 Modelling range equal to 30 steps
The modelling history range increases from 20 steps to 30 steps. The forecasting results can be 
shown in Fig. 6-5.
Fig. 6-5 shows the NLANR trace’s prediction results. Fig. 6-5(a) shows the MMSE model’s 
prediction result. Fig. 6-5(b) shows the FARIMA model’s prediction result. Fig. 6-5(c) shows the 
NN model’s prediction result and Fig. 6-5(d) show the ARIMA/GARCH model’s prediction 
result. It can be seen that only the ARIMA/GARCH models’ prediction results are better than 
other predictors’, but still many errors existed.
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Fig. 6-5 NLANR forecasting performance for modelling history equal to 30 seconds
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In Table 6-7, no models can show good prediction performance for LBL-PKT and AUCKLAND 
traces. But in the DEC-PKT and NLANR traces, it can be seen that the MMSE and 
ARIMA/GARCH show better prediction performance than the other two. Of course, the 
ARIMA/GARCH models get the best prediction performance in all of these four models, but just 
a little better than others.
NMSE SER-^ PECP NMSE SER-^ PECP
DEC-PKT LBL-PKT
MMSE 0.956 0.3784 74.2 1.381 0.9148 86.9
FARIMA 0.7596 0.5875 80.9 1.0079 0.6093 82.1
NN 0.8756 0.7171 85.9 1.6006 0.5347 84.5
GARCH 0.7275 0.1326 67.5 1.2139 0.5848 78.8
NLANR AUCKLAND
MMSE 0.939 0.3814 76.3 1.379 0.9298 88.2
FARIMA 0.7426 0.5905 83 1.0059 0.6243 83.4
NN 0.8586 0.7201 88 1.5986 0.5497 85.8
GARCH 0.7105 0.1356 69.6 1.2119 0.5998 80.1
Table 6-7 Predictability measurement for modelling history equal to 30 steps
6.5.3 Modelling range equal to 50 steps
We increase the modelling range from 30 steps to 50 steps, and the forecasting traces over the 
same range.
Fig. 6-6 shows the NLANR trace’s prediction results. Fig. 6-6(a) shows the MMSE model’s 
prediction result. Fig. 6-6(b) shows the FARIMA model’s prediction result. Fig. 6-6(c) shows the 
NN model’s prediction result and Fig. 6-6(d) shows the ARIMA/GARCH model’s prediction 
result. It can be found that ARIMA/GARCH models prediction results better than others in this 
Fig. 6-6.
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Fig. 6-6 NLANR forecasting performance for modelling history equal to 50 seconds
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Table 6-8 lists our prediction models’ predictability measurement results. It can be shown as 
follows:
NMSE SER-‘ PECP NMSE SER-‘ PECP
DEC-PKT LBL-PKT
MMSE 0.356 0.1784 73.9 0.381 0.1448 82.7
FARIMA 0.5596 0.2875 80.9 0.0079 0.0182 33.6
NN 0.6756 0.6171 85.9 1.6006 0.5647 84.5
GARCH 0.5275 0.0026 66.9 0.0139 0.019 26.8
NLANR AUCKLAND
MMSE 0.339 0.1814 76 0.379 0.1298 84
FARIMA 0.5426 0.2905 83 0.0059 0.0032 34.9
NN 0.6586 0.6201 88 1.5986 0.5497 85.8
GARCH 0.5105 0.0056 69 0.0119 0.004 28.1
Table 6-8 Predictability measurement for modelling history equal to 50 steps
In Table 6-8, it can be seen that FARIMA and ARIMA/GARCH models can show good 
prediction performance for LBL-PKT and AUCKLAND traces, but not for the other two traces. 
For the DEC-PKT and NLANR traces, all models achieve very similar prediction performances, 
but, of course, the ARIMA/GARCH has the best performance.
6.5.4 Fast computing predictability summary
The MMSE model’s prediction performance is similar to the others models in this fast computing 
scenario. The MMSE model’s computation is very simple and fast, and it needs not consider any 
parameters for its modelling and forecasting process. Hence, it is a useful model for fast 
computing forecasting applications.
The NN model’s prediction performance is similar to the MMSE model. But its structure is 
complex. And there are a lot of parameters (every neuron needs at least two parameters) to 
estimate. So its computation is complex and slow. Hence, it is not interesting for fast computing 
forecasting applications.
The FARIMA model’s prediction performance is similar to the MMSE model. But it needs to 
detect and estimate a lot of parameters during its modelling process, which causes its computation
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to be complex and slow. It is not a good prediction model for fast computing forecasting 
applications.
The ARIMA/GARCH model’s prediction performance is similar to the MMSE model. Its 
prediction performances always achieve the best results in all traces, but just a little better than the 
other three models. This is not enough for to support it as the predictor for fast computing 
forecasting applications. On the other hand, this model needs to detect and estimate a lot of 
parameters during its modelling process, causing its computation to be complex and slow 
(similarly to the FARIMA model). It is not a good prediction model for fast computing 
forecasting applications.
6.6 Long-term traffic predictability
After doing the evaluations of fast computing predictability, it is time to turn to increasing the 
modelling range to evaluate long-term predictability.
The basic requirements of long-term forecasting are exact forecasting (high prediction accuracy), 
and a long enough modelling histoiy range and forecasting range. The modelling history range 
will be defined as 100 steps, 200 steps and 500 steps in this scenario.
6.6.1 Modelling range equal to 100 steps
Fig. 6-7 shows the NLANR trace’s prediction results. Fig. 6-7(a) shows the MMSE model’s 
prediction result. Fig. 6-7(b) shows the FARIMA model’s prediction result. Fig. 6-7(c) shows the 
NN model’s prediction result and Fig. 6-7(d) shows the ARIMA/GARCH model’s prediction 
result. It can be seen that the FARIMA and ARIMA/GARCH models’ prediction results are much 
better than the MMSE and NN models in Fig. 6-7.
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Fig. 6-7 NLANR forecasting performance for modelling history equal to 100 seconds
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In Table 6-9, it can be seen that the FARIMA and ARIMA/GARCH models can achieve better 
prediction performances than the MMSE and NN models.
The MMSE model’s prediction performance is similar to their performance in the fast computing 
forecasting scenario. It looks like increasing the modelling length never affects its predictability.
The NN model’s prediction performance is bad and similar to their performance in the on-line 
forecasting scenario as well.
The FARIMA and ARIMA/GARCH models’ prediction performance improves strongly in 
comparison with the on-line forecasting scenario. It can be seen that enough modelling length can 
cause these two models to show high predictability. Of course, the ARIMA/GARCH models get 
the best prediction performance in all four prediction models.
NMSE SER-i PECP NMSE SER-^ PECP
DEC-PKT LBL-PKT
MMSE 0.2828 0.1402 72.5 0.2053 0.0903 81.8
FARIMA 0.0943 0.0386 54 0.0928 0.0486 39.6
NN 0.9732 0.512 84.5 2.0884 0.7951 85
GARCH 0.0587 0.0195 41.5 0.004 0.0157 24.1
NLANR AUCKLAND
MMSE 0.2658 0.1432 74.6 0.2033 0.0753 82.9
FARIMA 0.0773 0.0416 56.1 0.0908 0.0336 40.7
NN 0.9562 0.515 86.6 2.0864 0.7801 86.1
GARCH 0.0417 0.0225 43.6 0.002 0.0007 25.2
Table 6-9 Predictability measurement for modelling bistory equal to 100 steps
6.6.2 Modelling range equal to 200 steps
Fig. 6-8 shows the NLANR trace’s prediction results. Fig. 6-8(a) shows the MMSE model’s 
prediction result. Fig. 6-8(b) shows the FARIMA model’s prediction result. Fig. 6-8(c) shows the 
NN model’s prediction result and Fig. 6-8(d) shows the ARIMA/GARCH model’s prediction 
result. Only the ARIMA/GARCH model displays good prediction performance in Fig. 6-8.
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Fig. 6-8 NLANR forecasting performance for modelling history equal to 200 seconds
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In Table 6-10, it can be seen that the MMSE and NN models have bad prediction performance. 
Their prediction performances are very similar to their performance in the modelling range equal 
to 100 steps.
The FARIMA model can achieve good prediction performance for the LBL-PKT and 
AUCKLAND traces. But for the DEC-PKT and NLANR traces, their prediction performances are 
not good, and 'worse than the MMSE model’s.
The ARIMA/GARCH model can achieve good prediction performance for all real traces. And its 
prediction performance is the best in all four models.
NMSE SER'* PECP NMSE SER-^ PECP
DEC-PKT LBL-PKT
MMSE 0.2325 0.1156 72.4 0.1307 0.067 80.7
FARIMA 0.3252 0.1665 78.7 0.0242 0.024 42
NN 0.9909 0.5562 86.1 0.395 0.1737 84.2
GARCH 0.6007 0.1932 45.4 0.0085 0.0176 16.8
NLANR AUCKLAND
MMSE 0.2155 0.1186 74.5 0.1287 0.052 82
FARIMA 0.3082 0.1695 80.8 0.0222 0.009 43.3
NN 0.9739 0.5592 88.2 0.393 0.1587 85.5
GARCH 0.5837 0.1962 47.5 0.0065 0.0026 18.1
Table 6-10 Predictability measurement for modelling history equal to 200 steps
6.6.3 Modelling range equal to 500 steps
Fig. 6-9 shows the NLANR trace’s prediction results. Fig. 6-9(a) shows the MMSE model’s 
prediction result. Fig. 6-9(b) shows the FARIMA model’s prediction result. Fig. 6-9(c) shows the 
NN model’s prediction result and Fig. 6-9(d) shows the ARIMA/GARCH model’s prediction 
result. In Fig. 6-9, the FARIMA and ARIMA/GARCH models show a good prediction 
performance.
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Fig. 6-9 NLANR forecasting performance for modelling history equal to 500 seconds
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In Table 6-11, it can be seen that the MMSE and NN models display bad prediction performance. 
Their prediction performances are very similar to their performance in the modelling ranges equal 
to 100 and 200 steps.
The FARIMA model can achieve good prediction performances for the LBL-PKT and 
AUCKLAND trace. But for the DEC-PKT and NLANR traces, the prediction performances are 
not good, and worse than the MMSE model’s. This result is similar to their performance in the 
modelling ranges equal to 100 steps and 200 steps.
The ARIMA/GARCH model can achieve a good prediction performance for all real traces. And 
its prediction performance is the best in all four models.
NMSE SER-' PECP NMSE SER-^ PECP
DEC-PKT LBL-PKT
MMSE 0.2223 0.1137 74 0.161 0.1162 83.7
FARIMA 0.4318 0.2329 79.9 0.039 0.0385 48.8
NN 0.9013 0.4991 86.3 0.7366 0.4828 83.6
GARCH 0.1775 0.0851 52.6 0.0217 0.0276 33.7
NLANR AUCKLAND
MMSE 0.2053 0.1167 76.1 0.159 0.1012 85
FARIMA 0.4148 0.2359 82 0.037 0.0235 50.1
NN 0.8843 0.5021 88.4 0.7346 0.4678 84.9
GARCH 0.1605 0.0881 54.7 0.0197 0.0126 35
Table 6-11 Predictability measurement for modelling history equal to 500 steps
6.6.4 Long-term predictability summary
The MMSE model’s prediction performance is not good. It is not an interesting prediction model 
for long-term forecasting applications.
The NN model’s prediction performance is not good either. It is not a good prediction model for 
long-term forecasting applications.
The FARIMA model’s prediction performance is good for some real traces, but not for all. It can 
be used for long-term forecasting applications, but with little adaptability.
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The ARIMA/GARCH model’s prediction performance is the best of all models, and it can model 
and forecast all real traffic traces very well. It is a good prediction model for long-term 
forecasting applications.
6.7 Summary
In this chapter, the most important issue in traffic prediction performance has been studied, 
namely traffic predictability. Traffic predictability means the prediction ability of the traffic 
predictor. There are many factors influencing traffic predictability. The major four factors have 
been proposed in this chapter. They are: prediction accuracy, simplicity, computation speediness 
and adaptability.
There are three traffic predictability measurement methods introduced in this chapter, and their 
measurement advantages and drawbacks are discussed. Traffic predictability is a critical issue 
which is dependent on engineering tasks. Hence, the traffic predictability is defined and addressed 
based on three kinds of traffic engineering applications. They are known as multi-time scale 
traffic predictability, fast computing traffic predictability and long-term traffic predictability. 
There are four real Internet traffic traces used to evaluate traffic predictability, and these traces are 
studied in chapters four and five. Four major predictors are used to analyse traffic predictability 
separately. They are the MMSE predictor, the FARIMA predictor, the FFNN neural network 
predictor and the ARIMA/GARCH predictor.
In multi-time-scale traffic predictability scenarios, the values of the time scales are varied. 
Compared with the measurement results, it can be found that the FARIMA and ARIMA/GARCH 
predictors can achieve good traffic predictability in this kind of multi-time scale predictability 
scenario. However, it should be noticed that the FARIMA predictor has less adaptability than the 
ARIMA/GARCH predictor.
In the fast computing traffic predictability scenario, the modelling history and forecasting range 
are varied. Compared with the measurement results, it can be found the MMSE model is the most 
useful predictor in this kind of application, considering its computation simplicity.
In the long-term traffic predictability scenario, the modelling history and forecasting range are 
still varied. Compared with the measurement results, it can be found that the FARIMA and 
ARIMA/GARCH models are both useful in such kinds of traffic predictability scenario, but the 
FARIMA model has less adaptability than the ARIMA/GARCH model.
Otherwise, during these scenario studies, it can be found that the neural network predictor shows 
low predictability in all scenarios. The three factors causing its low predictability are structure 
complexity, low prediction accuracy and low adaptability.
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Chapter 7
7 Conclusions and Future Works
Internet traffic modelling and forecasting is playing increasingly important role in Internet 
communication. In the current and next generation Internet, traffic engineering and QoS network 
design have attracted considerable attention from research and industry activities. Both areas 
require high quality of traffic models to support their researches.
This thesis describes researches on Internet traffic models with a focus on the design and 
evaluation of effective Internet traffic modelling and forecasting systems. A new traffic modelling 
and forecasting approach based on wavelet analysis and linear time series analysis has been 
proposed to implement such an effective traffic prediction system. An innovative traffic predictor 
using time series with conditional variance analysis has been also proposed to capture Internet 
traffic burstiness characteristic. Furthermore, the Internet traffic predictability mechanism is 
defined by traffic applications requirements, and proposed traffic predictors’ predictability is 
analysed and evaluated based on this mechanism.
7.1 Conclusions
Internet traffic modelling approaches have been studied and developed for more than decades. 
Most of the current traffic models focus on capturing traffic characteristics and is used for 
simulation and queueing analysis. Since the current Internet design pays more attention to traffic 
engineering and QoS guarantees, traffic modelling techniques need to be further improved and 
new modelling techniques need to be used for real engineering tasks. Inside the traffic modelling 
applications, traffic prediction is one of the most important applications needed to be developed. 
However classical traffic models, which can capture Internet traffic characteristics well, cannot 
achieve good solutions for this prediction application.
A new Internet traffic modelling and forecasting approach has been proposed in this thesis. This 
approach is based on wavelet multiresolution analysis with linear time series analysis. Wavelet 
multiresolution analysis is a wavelet analysis technique that can simplify the Internet traffic 
complexity. It can isolate the traffic’s long term trend, and analyse variability at multiple time 
scales. It can be shown that the largest amount of variability in the signal comes from its 
fluctuations at one obvious time scale. The analysis result indicates that a parsimonious model
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consisting of those two identified components is capable of capturing around 90% of the total 
energy in the original signal, while explaining 85% of its variance. The resulting model is capable 
of revealing the behaviour of the network traffic through time, filtering short-lived events that 
may cause traffic perturbations beyond the overall trend. It can also be shown that the resulting 
model can be accurately modelled with low-order linear ARIMA processes. The modelled 
ARIMA processes can behave with a high prediction performance for the resulting model as well. 
Hence, the proposed approach is a good solution for Internet traffic modelling and forecasting 
applications.
However, the proposed approach has an obvious drawback. It can only capture the traffic 
approximation, and some details of traffic (such as burstiness points) will be lost during its 
simplification and modelling process. Of course, this drawback can be ignored if it is only used 
for approximated traffic prediction applications (such as long-term network capacity planning). 
However, most prediction applications need an exact prediction approach (such as dynamic 
admission control, dynamic bandwidth allocation etc). Hence, an innovative traffic model using 
linear time series with conditional variance has been proposed. It is called the ARIMA/GARCH 
predictor. This predictor is a combination prediction model. The ARIMA model is used to model 
the traffic trend, the conditional variance structure GARCH model is used to explain the ARIMA 
model’s variability. The conditional variance structure GARCH is a good explanation model to 
capture high volatility clustering. Volatility clustering can be seen as a burstiness characteristic in 
the Internet traffic. It can be found that the Internet traffic without any simplification can be 
accurately modelled by this proposed ARIMA/GARCH predictor. One prediction performance 
measurement method named SER is used to measure the proposed model’s prediction ability. 
Comparing the proposed ARIMA/GARCH predictor’s measurement results with the FARIMA 
predictor’s (the FARIMA predictor is a famous prediction traffic predictor with the highest 
prediction ability in literature). Evaluation results show that the proposed ARIMA/GARCH 
predictor achieves better prediction performance than the FARIMA predictor.
The Internet traffic predictability has been analysed and studied in this thesis. The traffic 
predictability definition mechanism is developed based on real Internet engineering applications’ 
requirements. There are four important factors influencing Internet traffic predictability definition. 
They are prediction accuracy, prediction simplicity, computation speediness, and prediction 
adaptability. There are three measurement methods that can be used to measure Internet traffic’s 
predictability, and their implementations and major characteristics are introduced as well. The 
major four Internet traffic predictors’ predictability are studied based on three kinds of traffic 
prediction applications. The predictors are the MMSE predictor, the fractional time series 
FARIMA predictor, the Neural Network structural FFNN predictor and the proposed conditional 
variance ARIMA/GARCH predictor. Three kinds of traffic prediction applications are proposed
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based on the multi-time scale prediction scenario, the fast computing prediction scenario and the 
long-term prediction scenario. Real traffic traces are used to evaluate predictors’ predictability. 
The evaluation results show that the MMSE predictor is suitable for fast computing traffic 
prediction applications. The FARIMA and ARIMA/GARCH predictors are suitable for multi-time 
scale and long-term traffic prediction applications. Results also show that the ARIMA/GARCH 
predictor achieves the best adaptability and prediction accuracy among the four predictors.
7.2 Limitations of the works
Although this thesis proposes an intact traffic prediction approach based on wavelet analysis and 
linear time series analysis, there is a limitation to this approach. This limitation is the wavelet 
mother function selection. There is only one à-trous wavelet function that has been used to 
analyse the Internet traffic traces. However, there are a lot of wavelet mother functions which can 
be selected to implement wavelet multiresolution analysis, such as the Haar wavelet function, and 
the Daubechies wavelet function. Which wavelet mother function can get the best traffic analysis 
result has not been studied in this thesis.
Furthermore, the ARIMA/GARCH predictor has been proposed for Internet traffic prediction 
applications and found to be a better predictor than the FARIMA predictor’s. However, the order 
of parameters and parameters themselves inside the ARIMA/GARCH predictors are changed over 
time and traces. Which kind of parameters can model the Internet traffic universally has not been 
studied in this thesis either.
7.3 Future works
There are some future works to overcome the limitations of our research work. The first one is to 
introduce varied wavelet mother function to analyse Internet traffic traces. Comparing all wavelet 
functions’ analysis results, finding the best for analysis performance can be one of the future 
research tasks. The second one is to examine the ARIMA/GARCH parameters’ selection. During 
the statistical analysis, finding the most suitable ARIMA/GARCH parameters for Internet traffic 
prediction application can be another future research task.
There is also a few work in this thesis related to real engineering tasks’ implementation. The 
theoretical models sometimes can be implemented into real applications successfully but 
sometimes not. Hence, how to implement the proposed prediction approach and predictor into real 
engineering tasks applications is an important matter for future study.
Furthermore, the Internet is a dynamic environment and the traffic inside it can be varied. New 
applications and new technologies have been introduced into the Internet frequently. Only HTTP
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and FTP applications are major applications which were present decades ago. As the Internet 
rapidly evolved, some new applications such as streaming, VoIP, and Peer-to-Peer can also be 
found in the Internet traffic traces. Since these new applications will influence Internet traffic 
characteristics, how to develop a high adaptability traffic prediction approach and a predictor to 
capture future Internet traffic characteristics is an important research task as well.
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Appendix A: Matlab codes of Variance-time 
Plot
function [x_out,y_out]=VarPlot(x)
% Variance-time plot 
% X means the input time series 
% x-out means the output x 
% y-out means the output y 
% Plot the figure automatically 
% Author: Bo Zhou, B.Zhou@surrey.ac.uk
M l= l;
M2=10;
Ndyad = log2(length(x)); 
m=length(x); 
for i=l:l:Ndyad 
Var(i) = var(x,l);
X = (Agg(x,2))/2;% Computes aggregation block size = 2. 
end
VarLog = loglO(Var);
ScaleLog = (0:Ndyad-l);
ScaleLog = 2.^ScaleLog;
ScaleLog =loglO(ScaleLog);
VarReg = VarLog(Ml:M2);
ScaleReg = ScaleLog(Ml:M2);
CoefReg = poly fit(S caleReg, V arReg, 1 ) ;
Xreg(l) = ScaleLog(Ml);
Xreg(2) = ScaleLog(M2);
Yreg(l) = CoefReg(l) * Xreg(l) + CoefReg(2);
Yreg(2) = CoefReg(l) * Xreg(2) + CoefReg(2);
plot(ScaleLog,VarLog)
hold on
plot(Xreg,Yreg)
x_out=ScaleLog;
y_out=VarLog;
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Appendix B: Matlab codes of R/S Estimation
function [x,y] = Rstat(data);
% P/S estimation 
% X = log (d)
% y = log (R/S)
% Author: Bo Zhou, B.Zhou@surrey.ac.uk
N = length(data); % N = data length 
K = 1; % K = number of block 
f  = 1; % f  = output counter of x, y 
d = 10; % for each lag d, calculate R/S 
% Run as long as d less then block size 
while d < N/K 
for i = 1:1 :K 
t = f l o o r ( ( i - l ) * ( N / K )  + l ) ;
Xm = (l/d)*sum(data(t:t+d-l));
S2 = (l/d)*sum( ( data(t:t+d-l) - Xm )C2 );
S =sqrt(S2);
W = zeros(d,l); 
for j = l:l :d
W(j) = sum(data(t:t+j-l)) - j*Xm; 
end
R = max([0 max(W)]) - min([0 min(W)]); 
x(f) = log 10(d); 
y(f) = loglO(R/S); 
f = f + l ;  
end
d = d*2; 
end
n = length(y);
a = ( sum(y)*sum(x.'^2) - sum(x)*sum(x.*y) ) / ( n*sum(x.^2) - ( sum(x) )^2 );
H = ( n*sum(x.*y) - sum(x)*sum(y) ) / ( n*sum(x.^2) - ( sum(x) )^2 )
xfit = 0:ceil(max(x));
yfit = H.*xfit + a;
scatter(x,y);
hold on;
plot(xfit,yfit,'-r');
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Appendix C: Matlab codes of ACF Estimation
function r=acf(x,normflg)
% ACF function 
% r=acf(x,normflg)
%
% This function computes the acf r(k) k=0:length(x)
% CAUTION the first value r(l) is hat {gamma} (0) IE the first lag is 0 
% X = time series vector (column)
% normflg 0 to divide by nr=length(x)
% 1 to divide by nr*sample variance
% 2 to divide by nr-k
% 3 to divide by (nr-k)*sample variance
% Author: Bo Zhou, B.Zhou@surrey.ac.uk
[nr,nc]=size(x); 
if nc > nr
error('x must be a column vector'); 
end
r=conv(flipud(x),x); 
r=r(nr:end); 
if normflg==0 
r=r/nr; 
elseif normflg==l 
r=r/nr; 
r=r/r(l); 
elseif normflg==2 
den=[nr:-l:l]'; 
r=r./den; 
elseif normflg==3 
den=[nr:-l:l]'; 
r=r./den; 
r=r/r(l); 
end
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Appendix D: Matlab codes of qq-PIot
function [x,y]=qqplot(input)
% qq-plot
% Author: Bo Zhou, B.Zhou@surrey.ac.uk
[y,x]=cdf(input);
y=l-y;
x=x;
y=log(y);
x=log(x);
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Appendix E: Matlab codes of Hill estimation
function [Hill,x]=Hillplot(in);
% Hill estimation
% Hill means the hill value
% Author: Bo Zhou, B.Zhou@surrey.ac.uk
n=length(in);
x=in;
x=-x;
x=sort(x);
x=-x;
for k=l:n-l 
for i=l :k
H(i)=log(x(i)/x(k+l));
end
A(k)=sum(H);
A(k)=A(k)/k;
end
A=l./A;
Hill=A;
x=l:n-l;
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Appendix F: Matlab codes of MMSE
predictor
function [y,test]=mmse_prediction(trace,simlength,forelength,step)
% MMSE predictor 
% trace is the time series 
% simlength is the modelling range 
% forelength is the forecasting range 
% step is k-step ahead, normally it is 1 
% y is the forecast results 
% test is the trace
% Author: Bo Zhou, B.Zhou@surrey.ac.uk
M=5; %order of the predictor 
for i=l :step:forelength 
x=trace(i : simlength+i-1 );
X1 =trace(simlength+i:forelength+simlength); 
r=zeros(M+l,l); %Column matrix of the autocorrelation 
%Calculating the autocorrelation functions upto order M 
for k=0:M
for 1=1 :length(x) 
if((l-k)>=l) 
r(k+1 )=r(k+1 )+(x(l) * conj (x(l-k))) ; 
end 
end
r(k+1 )=r(k+1 )/(length(x)-k) ; 
end
rO=r(l);
r=r(2:M+l,l); %remove r(0) from the matrix
%Now compute the coeff. (here we are using direct matlab inv. function 
%a=inv(R)*r %the coefficients 
%Levinson-Durbin Recursion to get the coefficients 
a=l; %aO (start)
P=rO; %Power in error
D=r(l);
for m=l:M
Gamma=-D/P; %the reflection coeff. for mth order filter 
a=[a;0]+Gamma.*conj(flipud([a;0])); %The coeff. for the mth order filter 
P=P*(l-(abs(Gamma))^2); %Power of the error for mth filter 
if (m+l<=M)
D=(flipud(r(l:m+l))')*a; %calculate delta(D)(m) 
end 
end
a=-a(2:M+l); %remove the first element of the prediction-error filter 
%Now we need to estimate the signal 
s=zeros(2); %estimate of x 
s(l)=xl(end);
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for k=2:length(s) 
for 1=1 :M 
if(k-l>0) 
s(k)=s(k)+a(l)*x 1 (k-1) ; 
end 
end 
end
y(i)=s(2);
end
test=trace(simlength+l:forelength+simlength); 
y=y+mean(test)-mean(y) ;
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Appendix G; Matlab codes of ARMA 
Predictor
M ain function
function [y,test]=forecast(x,simlength,forelength,step,p,q)
% PURPOSE: forecast the trace and get its original trace based on ARMA
%   -----------------------------------------------
% USAGE: [y,se]=forecast(x,simlength,forelength,step,p,q)
% where: x = time series
% p, q = parameters for garch(p,q)
% simlength = the length of time series (get coefficients)
% forelength = the length of time series (forecast)
% step = k-step-ahead (if step=l,it means one-step-ahead)
% -------------------------------------------------------
% RETURNS: y = prediction time series 
% se = mean squared error
%   -------------------------
% Author: Bo Zhou, B.Zhou@surrey.ac.uk
% -------------------------------------------------------
% Notice: The function require the Identification Toolbox
%   --------------------------
test=x(l : simlength);
[fi,theta,s2,C,FPE,AIC]=mlest6(test,p,q); 
for k= 1 : forelength
[pred(k),se2(k)]=predarma(x(k:simlength+k),fi,theta,s2,step);
end
y=pred;
test=x(simlength:simlength+forelength-1 ); 
mlest function
function [fi,theta,s2,C,FPE,AIC]=mlest(x,p,q)
% [fi, theta,s2,C,FPE,AIC]=mlest(x,p,q) gives maximum-likelihood estimates 
% of parameters in an ARMA(p,q)-process 
%  X is the observed time series 
% fi is the estimated vector of parameters fi 
% theta is the estimated vector of parameters theta 
% s2 the estimated sigma^2 variance (noise variance)
% C estimated variances of the estimates in the random vector [fi, theta]
% FPE is Akaikes FPE (Brockwell p 167)
% AIC is Akaikes AIC (Brockwell p 169-171)
% Author: Bo Zhou, B.Zhou@surrey.ac.uk
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x=x(:); %column
n==length(x);
model=armax(x,[p q]);
fi=get(model,'a');
theta=get(model,'c');
s2=get(model,'noisevar');
C=get(model,'cov');
info=get(model,'estim');
FPE=fpe(model);
AIC=aic(model);
Predarma function
function [y,se2]=predarma(x,fi,theta,s2,h)
% [y se2]=predarma(x,fi,theta,s2,h) predicts x, h steps forward 
% y the predicted value of x_{n+h}
% fi vector fi paramaters, theta vector of theta parameters 
% s2 white noise variance 
% se2 mean squared error 
% Author: Bo Zhou, B.Zhou@surrey.ac.uk
x=x(:)'; % row 
n=length(x);
g=armaacvf(fi,theta,n+h);
C=toeplitz(g,g);
Gn=C(l:n,l:n); 
gnh=C(n+h,l:n); 
a=gnh*inv(Gn); 
y=a*x'; 
ifh> l 
C(n+l:n+h-l, :)=[];
C(:,n+l:n+h-l)=[];
end
se2=s2*[-a l]*C*[-a 1]';
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Appendix H: Matlab codes of FARIMA 
predictor
M ain function
function [y, test]=forecast_farima(x, simlength, forelength, step, p, q)
% PURPOSE: forecast the trace and get its original trace based on FARIMA 
% -------------------------------------------------------
% USAGE: [y, mrmses, mes]=forecast_farima(x, simlength, forelength, step, p, q)
% where: x = time series
% p, q = parameters for garch(p,q)
% simlength = the length of time series (get coefficients)
% forelength = the length of time series (forecast)
% step = k-step-ahead (if step=l ,it means one-step-ahead)
% -------------------------------------------------------
% RETURNS: y = prediction time series 
% mrmses = a root mean square error matrix
% mes = a error matrix
% -------------------------------------------------------
% Author: Bo Zhou, B.Zhou@surrey.ac.uk
% -------------------------------------------------------
% setup initial coefficients of FARIMA
parameters = DoInit(l, x(l:simlength), p, q, [], ones(simlength, 1));
% compute coefficients details
[vParameters, fLogvar, vMean] = DoEstimation(MPL', x(l:simlength), parameters, p, q,[]);
% predict time series based on k-step-ahead prediction 
for i =1 :step:forelength
[mforcasts, mrmses, mes] = Doforecast(0, simlength+i, step, x, fLogvar, vParameters, p, q, 
vMean);
y(i:i+step-1 ,:)=mforcasts(:);
end
test=x(simlength:simlength+forelength-l);
D olnit function
function [vParameters, vMean, logvar] = DoInit(bRstrD, mSeries, nAR, nMA, vMean, mX, mZ, 
fid)
% PURPOSE: The initialization of the parameters for arfima model 
% -------------------------------------------------------
% USAGE: [vParameters, logvar] = DoInit(bRstrD, mSeries, nAR, nMA, vMean, nX, nZ, mX,
mZ, fid )
% where: bRstrD = a flag for restricting the value of d 
% mSeries = a series matrix
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% nAR, nMA = the order number of AR and MA parts
% vMean = a vector of mean values
% mX, mZ = the exogenous variable matrixs
% fid = the handle of a file.
% -------------------------------------------------------
% RETURNS: vParameters= a matrix with all estimated coefficients, in the initial stage 
% vMean = a vector of mean values
% logvar = a log-variance
% -------------------------------------------------------
% Author: Bo Zhou, B.Zhou@surrey.ac.uk 
% -------------------------------------------------------
if nargin < 4
error('Error:The number of parameters provided can not be sufficient'); 
end
if any ([nAR nMA]<0) 
error('Error:AR or MA cannot be negative'); 
end
if nargin < 5 | isempty(vMean) 
vMean = mean(mSeries); 
end
nX = 0; nZ = 0;
if nargin > 5 & ~isempty(mX);
nX = size(mX, 2); 
end
if nargin > 6 & ~isempty(mZ);
nZ = sizes(mZ, 2); 
end
if nargin < 8 
f id = l;  
end
f]printf(fid,stijust(' Begin initial stage of ARFIMA \n','center'));
[nT nY] = size(mSeries); % first the mSeries data are filtered by mean value 
mu = mSeries - ones(nT,l)*vMean; 
vParameters = zeros(l+nAR+nMA+nX+nZ,l);
% estimate the start beta coefficient value, now regress residuals on X
^rintf(fid,stijust(' First estimate the start beta coefficient value \n','center'));
ifn X > 0
[vBeta, mu] = olsv(mu, mX);
vParameters(2+nAR+nMA:l++nAR+nMA+nX) = vBeta;
^rintf(fid,'Beta(n):%4.3f\n', vBeta); 
end
% find the starting value for d 
if nAR+nMA > 0 
Trunc = sqrt(nT); 
else 
Trunc =nT; 
end
[d, seasy, seprd] = EstimateGPH(mu,Trunc);
:^rintf(fid,stqust(' Second determine starting value for d \n','center'));
%rintf(fid,'starting value for d = %6.4f its significant at %4.3f\n',d,seprd); 
if bRstrD % not adjust the value for d if significant below or equal to the level of 5% 
if seprd > 0.05
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d = 0; 
end
% restrict d to stationary values 
ifd > 0 .4 5  
d = 0.4; 
end
ifd< -0 .45  
d = -0.4; 
end
%rintf(fid,'modified value for d = %6.4f (because of not the stationary value below the 
confidence level or not stationary values)\n',d); 
end
fprintf(fid,strjust('------ Third compute u_t = (l-L)^d y_t —--\n','center'));
if  abs(d) >le-5;
mu = powerdiff(d,mu); 
mu(l,:) =zeros(l,nY); 
end
vParameters(l) = d;
fprintf(fid,strjust('------ Fourth estimate starting value for AR parameters----- \n','center'));
if nAR
mAR = SolveAR(mu, nAR, nMA); 
vParameters(2:l+nAR) = mAR; 
if ~IsStationary(mAR) 
mAR = SolveAR(mu,nAR, 0); 
end
phi = [1; -mAR]'; 
mu = filter(phi,l,mu); 
mu(l:nAR,:) = zeros(nAR,size(mu,2)); 
fprintf(fid,'phi(n):%4.3f\n', mAR); 
end
fprintf(fid,strjust(' Fifth estimate starting value for MA parameters \n','center'));
if nMA
mMA = SolveMA(mu, nMA); 
vParameters(2+nAR;l+nAR+nMA) = mMA; 
theta = [1; mMA]'; 
mu = filter(l,theta,mu);
Q)rintf(fid,'theta(n):%4.3f\n', mMA); 
end
%now regress residuals on Z 
ifn Z > 0
[mGamma, mu] = olsv(mu, mZ);
vParameters(2+nAR+nMA+nX:l-H-nAR+nMA+nX+nZ) = mGamma; 
end
^rintf(fid,strjust(' Finally estimate starting value for sigma parameters \n','center'));
varv = std(mu); 
varv = varv*varv; 
fprintf(fid,'sigma2 : %4.3 f\n', varv) ; 
logvar = log(varv);
DoEstimation function
function [vParameters, fLogvar, vMean, vResidual] = DoEstimation(Method, mSeries, 
vParameters, nAR, nMA, vMean, mX, mZ, fid)
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% PURPOSE: estimates coefficients, with estimated residual variance for EML and MPL, using 
BEGS
% -------------------------------------------------------
% USAGE: [vParameters, fLogvar, vResidual] = DoEstimation(Method, mSeries, vParameters,
nAR, nMA, vMean, nX, nZ, mX, mZ, fid)
% where: Method = a string stands for the methods:EML or MPL
% mSeries = a series matrix
% vParameters = a matrix with all coefficients, in order:d, AR, MA, beta, gamma
% vMean = a vector of mean values
% nAR, nMA = the order number of AR, MA
% mX, mZ = the exogenous variable matrixs
% fid = the handle of a file.
% -------------------------------------------------------
% RETURNS: vParameters = a matrix with all coefficients, in order:d, AR, MA, beta, gamma 
after estimation stage using BEGS convergence 
% fLogVar = estimated standard errors
% vResidual = the residual variance.
% -------------------------------------------------------
% Author: Bo Zhou, B.Zhou@surrey.ac.uk
% -------------------------------------------------------
if nargin < 5 
error('no sufficient parameter for the function'); 
end
if Method ~-EM L' | Method ~='MPL' 
error(Now only two methods can be chosen from'); 
end
if nargin < 6 | isempty(vMean) 
vMean = mean(mSeries); 
end
if any([nAR nMA]) < 0 
error('AR or MA cannot be negative'); 
end
nX = 0; nZ = 0;
if nargin > 6 & ~isempty(mX);
nX = size(mX, 2); 
end
if nargin > 7 & ~isempty(mZ);
nZ = size(mZ, 2); 
end 
if~nX 
mX = []; 
end 
if~nZ 
mZ = []; 
end
if nargin < 9 
fid=  1; 
end
[nT nY] = size(mSeries); 
loglik = 0; 
global LogVar mBeta 
LogVar =0; 
mBeta = [];
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fprintf(fid,strjust('------- Begin the second estimation stage of ARFIMA-------\n','center'));
if nX &~nZ
vParams = vParameters(l : 1+nAR+nMA); %remove beta from params 
else
vParams = vParameters; 
end
if nAR+nMA =  0 % if no parameter need to be estimated 
if Method == 'EML'
^rintf(fid,stqust('------ Exact maximum Hkelihood function--------\n','center'));
loglik = LogEMLik(vParLik, mSeries, 0, 0, vMean, mX, mZ); 
elseif Method =  'MPL'
^rintf(fid,strjust('------ Modified profile likelihood function------- \n','center'));
loglik = LogMPLik(vParLik, mSeries, 0, 0, vMean, mX, mZ); 
end 
else
if Method =  'EML' | Method =  'MPL' 
options = optimset('fminunc'); 
options = optimset(options , 'Diagnostics', 'on'); 
options = optimset(options , 'Display' , 'iter');
options = optimset(options , 'LargeScale' , 'off);
options = optimset(options , 'MaxFunEvals', 400*(l+nAR+nMA)); 
options = optimset(options , 'Maxlter' , 600);
options = optimset(options , 'Hessian' , 'off);
options = optimset(options , 'DiffMinChange', le-5); 
if Method =  'EML'
[vParams, loglik, exitflag, output] = fminunc('LogEMLik', vParams, options, mSeries, 
nAR, nMA, vMean, mX, mZ);
%result = MaxBFGS('LogEMLik',vParams,info, mSeries, nAR, nMA, vMean, nX, nZ,
mX, mZ);
elseif Method = = 'MPL'
[vParams, loglik, exitflag, output] = fminunc('LogMPLik', vParams, options, mSeries, 
nAR, nMA, vMean, mX, mZ);
%result = MaxBFGS('LogMPLik',vParams,info, mSeries, nAR, nMA, vMean, nX, nZ,
mX, mZ); 
end 
end 
end
ifnX  &~nZ
vParameters = [vParams; mBeta ]; %add beta from params 
else
vParameters = vParams ; 
end
fLogvar = LogVar; 
clear global LogVar mBeta 
loglik = -loglik - (1 + log(2*pi)) / 2; 
loglik = loglik * nT; 
if nMA ~= 0
vParameters(2+nAR: 1+nAR+nMA) = FlipMA(vParameters(2+nAR: 1+nAR+nMA)); 
end;
if nargout > 2 
mXBeta = []; 
mZGamma = [];
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ifnX
mbeta = vParameters(2+nAR+nMA:l+nAR+nMA+nX); 
mXBeta =mX*mbeta; 
end
ifnZ
mgamma = vParameters(2+nAR+nMA+nX:l+nAR+nMA+nX+nZ); 
mZGamma = mZ*mgamma; 
end
vResidual = acfilter(mSeries, vMean, vParameters, nAR, nMA, mXBeta, mZGamma); 
end
Doforecast function
function [mforcasts, mrmses, mes, mforclevel, mrmselevel, melevel] = Doforecast(bnaiveonly, 
nTBegin, nTForc, mSeries, fLogVar, vParameters, nAR, nMA, vMean, mX, mZ, vLevel, fid)
% PURPOSE: The forecasting function in the arfima model 
%   -----------------
% USAGE: [mforcasts, mrmses, mes, mforclevel, mrmselevel, melevel] = Doforecast(Method,
nTBegin, nTForc, mSeries, vMean, fLogVar, vParameters, nAR, nMA, nX, nZ, mX, mZ, fid)
% where: Method = Naive forecasts or best linear prediction
% nTBegin, nTForc = The estimation period from nTBegin to nTForc
% mSeries = a series matrix
% vMean = a vector of mean values
% fLogVar = estimated standard errors
% vParameters = a matrix with all coefficients, in order:d, AR, MA, beta, gamma
% nAR, nMA = the order number of AR, MA
% mX, mZ = the exogenous variable matrixs
% fid = the handle of a file.
% -------------------------------------------------------
% RETURNS: mforcasts = a forecasts series matrix produced by the two method 
% mrmses = a root mean square error matrix
% mes = a error matrix
% mforclevel = a level forecasts series matrix produced by the two method
% mrmselevel = a level forecasts root mean square error matrix
% melevel = a level forecasts error matrix
% -------------------------------------------------------
% Author: Bo Zhou, B.Zhou@surrey.ac.uk 
% -------------------------------------------------------
if nargin < 8
error ('The number of parameters provided is not enough'); 
end
if isempty(vParameters) 
error('The parameter cannot be empty.') 
end
if nTForc <= 0 | nTBegin <= 1 
return; 
end
[nT nY] = size(mSeries); 
if nT < nTBegin-1 
error('The beginning time cannot be bigger than sample time.'); 
end
if nTBegin ==-1 
nTBegin = nT + 1 ;
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else
nT = nTBegin-1; 
end
if nargin < 9 | isempty(vMean) 
vMean = mean(mSeries); 
end
nX = 0; nZ = 0;
if nargin > 9 & ~isempty(mX);
nX = size(mX, 2); 
end
if nargin > 10 & ~isempty(nZ);
nZ = size(mZ, 2); 
end 
if nX
if nTBegin+nTForc-1 > size(mX,l)
errorCNo enough regressors over forecast period'); 
end
mXl = mX(nTB egin :nTB egin+nTF ore-1 ) ; 
mX = mX(l:nTBegin-l); 
end
if nargin <12 
vLevel = []; 
end
if nargin <13 
fid=  1; 
end
^rintf(fid,strjust('------ Begin the state of prediction over forecast period------ \n','center'));
sigma2 = exp(fLogVar); 
nTsample = min(nTForc, size(mSeries,l)-nT); 
mXForc = ones(nTForc, 1 )* vMean; 
mXBeta = ones(nT,l)*vMean;
% get XBeta over fitted and forecast period
ifnX
mXBetaForc = mXl * vParameters(2+nAR+nMA:l+nAR+nMA+nX); 
mXBeta = mXBeta + mX * vParameters(2+nAR+nMA;l+nAR+nMA+nX); 
mXForc = mXForc + mXBetaForc; 
end
%-------AR coefs computation
%-------AR coefs of fractional part
arcoefs = powerdiff(vParameters( 1 ), [ 1 ; zeros(nT + nTFore-1, 1 )]) ;
%-------AR coefs of AR part
if nAR
arcoefstemp = conv(arcoefs, [1; -vParameters(2:l+nAR)]); 
arcoefs = TrimMatrix(arcoefstemp,nT+nTForc); 
end
%------ AR coefs of MA part
if nMA
arcoefstemp = deconv([arcoefs;zeros(nMA,l)], [1; vParameters(2+nAR: 1+nAR+nMA)]); 
arcoefs = TrimMatrix(arcoefstemp,nT+nTForc); 
end
%------ MA coefs of MA part
macoefstemp = deconv([l;zeros(2*(nTForc-l), 1)], arcoefs(l inTForc)); 
macoefs = TrimMatrix(macoefstemp,nTForc);
%------ Store arcoefs in reverse order - speed up computation
arcoefs = -flipud(arcoefs(2:end));
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% Naive forecasts
my = mSeries(l :nT) - mXBeta; 
my = [my; zeros(nTForc,l)]; 
for i=l mTForc
my(nT+i) = arcoefs(nTForc-i+l:end)'* my(l:nT+i-l); 
end
mnaive = my(nT+l:end) + mXForc; 
mrmsen = sqrt(sigma2* cumsum((macoefs.^2)));
%------ The best linear prediction
if ~bnaiveonly 
nTT = nT+nTForc;
vsig = acv( vParameters, nAR, nMA, nTT); 
mgamma = zeros(nT, nTForc); 
for k =  1 mTForc 
mgamma(:,k) = vsig(k:nT+k-l); 
end
%------ Flip each columns of mgamma in reverse order
mgamma = flipud(mgamma); 
vsig = vsig(lmT); 
mq = inv(toeplitz(vsig))*mgamma; 
mforc = mq'*(mSeries(l :nT) - mXBeta) + mXForc; 
mrmse = sqrt(sigma2)*sqrt(abs(vsig(l)-diag(mgamma'*mq))); 
end
ifbnaiveonly 
mforcasts = mnaive; 
mrmses = mrmsen; 
else
mforcasts = mforc; 
mrmses = mrmse; 
end
if nargout >2 
if nTsample
mes = mSeries(nTBegin:nTBegin+nTsample-l) - mfbrcasts(lmTsample); 
end 
end
mforclevel = []; 
mrmselevel = []; 
melevel = [];
% integrate the forecasts to levels
if ~isempty(vLevel)
[nR nC] = size(vLevel); 
if nR < nC 
vLevel = vLevel';
[nR nC] = size(vLevel); 
end
vinitlevel = zeros(nR,l); 
for k = 1 :nR 
vinitlevel(nR - k +1) = vLevel(nR); 
vLevel = [0; diff(vLevel)]; 
end
mforcvar = []; 
melevel = [];
%------------- compute the forecast errors covariance matrix
if ~bnaiveonly 
mforcvar = toeplitz(vsig(l mTForc)) - mgamma'*mq;
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end
mact = mSeries(nTBegin:nTBegin+nTsample-l); 
forj=l:nR 
macoefs = cumsum(macoefs); 
mnaive = vinitlevel(j) + cumsum(mnaive); 
mrmsen = sqrt(cumsum(sigma2*macoefs.^2)); 
if nTsample 
mact = vinitlevel(j) + cumsum(mact); 
end
if -bnaiveonly 
mforc = vinitlevel(j) + cumsum(mforc);
%----------- compute variance of cumsums of forecast errors
[nrcum nccum] = size(mforc); 
mcum = Iagmatrix(ones(nrcum,l),0:nrcum -1); 
mforcvar = mcum * mforcvar * mcum'; 
mrmse = sqrt(sigma2 *diag(mforcvar)); 
end 
end
ifbnaiveonly
mforclevel = mnaive; 
mrmselevel = mrmsen; 
else
mforclevel = mforc; 
mrmselevel = mrmse; 
end
if nargout > 2 
if nTsample 
melevel = mforclevel - mact; 
end 
end 
end
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Appendix I: Matlab codes of
ARIMA/GARCH predictor
M ain function
function [y,test]=forecast_garch(x,r,m,p,q,simlength,forelength,step)
% PURPOSE: forecast the trace and get its original trace based on G ARCH 
% -------------------------------------------------------
% USAGE: [y,test]=forecast_garch(x,r,m,p,q,simlength,forelength,step)
% where: x = time series
% r, m = parameters for arma(r,m)
% p, q = parameters for garch(p,q)
% simlength = the length of time series (get coefficients)
% forelength = the length of time series (forecast)
% step = k-step-ahead (if step=l,it means one-step-ahead)
% -------------------------------------------------------
% RETURNS: y = prediction time series 
% test = original time series
% -------------------------------------------------------
% Author: Bo Zhou, B.Zhou@surrey.ac.uk 
%   --------------------------------------
% setup original coefficients 
spec=garchset('R',r,'M',m,'P',p,'Q',q);
% get coefficients details
[coeff,errors,LLF,eFit,sFit]=garchfit(spec,x(l:simlength));
% predict time series based on k-step-ahead prediction 
for i = 1 : step : forelength
[eSim, sSim, ySim] = garchsim (coeff, step, 1,[],[],[] ,cF it, sF it,x(i : simlength+i-1 )) ; 
y(i)=ySim(l); 
eSim(i)=eSim(l); 
sSim(i)=sSim(l); 
end
% return results
test=x(simlength : simlength+forelength-1 ) ; 
garchset function
function options = garchset(varargin)
% Inputs:
% Parameter - String representing a valid parameter field of the output 
% structure Spec (see below).
% Value - The value assigned to the corresponding Parameter.
% OldSpec - An existing specification structure to be changed, probably 
% created from a previous call to GARCHSET, or the output of G ARCHFIT.
% Output:
% Spec - The first three calling syntaxes return a structure encapsulating
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% the style, orders, and coefficients (if specified) of the conditional
% mean and variance specifications of a GARCH model. It also encapsulates
% the relevant parameters associated with the function FMINCON of the MATLAB
% Optimization Toolbox; type "help fmincon" or "help optimset" for
% additional details.
% (1) General Parameters:
% Comment - Summary comment. [ string | (model summary string) ]
% Distribution - Conditional distribution of innovations.
% [ string I'T' | {'Gaussian'} ]
% DoF - Degrees of freedom parameter for T distributions (must be > 2).
% [ scalar | {[]} ]
% (2) Conditional Mean Parameters:
% R - Auto-regressive model order of an ARMA(R,M) model.
% [ non-negative integer scalar | {0} ]
% M - Moving-average model order of an ARMA(R,M) model.
% [ non-negative integer scalar | {0} ]
% C - Conditional mean constant. [ scalar coefficient | {[]} ]
% AR - Auto-regressive coefficients associated with a stationary AR
% polynomial. [ R-element vector | {[]} ]
% MA - Moving average coefficients associated with an invertible MA
% polynomial. [ M-element vector | {[]} ]
% Regress - Linear regression coefficients.
% [ vector of coefficients !{[]}]
% (3) Conditional Variance Parameters:
%VarianceModel - Conditional variance model.
% [ string I 'GARCH' | 'EGARCH' | 'GJR' | {'Constant'} ]
% P - Model order of GARCH(P,Q), EGARCH(P,Q), and GJR(P,Q) models.
% [ non-negative integer scalar | {0} ]
% Q - Model order of GARCH(P,Q), EGARCH(P,Q), and GJR(P,Q) models.
% [ non-negative integer scalar | {0} ]
% K - Conditional variance constant.
% [ scalar coefficient | {[]} ]
% GARCH - Coefficients related to lagged conditional variances.
% [P-element vector I {[]} ]
% ARCH - Coefficients related to lagged innovations.
% [ Q-element vector | {[]} ]
% Leverage - Leverage coefficients for asymmetric EGARCH(P,Q) and GJR(P,Q)
% models. [ Q-element vector | {[]} ]
%
% Author: Bo Zhou, B.Zhou@surrey.ac.uk 
if nargin ==0
options = garchsetCVarianceModel', 'GARCH', 'P ', 1 , 'Q ', 1); 
return 
end
fields = {'Comment'; 'Distribution'; 'R' ; 'M' ; 'P' ;
'Q' ; 'DoF' ; 'C  ; 'AR' ; 'MA' ;
'InMean' ; 'Regress' ; 'VarianceModel' ; 'K' ; 'GARCH' ;
'ARCH' ; 'Leverage' ; 'FixDoF' ; 'FixC ; 'FixAR' ;
'FixMA' ; 'FixInMean' ; 'FixRegress' ; 'FixK' ; 'FixGARCH';
'FixARCH'; 'FixLeverage' ; 'Display' ; 'MaxFunEvals'; 'Maxlter' ;
'TolFun'; 'TolCon' ; 'TolX' }; 
lowerFields = lower(fields);
% Scrub the input argument list from a top-level perspective, 
if rem(nargin , 2) == 1
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if ~isstruct(varargin{l}) 
error('GARCH:garchset:NonStmcture', ' First Input Must Be a Structure for an Odd Number 
of Inputs.'); 
end
for i = 2;nargin 
if isstruct(varargin {i} ) 
error('GARCH:garchset:TooManyStructures', ' Only the First Input May Be Structure.'); 
end 
end
updateFlag = logical(l); % An existing structure will be updated. 
oldSpec = varargin{ 1} ; % Save the existing structure to be updated.
% Extract the parameter/value pairs from the input list for further error checking, 
parameters = varargin(2:2:nargin-l); 
values = varargin(3:2:nargin); 
else
for i = 1 :nargin
if isstruct(varargin{i})
error('GARCH:garchset:NoStructureAllowed' , ' No Structures Allowed for an Even 
Number of Inputs.'); 
end 
end
updateFlag = logical(O); % No existing structure to be updated.
% Extract the parameter/value pairs from the input list for further error checking, 
parameters = varargin(l:2:nargin-l); 
values = varargin(2:2 :nargin) ; 
end
% Create an empty shell for the output specification structure, 
options = struct('Comment' , [], 'Distribution', [], 'DoF' , [], 'R'
'M' , [], 'C  , [], 'AR' , [], 'MA , [ ] ,...
'Regress' , [], 'InMean' , [], 'VarianceModel', [], 'P'
'Q' ,[ ] , 'K ' , [ ] , 'GARCH' ,[],'A R C H ' , [ ] , . . .
'Leverage' , [], 'FixDoF' , [], 'FixC , [], 'FixAR' , [] ,...
'FixMA' , [], 'FixRegress' , [], 'FixInMean' , [], 'FixK' , [ ] , . . .
'FixGARCH' , [], 'FixARCH' , [], 'FixLeverage' , [], 'Display', [ ] ,... 
'MaxFunEvals', [], 'Maxlter' , [], 'TolFun' , [], 'TolCon', [ ] , . . .
'TolX' , []); 
if UpdateFlag 
if isfield(oldSpee, 'Optimization') 
if strcmpi(oldSpec.Optimization.Display , 'iter') & strcmpi(oldSpec.Optimization.Diagnostics , 
'on')
oldSpec.Display = []; 
else
oldSpec.Display = oldSpec.Optimization.Display; 
end
if strcmpi(oldSpec.Optimization.MaxFunEvals, '100*numberofvariables') 
oldSpec.MaxFunEvals = []; 
else
oldSpec.MaxFunEvals = oldSpec.Optimization.MaxFunEvals; 
end
if isequal(oldSpec.Optimization.MaxIter, 400) 
oldSpec.Maxlter = []; 
else
oldSpec.MaxIter = oldSpec.Optimization.MaxIter; 
end
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if isequal(oldSpec.Optimization.TolFun, l.Oe-6) 
oldSpec.TolFun = []; 
else
oldSpec.TolFun = oldSpec.Optimization.TolFun; 
end
if isequal(oldSpec.Optimization.TolCon, l.Oe-6) 
oldSpec.TolCon = []; 
else
oldSpec.TolCon = oldSpec.Optimization.TolCon; 
end
if isequal(oldSpec.Optimization.TolX, l.Oe-6) 
oldSpee.TolX = []; 
else
oldSpec.TolX = oldSpec.Optimization.TolX; 
end
oldSpec = rmfield(oldSpec , 'Optimization'); 
end
for n = 1 :length(fields)
if isfield(oldSpec , fields {n}) 
options = setfield(options , fields {n} , getfield(oldSpec , fields {n})); 
end 
end 
end
% Scrub the parameters (i.e., specification structure fields) from the input list, 
for n = 1 :length(parameters) 
if ~ischar(parameters {n}) 
error('G ARCH : garchset iNonStringlnput' , ' Input Argument Number %s Must Be a String 
Parameter Nam e.', num2str(2*n + updateFlag -1)); 
end
matches = strmatch(lower(parameters{n}) , lowerFields); 
if  isempty(matches)
error('GARCH:garchset:InvalidParameter' , ' Umecognized Parameter Name "%s".' , 
parameters {n})
elseif length(matches) > 1 
exacts = strmatch(lower(parameters{n}) , lowerFields , 'exact'); 
if  length(exacts) == 1 
matches = exacts; 
else
message = [' Ambiguous Parameter Name '" parameters{n} '" (' fields(matches(l)}]; 
for exacts = matches(2:length(matches))' 
message = [message ', ' fields {exacts}]; 
end
error('GARCH:garchset:AmbiguousParameter', [message ').']) 
end 
end
options = setfield(options , fields {matches} , values {n}); 
end
% Check Auto-Regressive & Moving-Average specifications. 
errorCode = errorCheck(options.R, -options.AR ,[1 2 4 5 6  9]); 
switch errorCode(l) 
case { 1 , 2 , 4}
error('G ARCH : garchsetTnvalidR' , ' Auto-regressive order "R" must be a non-negative, 
integer, scalar.'); 
case 5
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error('GARCH:garchset:NonVectorAR' , ' Auto-regressive coefficients "AR" must be a 
vector.'); 
case 6
error('GARCH:garchset:NonStationaryAR' , ' Auto-regressive polynomial "AR" must be 
stationary.'); 
case 9
error('GARCH : garchset iMismatchAR' , ' Length of "AR" vector must equal auto-regressive 
order "R".'); 
otherwise 
if -isempty (options. AR) 
options.AR = options.AR(:)';
if isempty(options.R), options.R = length(options.AR); end 
end
end
% Check Moving-Average specification. 
errorCode = errorCheck(options.M , options .MA ,[1 2 4 5  6 9]); 
switch errorCode(l) 
case {1 , 2 , 4}
error('GARCH:garchset;InvalidM' , ' Moving-average order "M" must be a non-negative, 
integer, scalar.'); 
case 5
error('GARCH:garchset:NonVectorMA' , ' Moving-average coefficients "MA" must be a 
vector.'); 
case 6
error('GARCH:garchset:NonInvertibleMA' , ' Moving-average polynomial "MA" must be 
invertible.'); 
case 9
error('GARCH:garchset;MismatchMA' , ' Length of "MA" vector must equal moving-average 
order "M".'); 
otherwise 
if ~isempty(options.MA) 
options.MA = options.MA(:)';
if isempty(options.M), options.M = length(options.MA); end 
end
end
% Temporarily set volatility model orders 'P' and 'Q' to zero if they are empty, 
restore? = isempty(options.P); 
restoreQ = isempty(options.Q); 
if restore? , options.? = 0; end 
if restoreQ , options.Q = 0; end
% Set a flag to infer variance-in-mean models from a non-empty 'InMean' parameter, 
is V ariancelnMean = -isempty(options.InMean);
% Set a flag to indicate the presence a constant in the mean equation, 
if isnan(options.C)
isConstantlnMean = logical(O); % Mean equation constant is NOT included, 
else
isConstantlnMean = logical(l); % Mean equation includes a constant, 
end
% Check the conditional variance specification model, 
if isempty(options. VarianceModel) 
options.VarianceModel = 'GARCH'; 
else
options .VarianceModel(isspace(options. VarianceModel)) = [];
[options.VarianceModel, InMeanString] = strtok(upper(options.VarianceModel), '-'); 
isVariancelnMean = isVariancelnMean | -isempty(InMeanString);
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varianceModels = {'CONSTANT' ; 'GARCH' ; 'EGARCH' ; 'GJR'}; 
n = find(strcmpi(options.VarianceModel, varianceModels)); 
if isempty(n) | (length(n) >1) 
if isVariancelnMean
error('GARCH : garchset: InvalidV ariancelnMeanModel' , ' "VarianceModel" for in-mean 
models must be "Constant-M", "GARCH-M", "EGARCH-M", or "GJR-M".'); 
else
error('GARCH:garchset:InvalidVarianceModel' , ' "VarianceModel" must be "Constant", 
"GARCH", "EGARCH", or "GJR".'); 
end 
end
options.VarianceModel = varianceModels {n} ; 
if n =  1
if-((options.? == 0) & (length(options.GARCH) == 0) & ...
(options.Q =  0) & (length(options.ARCH) ==0)) 
error('GARCH : garchset: InvalidConstantVarianceModel' , ' "Constant" variance models 
require "P" and "Q" to be 0.'); 
end
options.VarianceModel = 'Constant'; % Capitalize the 'C  for aesthetics, 
end 
end
if-isempty(options.Leverage) & -any(strcmpi(options.VarianceModel, {'EGARCH' 'GJR'})) 
error('GARCH: garchset: InvalidAsymmetricVarianceModel' , ' "Leverage" coefficients require 
"EGARCH" or "GJR" variance models.'); 
end
% Restore volatility model orders '?' and 'Q' to the original 
if restore? , options.? = []; end 
if restoreQ , options.Q = []; end 
switch options .VarianceModel 
% GARCH Volatility Model Error Checking, 
case 'GARCH'
errorCode = errorCheck(options.P , options.GARCH ,[1 2 4 5 7 8  9]); 
switch errorCode(l) 
case { 1 , 2 , 4}
error('GARCH:garchset:Invalid?' , ' Model order "P" must be a non-negative, integer, 
scalar.'); 
case 5
error('GARCH:garchset:NonVectorGARCH', ' "GARCH" coefficients must be a vector.'); 
case 7
error('GARCH:garchset:GARCHPQ_NegativeGARCH' , ' GARCH(P,Q) models require 
non-negative "GARCH" coefficients.'); 
case 8
error('GARCH:garchset:GARCHPQ_NonStationaryGARCH' , ' Sum of "GARCH" 
coefficients must be < 1 for GARCH(P,Q) models.') 
case 9
error('GARCH:garchset:InconsistentP' , ' Length of "GARCH" coefficient vector must 
equal model order "?".'); 
otherwise 
if  -isempty(options.GARCH) 
options.GARCH = options.GARCH(:)'; 
if isempty(options.P), options.? = length(options.GARCH); end 
end
end
% Check 'ARCH' coefficient parameter specification.
errorCode = errorCheck(options.Q , options.ARCH ,[1 2 4 5 7 8  9]);
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switch errorCode(l) 
case {1 , 2 , 4}
error('GARCH:garchset:InvalidQ' , ' Model order "Q" must be a non-negative, integer, 
scalar.'); 
case 5
error('GARCH:garchset;NonVectorARCH', ' "ARCH" coefficients must be a vector.'); 
case 7
error('GARCH : garchset: GARCHPQ Negative ARCH' , ' GARCH(P,Q) models require 
non-negative "ARCH" coefficients.'); 
case 8
error('GARCH:garchset:GARCHPQ_NonStationaryARCH' , ' Sum of "ARCH"
coefficients must be < 1 for GARCH(P,Q) models.') 
ease 9
error('GARCH:garchset:InconsistentQ', ' Length of "ARCH" coefficient vector must equal 
model order "Q".'); 
otherwise 
if ~isempty(options.ARCH) 
options.ARCH = options.ARCH(:)';
if isempty(options.Q), options.Q = length(options.ARCH); end 
end
end
% Check combined 'ARCH' & 'GARCH' parameters.
errorCode = errorCheck([], [options.ARCH(:) ; options.GARCH(:)], 8); 
if errorCode =  8
error('GARCH:garchset:GARCHPQ_NonStationary' , ' Sum of "ARCH" + "GARCH" 
coefficients must be < 1 for GARCH(P,Q) models.') 
end
% Check constant associated with the conditional variance model specification. 
errorCode = errorCheck(options.K, [], [3 4]); 
switch errorCode(l)
case { 3 , 4 } ,  error('GARCH : garchset : GARCHPQK' , ' GARCH(P,Q) model constant "K" 
must be a positive scalar.') 
end
% EGARCH Volatility Model Error Checking, 
case 'EGARCH'
errorCode = errorCheck(options.P , -options.GARCH ,[1 2 4 5  6 9]); 
switch errorCode(l) 
case {1 , 2 , 4}
error('GARCH:garchset:InvalidP' , ' Model order "P" must be a non-negative, integer, 
scalar.'); 
case 5
error('G ARCH : garchset:NonVectorGARCH', ' "GARCH" coefficients must be a vector.'); 
case 6
error('GARCH:garchset:EGARCHPQ_NonStationaryGARCH' , ' EGARCH(P,Q) models 
require stationary "GARCH" polynomial coefficients.'); 
case 9
error('GARCH:garchset:InconsistentP' , ' Length of "GARCH" coefficient vector must 
equal model order "P".'); 
otherwise 
if -isempty(options.GARCH) 
options.GARCH = options.GARCH(:)'; 
if isempty(options.P) , options.? = length(options.GARCH); end 
end
end
% Check 'ARCH' coefficient parameter specification.
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errorCode = errorCheck(options.Q , options.ARCH ,[1 2 4 5 9]); 
switch errorCode(l) 
case {1 , 2 , 4}
error('GARCH : garchset ilnvalidQ' , ' Model order "Q" must be a non-negative, integer, 
scalar.'); 
case 5
error('GARCH:garchset:NonVectorARCH', ' "ARCH" coefficients must be a vector.'); 
case 9
error('GARCH:garchset:InconsistentQ', ' Length of "ARCH" coefficient vector must equal 
model order "Q".'); 
otherwise 
if -isempty(options.ARCH) 
options.ARCH = options.ARCH(:)';
if isempty (options. Q ) , options.Q = length(options.ARCH); end 
end
end
% Check 'Leverage' parameter specification.
errorCode = errorCheck(options.Q , options.Leverage , [5 9]); 
switch errorCode(l) 
case 5
error('GARCH:garchset:NonVectorLeverage' , ' "Leverage" coefficients must be a 
vector.'); 
case 9
error('GARCH:garchset:InconsistentLeverage' , ' Length of "Leverage" coefficient vector 
must equal model order "Q".'); 
otherwise 
if -isempty(options.Leverage) 
options.Leverage = options.Leverage(i)'; 
if isempty(options.Q) , options.Q = length(options.Leverage); end 
end
end
% Check constant associated with the conditional variance model specification. 
errorCode = errorCheck(options.K, [], 4); 
switch errorCode(l)
case 4 , error('GARCH:garchset:EGARCHPQ_K' , ' EGARCH(P,Q) model constant "K" 
must be a scalar.') 
end
% GJR Volatility Model Error Checking, 
case 'GJR'
% Check 'GARCH' coefficient parameter specification.
errorCode = errorCheck(options.P , options.GARCH ,[1 2 4 5 7 8  9]); 
switch errorCode(l) 
case {1 , 2 , 4}
error('GARCH:garchset:InvalidP' , ' Model order "P" must be a non-negative, integer, 
scalar.'); 
case 5
error('GARCH:garchsetiNonVectorGARCH', ' "GARCH" coefficients must be a vector.'); 
case 7
error('GARCH:garchset:GJRPQ_NegativeGARCH' , ' GJR(P,Q) models require non­
negative "GARCH" coefficients.'); 
case 8
error('GARCH:garchset:GJRPQ_NonStationaryGARCH', ' Sum of "GARCH" coefficients 
must be < 1 for GJR(P,Q) models.') 
case 9
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error('GARCH:garchset:InconsistentP' , ' Length of "GARCH" coefficient vector must 
equal model order "P".'); 
otherwise 
if -isempty(options.GARCH) 
options.GARCH = options.GARCH(:)'; 
if isempty(options.P), options.P = length(options.GARCH); end 
end
end
% Check ARCH' coefficient parameter specification.
errorCode = errorCheck(options.Q , options.ARCH ,[1 2 4 5 7 8  9]); 
switch errorCode(l) 
case {1 , 2 , 4}
error('GARCH:garchset:InvalidQ' , ' Model order "Q" must be a non-negative, integer, 
scalar.'); 
case 5
error('GARCH:garchset:NonVectorARCH', ' "ARCH" coefficients must be a vector.'); 
case 7
error('GARCH:garchset:GJRPQ_NegativeARCH' , ' GJR(P,Q) models require non­
negative "ARCH" coefficients.'); 
case 8
error('GARCH : garchset : G J RP QN onStationaryARCH' , ' Sum of "ARCH" coefficients 
must be < 1 for GJR(P,Q) models.') 
case 9
error('GARCH:garchset:InconsistentQ', ' Length of "ARCH" coefficient vector must equal 
model order "Q".'); 
otherwise 
if -isempty(options. ARCH) 
options.ARCH = options.ARCH(:)';
if isempty(options.Q), options.Q = length(options.ARCH); end 
end
end
% Check 'Leverage' parameter specification.
errorCode = errorCheck(options.Q , 0.5* options .Le verage , [5 8 9]); 
switch errorCode(l) 
case 5
error('GARCH : garchset:NonVectorLeverage' , ' "Leverage" coefficients must be a 
vector.'); 
case 8
error('G ARCH : garchset : G JRP Q_N onStationaryLeverage' , ' Half of sum of "Leverage" 
coefficients must be < 1 for GJR(P,Q) models.'); 
case 9
error('GARCH;garchset:InconsistentLeverage' , ' Length of "Leverage" coefficient vector 
must equal model order "Q".'); 
otherwise 
if -isempty(options.Leverage) 
options.Leverage = options.Leverage(:)'; 
if isempty(options.Q), options.Q = length(options.Leverage); end 
end
end
% Check that ARCH(i) + Leverage(i) >= 0 for (1 <= i <= Q) 
if-(isempty(options.ARCH) | isempty(options.Leverage))
errorCode = errorCheck([], [options.ARCH(:) + options.Leverage(:)], 7);
if errorCode =  7
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error('GARCH:garchset:GJRPQ_NegativeARCHLeverage' , ' GJR(P,Q) models require 
ARCH(i) + Leverage(i) >= 0 for K=i<=Q.') 
end
end
% Check combined 'ARCH' + 'GARCH' + 'Leverage' parameters.
errorCode = errorCheck([] , [options.ARCH(:) ; options.GARCH(:) ; 
0.5*options.Leverage(:)], 8);
if errorCode =  8
error('GARCH:garchset:GJRPQ_NonStationary' , ' Sum of ARCH + GARCH + 
0.5*Leverage coefficients must be < 1 for GJR(P,Q) models.'); 
end
% Check constant associated with the conditional variance model specification. 
errorCode = errorCheck(options.K, [], [3 4]);
switch errorCode(l)
case {3 , 4} ,  error ('GARCH : garchset: G JRP Q _K ', ' GJR(P,Q) model constant "K" must be a 
positive scalar.') 
end
otherwise % 'Constant' conditional variance 
% Check constant associated with the 'Constant' conditional variance model specification. 
errorCode = errorCheck(options.K, [], [3 4]); 
switch errorCode( 1 )
case { 3 , 4 } ,  error('GARCH:garchset:Constant ^ ' , ' Constant variance model constant "K" 
must be a positive scalar.') 
end
end % End of SWITCH statement. 
errorCode = errorCheck(options.C , [], 4); 
if errorCode =  4
error('GARCH:garchset:NonScalarC , ' Mean equation model constant "C" must be a scalar.') 
end
errorCode = errorCheck(options.DoF - 2 , [], [3 4]); 
switch errorCode(l)
case { 3 , 4 } ,  error('GARCH:garchset:NonScalarDoF' , ' T-distribution degrees of freedom 
"DoF" must be a scalar > 2.') 
end
options.Distribution = options.Distribution(~isspace(options.Distribution));
i = find(strcmpi(options.Distribution, {'GAUSSIAN' 'T'})); 
n = [-isempty(options.Distribution) -isempty(options.DoF)]; 
if all(n) 
if isempty(i) | (i ~= 2)
error('GARCH:garchset:AmbiguousDistribution' , ' "Distribution" must be "T" when degrees 
of freedom "DoF" is specified.');
end
else
if n (l) & isempty(i)
error('GARCH:garchset:InvalidDistribution' , ' "Distribution" must be either "Gaussian" or 
"T".'); 
end 
ifn(2)
options.Distribution = 'T'; 
end
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if-any  (n) 
options.Distribution = 'Gaussian'; 
end 
end
options.Distribution = lower(options.Distribution); 
options.Distribution(l) = upper(options.Distribution( 1 )); 
errorCode = errorCheck(options.InMean , [], 4); 
if errorCode == 4
error('GARCH:garchset:NonScalarInMean', ' Variance-in-Mean coefficient "InMean" must be a 
scalar.') 
end
if -isempty(options.FixC) 
if isempty(options.C)
error('GARCH:garchset:UnspecifiedC , ' Mean model constant "C" must be specified along 
with "FixC".'); 
end
if (prod(size(options.FixC)) -=  1) | ((sum((options.FixC =  0) + (options.FixC == 1))) -=  1) 
error('GARCH:garchset:InvalidFixC , ' "FixC" must be a logical (0,1) scalar.'); 
end 
end
if -isempty(options.FixK) 
if isempty(options.K)
error('GARCH:garchset:UnspecifiedK' , ' Variance model constant "K" must be specified 
along with "FixK".'); 
end
if (prod(size(options.FixK)) -=  1) | ((sum((options.FixK == 0) + (options.FixK =  1))) -=  1) 
error('GARCH:garchset:InvalidFixK', ' "FixK" must be a logical (0,1) scalar.'); 
end 
end
if -isempty(options.FixDoF) 
if isempty(options.DoF) 
error('GARCH:garchset:UnspecifledDoF' , ' Degrees of freedom "DoF" must be specified 
along with "FixDoF".'); 
end
if (prod(size(options.FixDoF)) -=  1) | ((sum((options.FixDoF == 0) + (options.FixDoF == 1))) 
-=  1)
error('G ARCH : garchset ilnvalidFixDoF', ' "FixDoF" must be a logical (0,1) scalar.'); 
end 
end
if -isempty(options.FixAR) 
if isempty(options.AR)
error('GARCH:garchset;UnspecifiedAR' , ' "AR" coefficients must be specified along with 
"FixAR".'); 
end
if (prod(size(options.FixAR)) -=  length(options.FixAR)) | ...
((sum((options.FixAR == 0) + (options.FixAR =  1))) -=  length(options.FixAR)) 
error('GARCH:garchset:InvalidFixAR', ' "FixAR" must be a logical (0,1) vector.'); 
end
if -isempty(options.R) & (options.R -=  length(options.FixAR)) 
error('G ARCH : garchset : InconsistentFix AR' , ' Length of logical "FixAR" vector must equal 
model order "R".'); 
end
options.FixAR = options.FixAR(i)';
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end
if -isempty(options.FixMA) 
if isempty (options.MA) 
error('GARCH:garchset:UnspecifiedMA' , ' "MA" coefficients must be specified along with 
"FixMA".'); 
end
if (prod(size(options.FixMA)) -=  length(options.FixMA)) | ...
((sum((options.FixMA == 0) + (options.FixMA =  1))) -=  length(options.FixMA)) 
error('GARCH:garchset:InvalidFixMA', ' "FixMA" must be a logical (0,1) vector.'); 
end
if -isempty(options.M) & (options.M -=  length(options.FixMA)) 
error('GARCH;garchset:InconsistentFixMA' , ' Length of logical "FixMA" vector must equal 
model order "M".'); 
end
options.FixMA = options.FixMA(:)'; 
end
if -isempty(options.FixARCH) 
if isempty(options.ARCH) 
error('GARCH:garchset:UnspecifiedARCH' , ' "ARCH" coefficients must be specified along 
with "FixARCH".'); 
end
if (prod(size(options.FixARCH)) -=  length(options.FixARCH)) | ...
((sum((options.FixARCH == 0) + (options.FixARCH == 1))) -=  length(options.FixARCH)) 
error('GARCH:garchset:InvalidFixARCH', ' "FixARCH" must be a logical (0,1) vector.'); 
end
if-isempty(options.Q) & (options.Q -=  length(options.FixARCH)) 
error('GARCH:garchset:InconsistentFixARCH' , ' Length of logical "FixARCH" vector must 
equal model order "Q".'); 
end
options.FixARCH = options .FixARCH(:)'; 
end
if -isempty(options.FixLeverage) 
if isempty(options.Leverage) 
error('GARCH:garchset:UnspecifiedLeverage' , ' "Leverage" coefficients must be specified 
along with "FixLeverage".'); 
end
if (prod(size(options.FixLeverage)) -=  length(options.FixLeverage)) | ...
((sum((options.FixLeverage == 0) + (options.FixLeverage =  1))) -=
length(options.FixLeverage))
error('GARCH:garchset:InvalidFixLeverage', ' "FixLeverage" must be a logical (0,1) vector.'); 
end
if-isempty(options.Q) & (options.Q -=  length(options.FixLeverage)) 
error('GARCH : garchsetilnconsistentFixLeverage' , ' Length of logical "FixLeverage" vector 
must equal model order "Q".'); 
end
options .FixLeverage = options.FixLeverage(:)'; 
end
if -isempty(options.FixGARCH) 
if isempty(options.GARCH) 
error('GARCH:garchset:UnspecifiedGARCH' , ' "GARCH" coefficients must be specified 
along with "FixGARCH".'); 
end
if (prod(size(options.FixGARCH)) -=  length(options.FixGARCH)) | ...
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((sum((options.FixGARCH == 0) + (options.FixGARCH == 1)))
length(options.FixGARCH))
error('GARCH:garchset:InvalidFixGARCH', ' "FixGARCH" must be a logical (0,1) vector.'); 
end
if-isempty(options.P) & (options.P -=  length(options.FixGARCH)) 
error('GARCH:garchset:InconsistentFixGARCH' , ' Length of logical "FixGARCH" vector 
must equal model order "P".'); 
end
options.FixGARCH = options.FixGARCH(:)'; 
end
if -isempty(options.Regress) 
if prod(size(options.Regress)) -=  length(options.Regress) 
error('GARCH:garchset:NonVectorRegress' , ' Regression coefficients "Regress" must be a 
vector.'); 
end
options.Regress = options.Regress(i)'; 
end
if -isempty(options.FixRegress) 
if isempty(options.Regress) 
error('GARCH:garchset:UnspecifiedRegress', ' "Regress" coefficients must be specified along 
with "FixRegress".'); 
end
if (prod(size(options.FixRegress)) -=  length(options.FixRegress)) | ...
((sum((options.FixRegress =  0) + (options.FixRegress == 1))) -=
length(options.FixRegress))
error('GARCH:garchset:InvalidFixRegress', ' "FixRegress" must be a logical (0,1) vector.'); 
end
options .FixRegress = options.FixRegress(i)'; 
end
if-isempty(options.Regress) & -isempty(options.FixRegress) & ...
(length(options.Regress) -=  length(options.FixRegress))
error('GARCH : garchset: InconsistentFixRegress', ' Vectors "Regress" and "FixRegress" must be 
the same length.'); 
end
if -isempty(options.FixInMean) 
if isempty(options.InMean) 
error('GARCH:garchset:UnspecifiedInMean' , ' Variance-in-mean coefficient "InMean" must 
be specified along with "FixInMean".'); 
end
if (prod(size(options.FixInMean)) -=  1) | ((sum((options .FixInMean =  0) +
(options.FixInMean =  1))) -=  1)
error('GARCH:garchset:InvalidFixInMean', ' "FixInMean" must be a logical (0,1) scalar.'); 
end 
end
if isempty(options.R), options.R = 0; end 
if isempty(options.M), options.M = 0; end 
if isempty (options.P), options.P = 0; end 
if isempty(options.Q), options.Q = 0; end
% Prevent GARCH(P>0,Q=0) models. It's OK for both P = Q = 0, but 
if (options.P > 0) & (options.Q =  0) 
error('GARCH:garchset:InvalidP', ' When model order "Q" is 0, order "P" must also be 0.'); 
end
if isempty(options.Comment) | any(options.Comment =  char(O)) 
if isV ariancelnMean
meanString = ['Variance + ARMAX(' num2str(options.R) ',' num2str(options.M) ',?)'];
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else
meanString = ['ARMAX(' num2str(options.R) num2str(options.M) 
end
if strcmpi(options.VarianceModel, 'Constant') 
varianceString = 'Constant'; 
else
varianceString = [options.VarianceModel '(' num2str(options.P) ',' num2str(options.Q) ')']; 
end
options.Comment = ['Mean: ' meanString '; Variance: ' varianceString char(0)];
end
% Check the parameters associated with FMINCON of the Optimization Toolbox, 
if -isempty(options.Display) 
if  ~(strcmpi(options.Display , 'on') | strcmpi(options.Display, ’off)) 
error('GARCH:garchset:InvalidDisplay' , ' "Display" must be a character string: {"ON" or 
"OFF"}');
end
end
if ~isempty(options.MaxFunEvals) 
if prod(size(options.MaxFunEvals)) >1 
error('GARCH:garchset:NonScalarMaxFunEvals', ' "MaxFunEvals" must be a scalar.'); 
end
if (round(options.MaxFunEvals) ~= options.MaxFunEvals) | (options.MaxFunEvals <= 0) 
error('GARCH:garchset:NonIntegerMaxFunEvals' , ' "MaxFunEvals" must be a positive 
integer.');
end
end
if -isempty(options.MaxIter) 
if prod(size(options.MaxIter)) > 1 
error('GARCH:garchset:NonScalarMaxIter', ' "Maxlter" must be a scalar.'); 
end
if (round(options.MaxIter) ~= options.MaxIter) | (options.MaxIter <= 0) 
error('GARCH:garchset:NonIntegerMaxIter', ' "Maxlter" must be a positive integer.'); 
end 
end
if -isempty(options.TolCon) 
if  (prod(size(options.TolCon)) > 1) | (options.TolCon <= 0) 
error('GARCH:garchset:NonScalarTolCon', ' "TolCon" must be a positive scalar.'); 
end 
end
if -isempty(options.TolFun) 
if (prod(size(options.TolFun)) > 1) | (options.TolFun <= 0) 
error('GARCH:garchset:NonScalarTolFun', ' "TolFun" must be a positive scalar.'); 
end 
end
if -isempty(options.TolX) 
if (prod(size(options.TolX)) > 1) | (options.TolX <= 0) 
error('GARCH:garchset:NonScalarTolX', ' "TolX" must be a positive scalar,*); 
end 
end
if options.R == 0 
options = rmfield(options , {'R ', 'A R ', 'FixAR'}); 
else
if isempty(options.FixAR) | -any(options.FixAR) 
options = rmfield(options , 'FixAR'); 
end
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end
if options .M =  0 
options = rmfield(options , {'M ', 'M A ', 'FixMA'}); 
else
if isempty(options.FixMA) | -any(options.FixMA) 
options = rmfield(options , 'FixMA'); 
end 
end
if (options.? == 0) 
options = rmfield(options , { '?', 'GARCH', 'FixGARCH'}); 
else
if isempty(options.FixGARCH) | ~any(options.FixGARCH) 
options = rmfield(options , 'FixGARCH'); 
end 
end
if (options.Q == 0) | any(strcmpi(options.VarianceModel, {'GARCH', 'Constant'})) 
options = rmfield(options , {'Leverage', 'FixLeverage'}); 
else
if isempty(options.FixLeverage) | -any(options.FixLeverage) 
options = rmfield(options , 'FixLeverage'); 
end 
end
if (options.Q == 0) 
options = rmfield(options , {'Q ', 'ARCH', 'FixARCH'}); 
else
if isempty(options.FixARCH) | -any(options.FixARCH) 
options = rmfield(options , 'FixARCH'); 
end 
end
if strcmpi(options.Distribution, 'Gaussian') 
options = rmfield(options , {'DoF', 'FixDoF'}); 
else
if isempty(options.FixDoF) | -any(options.FixDoF) 
options = rmfield(options , 'FixDoF'); 
end 
end
if isempty (options.InMean) & -isVariancelnMean 
options = rmfield(options , {'InMean', 'FixInMean'}); 
else
if isempty(options.FixInMean) | -any(options.FixInMean) 
options = rmfield(options , 'FixInMean'); 
end 
end
if isempty (options .Regress) 
options = rmfield(options , {'Regress', 'FixRegress'}); 
else
if isempty (options .FixRegress) | -any(options.FixRegress) 
options = rmfield(options , 'FixRegress'); 
end 
end
if isConstantlnMean 
if isempty(options.FixC) | -any(options.FixC) 
options = rmfield(options , 'FixC'); 
end 
else
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options = rmfield(options , TixC); 
end
if isempty (options.FixK) | -any(options.FixK) 
options = rmfield(options , 'FixK'); 
end
if isempty(options.Display) 
options = rmfield(options , 'Display'); 
end
if isempty(options.MaxFunEvals) 
options = rmfield(options , 'MaxFunEvals'); 
end
if isempty(options.MaxIter) 
options = rmfield(options , 'Maxlter'); 
end
if isempty(options.TolFim) 
options = rmfield(options , 'TolFun'); 
end
if isempty(options.TolCon) 
options = rmfield(options , 'TolCon'); 
end
if isempty (options. T olX) 
options = rmfield(options , 'TolX'); 
end
if isVariancelnMean 
options.VarianceModel = [options.VarianceModel '-M']; 
end
garchfit function
function varargout = garchfit(spec, y, X, eO, sO, yO)
% Inputs:
% Series - Time series column vector of observations of the underlying 
% univariate return series of interest.
%
% Optional Inputs:
% Spec - Structure specification for the conditional mean and variance models, 
% and optimization parameters.
%
% X - Time series regression matrix of explanatory variable(s).
%
% Preinnovations - Time series column vector of pre-sample innovations (i.e.,
% residuals) upon which the recursive mean and variance models are 
% conditioned.
%
% PreSigmas - Time series column vector of positive pre-sample conditional 
% standard deviations upon which the recursive variance model is conditioned.
%
% PreSeries - Time series column vector of pre-sample observations of the 
% return series of interest upon which the recursive mean model is 
% conditioned.
%
% Outputs:
% Coeff - Structure containing the estimated coefficients.
%
% Errors - Structure containing the estimation errors (i.e., the standard
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% errors) of the coefficients.
%
% LLF - Optimized log-likelihood objective function value associated with the 
% parameter estimates found in Coeff.
%
% Innovations - Innovations (i.e., residuals) time series column vector 
% inferred from the input Series.
%
% Sigmas - Conditional standard deviation time series column vector 
% corresponding to Innovations.
%
% Summary - Structure of summary information about the optimization process,
% including convergence information, iterations, objective function calls,
% active constraints, and the covariance matrix of coefficient estimates.
%
% Author: Bo Zhou, B.Zhou@surrey.ac.uk
switch nargin 
case 1 
if isnumeric(spec) 
y = spec;
spec = garchset; % Allow a convenience/default model form, 
else
error('GARCH:garchfit:UnspecifiedSeries' , ' Observed return series "Series" must be 
specified.'); 
end
case {2 , 3 ,4  , 5 , 6} 
if -isstruct(spec)
error('GARCH:garchfit:NonStructureInput', ' "Spec" must be a structure.'); 
end
spec = garchset(spec); 
otherwise
error('GARCH:garchfit:TooManyInputs', ' Too many inputs specified.'); 
end
if prod(size(y)) == length(y) % Check for a vector (single return series). 
rowY = size(y,l) =  1; % Flag a row vector for outputs,
y = y(:); % Convert to a column vector,
else
error('GARCH : garchfit :NonV ectorSeries' , ' Observed return series "Series" must be a column 
vector.'); 
end
11 = find(isnan(y));
12 = find(isnan(diff([y ; zeros(l,size(y,2))]) .* y)); 
if (length(il) ~= length(i2)) | any (il - i2)
error('GARCH:garchfit:MissingData' , ' Only initial observations in "Series" may be missing 
(NaN"s).') 
end
if any(sum(isnan(y)) == size(y,l)) 
error('GARCH:garchfit:AllMissingData' , ' A realization of "Series" is completely missing (all 
NaN"s).') 
end
firstValidRow = max(sum(isnan(y))) + 1; 
y = y (firstV alidRo w : end , :);
if (nargin >= 3) & ~isempty(X)
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if prod(size(X)) =  length(X) % Check for a vector.
X = X(:); % Convert to a column vector,
end
if any(isnan(X(:)))
X = X((max(fmd(isnan(sum(X,2)))) + l):end , :); 
end
if size(X,l) < size(y,l)
error('GARCH:garchfit;NotEnoughData', ' Regression matrix "X" has insufficient number of 
observations.'); 
else
X = X(si^e(X,l) - (size(y,l) - l):end , :); % Retain only the most recent samples,
end
regress = garchget(spec , 'Regress'); % Regression coefficients,
if ~isempty(regress) 
if size(X,2) ~= length(garchget(spec , 'Regress')) 
error('G ARCH : garchfit : InputMismatch' , ' Number of "Regress" coefficients unequal to 
number of regressors in "X".'); 
end 
end 
else
X = []; % Ensure X exists, 
regress = []; 
end
nX = size(X,2); % Record the number of regressors.
% Extract model orders & coefficients.
R = garchget(spec , 'R'); % Conditional mean AR order.
M = garchget(spec , 'M'); % Conditional mean MA order.
P = garchget(spec , 'P'); % Conditional variance order for lagged variances.
Q = garchget(spec , 'Q'); % Conditional variance order for lagged residuals.
C = garchget(spec , 'C'); % Conditional mean constant.
AR = garchget(spec , 'AR'); % Conditional mean AR coefficients.
MA = garchget(spec , 'MA'); % Conditional mean MA coefficients.
K = garchget(spec , 'K'); % Conditional variance constant.
GARCH = garchget(spec , 'GARCH'); % Conditional variance coefficients for lagged 
variances.
ARCH = garchget(spec, 'ARCH'); % Conditional variance coefficients for lagged residuals. 
Leverage = garchget(spec , 'Leverage'); % Leverage coefficients for asymmetric EGARCH and 
GJR models.
if isnan(garchget(spec, 'C')) 
isConstantlnMean = logical(O); % Do NOT included a constant, 
else
isConstantlnMean = logical(l); % Included a constant, 
end
varianceModel = garchget(spec , 'VarianceModel');
[varianceModel, InMeanString] = strtok(varianceModel, '-');
isVariancelnMean = -isempty(InMeanString); % Set a Boolean flag (1 = include variance-in- 
mean).
InMean = garchget(spec , 'InMean'); % Get the variance-in-mean coupling coefficient, 
if isVariancelnMean 
if-any(strcmp(upper(varianceModel), {'GARCH' 'CONSTANT'})) 
error('GARCH:garchfit:InvalidFunctionality' , ' EGARCH-M and GJR-M variance-in-mean 
models are NOT allowed.');
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end
end
% Determine whether valid pre-sample information is specified and necessary. 
isPreSampleMissing = logical(l); % Initialize to 'Missing User-Specified Pre-Sample Data', 
if (nargin >= 4) 
if strcmp(upper(varianceModel), 'EGARCH') 
nSTDs = max([P Q]); 
else 
nSTDs = P; 
end
prelnnovationsNeeded = logical(O); 
preSigmasNeeded = logical(O); 
preSeriesNeeded = logical(O); 
if (max([M Q]) > 0) 
prelnnovationsNeeded = logical(l);
isPreSampleMissing = logical(O); % Pre-sample data provided, 
end
if(nSTD s>0) 
preSigmasNeeded = logical(l);
isPreSampleMissing = logical(O); % Pre-sample data provided, 
end
if(R > 0 ) 
preSeriesNeeded = logical(l);
isPreSampleMissing = logical(O); % Pre-sample data provided, 
end 
end
if isPreSampleMissing 
preinnovations = []; 
preSigmas = []; 
preSeries = []; 
else
maxRMPQ = m ax([RM PQ]); % # of rows in pre-sample arrays
nPaths = size(y , 2); % # of columns in pre-sample arrays (MUST be 1 for estimation!)
preinnovations = zeros(maxRMPQ , nPaths);
preSigmas = ones (maxRMPQ , nPaths); % Set to I's to prevent incorrectly trapping errors 
below.
preSeries = zeros(maxRMPQ , nPaths); 
if prelnnovationsNeeded 
[preinnovations, message] = presamplecheck(preInnovations, 'Preinnovations', eO, max([M
Q]));
error(message);
end
if preSigmasNeeded 
if nargin >= 5
[preSigmas, message] = presamplecheck(preSigmas, 'PreSigmas', sO, nSTDs); 
error(message); 
else
error('GARCH:garchfit:UnspecifiedPreSigmas', ' "PreSigmas" array must be specified.'); 
end
if any(preSigmas(;) <= 0) 
error('GARCH:garchfit:NonPositivePreSigmas' , ' All required "PreSigmas" standard 
deviations must be positive.'); 
end 
end
if preSeriesNeeded
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if nargin >= 6
[preSeries, message] = presamplecheck(preSeries, 'PreSeries', yO, R); 
error(message); 
else
error('GARCH:garchfit:UnspecifiedPreSeries', ' "PreSeries" array must be specified.'); 
end 
end 
end
DisplayFlag = garchget(spec , 'Display');
DisplayFlag = strcmp(DisplayFlag(-isspace(DisplayFlag)) , 'on');
% Generate initial parameter estimates if necessary.
isMeanComplete = logical(l); % Initialize to a complete mean specification, 
unconditional Variance = []; % Make sure it exists,
if isempty(X)
if isempty(C) | (isempty(AR) & (R > 0)) | (isempty(MA) & (M > 0))
% General ARMA conditional mean with no regression component.
if isConstantlnMean 
% Include an estimate of the mean equation constant 'C.
[A R, MA , C , unconditionalVariance] = armaO(y , R , M); 
else
% Exclude the mean equation constant 'C  by first removing the
% mean from the observed return series.
[A R, MA , dummy , unconditionalVariance] = armaO(y-mean(y), R , M); 
end
isMeanComplete = logical(O); % Indicate an INCOMPLETE mean specification, 
end 
else
if M == 0 % Check for MA terms,
if isempty(C) | (isempty(AR) & (R > 0)) | isempty(regress)
% General ARX conditional mean model with no MA terms. Initial
% estimates can be generated by a simple OLS regression.
[C, AR, regress, residuals] = arxO(y, X, R, isConstantlnMean);
MA = [];
unconditionalV ariance = var(residuals,l);
isMeanComplete = logical(O); % Indicate an INCOMPLETE mean specification,
end 
else
if isempty(C) | (isempty(AR) & (R > 0)) | isempty (MA) | isempty(regress)
% General ARMAX conditional mean model.
[C , AR, regress, residuals ] = arxO(y, X, R, isConstantlnMean);
[dummy, MA, dummy , unconditionalV ariance] = armaO(residuals , 0 , M); 
isMeanComplete = logical(O); % Indicate an INCOMPLETE mean specification,
end 
end 
end
if isVariancelnMean & (isempty(InMean) | -isMeanComplete)
InMean = 0; 
end
if isMeanComplete
specOO = garchset('C, C, 'AR', AR, 'MA', MA, 'Regress', regress, 'InMean', InMean, 'K', 1); 
if isempty([preInnovations ; preSigmas ; preSeries]) 
residuals = garchinfer(specOO, y, X); 
else
residuals = garchinfer(specOO, y, X, preinnovations, preSigmas, preSeries); 
end
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unconditionalVariance = var(residuals,l); 
end
isVarianceComplete = logical(l); % Initialize flag to indicate a complete variance
specification.
switch upper(varianceModel) 
case {'GARCH' 'CONSTANT'} 
if isempty(K) | (isempty(GARCH) & (P > 0)) | (isempty(ARCH) & (Q > 0))
[K, GARCH, ARCH] = garchO(P, Q, unconditionalV ariance) ;
isVarianceComplete = logical(O); % Indicate an INCOMPLETE variance
specification, 
end
case 'EGARCH'
if isempty(K) | (isempty(GARCH) & (P > 0)) | (isempty(ARCH) & (Q > 0)) |
(isempty(Leverage) & (Q > 0))
[K, GARCH, ARCH, Leverage] = egarchO(P, Q, unconditionalV ariance) ; 
isVarianceComplete = logical(O); % Indicate an INCOMPLETE variance
specification, 
end 
case 'GJR'
if isempty(K) | (isempty(GARCH) & (P > 0)) | (isempty(ARCH) & (Q > 0)) |
(isempty(Leverage) & (Q > 0))
[K, GARCH, ARCH] = garchO(P, Q, unconditionalV ariance) ;
Leverage = zeros(Q,l);
isVarianceComplete = logical(O); % Indicate an INCOMPLETE variance
specification, 
end
end
% Get the probability distribution of the innovations process e(t) and 
% initialize the degree-of-ffeedom (DoF) parameter, 
distribution = garchget(spec , 'Distribution'); 
distribution = distribution(~isspace(distribution));
isDistributionT = strcmp(upper(distribution),'T'); % Set a flag to indicate a T distribution.
DoF = garchget(spec , 'DoF'); % Degrees-of-Freedom for T-distributions.
if isDistributionT & isempty (DoF)
DoF = 5; % No initial guess, so initialize to a modest value,
end
% Pre-allocate an equality constraint indicator vector for individual coefficients.
Fix = zeros(isConstantInMean + R + M + nX + isVariancelnMean + 1 + P + Q , 1); 
if any(strcmp(upper(varianceModel) , {'EGARCH' 'GJR'}))
Fix = [Fix ; zeros(Q,l)]; % Allow for Leverage terms,
end
Fix = [Fix ; zeros(isDistributionT,l)]; % Allow for T distributions.
% Set the Boolean equality constraint indicator vector.
Fix = setEqualityConstraints(Fix, spec, nX, isMeanComplete, isVarianceComplete);
% Set optimization-related fields.
Optimization = optimset('finincon'); 
if isinf(optimget(Optimization, 'MaxSQPIter'))
Optimization = optimset(Optimization, 'MaxSQPIter', 1000 * garchcount(spec)); 
end
Optimization = optimset(Optimization , 'MaxFunEvals', garchget(spec , 'MaxFunEvals'),... 
'Maxlter' , garchget(spec , 'Maxlter') ,...
'TolFun' , garchget(spec , 'TolFun') ,...
'TolCon' , garchget(spec , 'TolCon') ,...
'TolX' , garchget(spec , 'TolX') ) ; 
if strcmpi(garchget(spec , 'Display'), 'off)
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Optimization = optimset(Optimization , 'Display' , 'off);
Optimization = optimset(Optimization, 'Diagnostics', 'off); 
else
Optimization = optimset(Optimization , 'Display' , 'iter');
Optimization = optimset(Optimization , 'Diagnostics', 'on'); 
end
Optimization = optimset(Optimization, 'LargeScale' , 'off);
% Initialize a GLOBAL variable for convenience and code clarity, 
global GARCH_TOLERANCE
GARCH_TOLERANCE = 2*optimget(Optimization , 'TolCon', le-7); 
xO = [repmat(C,isConstantInMean, 1 ) ; AR(:) ; MA(:) ; regress(:) ;
repmat(InMean,isVarianceInMean,l) ; K ; GARCH(:) ; ARCH(:) ; Leverage(:) ; DoF]; 
% Initial guess,
% Identify the objective and non-linear constraint functions, and compute 
% the linear constraints (including lower & upper bounds), 
switch upper(varianceModel) 
case {'GARCH', 'CONSTANT'} % GARCH(0,0) and Constant variance models are the same 
thing.
if isDistributionT 
objectiveFunction = @garchllft; 
else
objectiveFunction = @garchllfn; 
end
nonLinearConstraintFunction = @armanlc;
[LB, UB, A, b, Aeq, beq] = garchlc(R, M, P, Q, nX, isConstantlnMean, isDistributionT, 
Fix, xO, isVariancelnMean); 
case 'EGARCH' 
if isDistributionT 
objectiveFunction = @egarchllft; 
else
objectiveFunction = @egarchllfn; 
end
nonLinearConstraintFunction = @egarchnlc;
[LB, UB, A, b, Aeq, beq] = egarchlc(R, M, P, Q, nX, isConstantlnMean, isDistributionT, 
Fix, xO); 
case 'GJR' 
if isDistributionT 
objectiveFunction = @gjrllft; 
else
objectiveFunction = @gjrllfn; 
end
nonLinearConstraintFunction =. @armanlc;
[LB, UB, A, b, Aeq, beq] = gjrlc(R, M, P, Q, nX, isConstantlnMean, isDistributionT, Fix,
xO);
otherwise
error('GARCH:garchfit:UnknownModel', ' Unknown conditional variance model.')
end
wamingMessage = "; 
state = warning; 
waming('off)
[coefficients, LLF ,...
exitFlag , output, lambda] = fmincon(objectiveFunction , xO ,...
A , b , ...
Aeq , beq ,...
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LB ,UB ...
nonLinearConstraintFunction, Optimization ,...
y ,R
M ,P
Q , x
isConstantlnMean , isVariancelnMean,... 
preinnovations , preSigmas , preSeries);
waming(state)
% Examine the log-likelihood objective function (LLF) value for a likely 
% pre-mature convergence situation, 
if abs(LLF -1 .Oe+20) < eps 
wamingMessage = 'Possible Invalid Convergence: Estimates May Be Inaccurate'; 
if DisplayFlag | (nargout =  0) 
fprintf('%s\n%s\n', "  , [wamingMessage '.']); 
end 
end
LLF = -LLF; 
if exitFlag =  0
convergeMessage = 'Maximum Function Evaluations or Iterations Reached'; 
if DisplayFlag | (nargout == 0) 
fprintf('%s\n', "  , [convergeMessage '.']); 
end
elseif exitFlag < 0 
convergeMessage = 'Function Did NOT Converge'; 
if DisplayFlag | (nargout =  0) 
fprintf('%s\n', "  , [convergeMessage '.']); 
end
elseif exitFlag > 0 
convergeMessage = 'Function Converged to a Solution';
TolCon = garchget(spec , 'TolCon');
isLowerBoundViolation = ( ((coefficients - LB) < 0) & ((LB - coefficients) <= TolCon) ); 
isUpperBoundViolation = ( ((coefficients - UB) > 0) & ((coefficients - UB) <= TolCon) ); 
coefficients(isLowerBoundViolation) = LB(isLowerBoundViolation); 
coefficients(isUpperBoundViolation) = UB(isUpperBoundViolation); 
end
if -isMeanComplete
spec = garchset(spec, 'FixC, [], 'FixAR', [], 'FixMA', [], 'FixRegress', [], 'FixInMean', []); 
end
if -isVarianceComplete 
spec = garchset(spec, 'FixK', [], 'FixGARCH', [], 'FixARCH', [], 'FixLeverage', []); 
end
coeff = packCoefficients(spec, coefficients, nX); 
if -isequal(garchget(coeff,'Display'), garchget(spec,'Display')) 
coeff.Display = garchget(spec,'Display'); 
end
if-isequal(garchget(coeff,'MaxFunEvals'), garchget(spec,'MaxFunEvals')) 
coeff.MaxFunEvals = garchget(spec,'MaxFunEvals') ; 
end
if -isequal(garchget(coeff,'MaxIter'), garchget(spec,'MaxIter')) 
coeff.MaxIter = garchget(spec,'MaxIter'); 
end
if -isequal(garchget(coeff,'TolCon'), garchget(spec,'TolCon')) 
coeff.TolCon = garchget(spec,'T olCon') ; 
end
if-isequal(garchget(coeff,'TolFun'), garchget(spec,'TolFun'))
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coeff.TolFun = garchget(spec,'TolFun'); 
end
if ~isequal(garchget(coeff,'TolX'), garchget(spec,'TolX')) 
coeff.TolX = garchget(spec,'TolX'); 
end 
try
comment = garchget(coeff, 'Comment'); % Save the comment to retain the number of 
regressors, 
coeff = garchset(coeff);
coeff Comment = comment; % Restore the comment (a question mark '?' would have
been inserted), 
catch
wamingMessage = lasterr; % Store the violation.
iStart = fmdstr(wamingMessage, 'garchset') + length('garchset');
wamingMessage = wamingMessage(iStart:end);
wamingMessage = fliplr(deblank(fliplr(wamingMessage)));
if  DisplayFlag | (nargout == 0)
^rintf('%s\n%s\n', "  , wamingMessage); 
end
convergeMessage = 'Function Did NOT Converge'; 
if (DisplayFlag | (nargout =  0)) & (exitFlag > 0)
%rintf('%s\n%s\n', "  , [convergeMessage '.']); 
end
exitFlag = -1; 
end
% Compute the variance-covariance matrix of the parameter 
% estimates and extract the standard errors of the estimation, 
if (nargout >= 2) | (nargout =  0) 
try
covarianceMatrix = varcov(objectiveFunction, coefficients , y, R, M, P, Q, X, F ix ,... 
isConstantlnMean, isVariancelnMean, 
preinnovations , preSigmas , preSeries);
catch
covarianceMatrix = repmat(NaN, length(coefficients), length(coefficients)); 
end
standardErrors = sqrt(diag(covarianceMatrix))'; 
errors = packCoefficients(spec, standardErrors, nX); 
else
errors = []; % Make sure this exists for packing into varargout (see below), 
end
if (nargout >= 4) | (nargout =  0)
try
if isempty([preInnovations ; preSigmas ; preSeries])
[innovations, sigmas] = garchinfer(coeff, y, X); 
else
[innovations, sigmas] = garchinfer(coeff, y, X, preinnovations, preSigmas, preSeries); 
end 
catch
innovations = repmat(NaN, size(y)); 
sigmas = repmat(NaN, size(y));
end
else
innovations = []; % Make sure they exist for packing into varargout (see below), 
sigmas = []; 
end
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TolCon = optimget(Optimization , 'TolCon', le-7);
if (norm([lambda.lower(:) ; lambda.upper(:) ; lambda.ineqlin(:) ; lambda.ineqnonlin(:)] , 1) > 
TolCon)
constraintMessage = 'Boundary Constraints Active: Standard Errors May Be Inaccurate'; 
if (DisplayFlag & (nargout >= 2)) | (nargout =  0) 
fprintf('%s\n', "  , [constraintMessage '.']); 
end 
else
constraintMessage = 'No Boundary Constraints'; 
end
if nargout >= 6 
if isempty(wamingMessage) 
wamingMessage = 'No Wamings'; 
end
summary.exitFlag = exitFlag;
summary .waming = wamingMessage;
summary, converge = convergeMessage;
summary, constraints = constraintMessage;
summary.covMatrix = covarianceMatrix; 
summary.iterations = output.iterations; 
summary .functionCalls = output.funcCount;
summary .lambda = lambda; % Lagrange multipliers at the solution,
else
summary = []; 
end
if rowY & (nargout >= 4) 
innovations = innovations(:).'; 
sigmas = sigmas(:).'; 
end
if nargout == 0 
garchdisp(coeff, errors); 
garchplot(innovations, sigmas, y); 
dispC ')
%rintf(' Log Likelihood Value: % g\n\n', LLF) 
else
varargout = {coeff, errors, LLF, innovations, sigmas, summary} ; 
end
clear global GARCH_TOLERANCE
% * * * * *  Helper function for variance-covariance matrix. * * * * *  
function covarianceMatrix = varcov(objectiveFunction, pO, y, R, M, P, Q, X, F ix ,...
isConstantlnMean , isVariancelnMean, eO, sO, yO); 
delta = le -10; % Offset for numerical differentiation.
[LLF, G, H, 
residuals, sigmas,...
LogLikelihoods] = feval(objectiveFunction, pO, y, R, M, P, Q, X ,...
isConstantlnMean , isVariancelnMean, eO, sO, yO); 
gO = -LogLikelihoods; 
pDelta = pO;
scores = zeros(length(y), length(pO)); 
forj=l:length(pO) 
if-Fix(j) 
pDelta(j) = pO(j) * (1+delta); 
dp = delta * pO(j);
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if dp == 0 
dp = delta; 
pDelta(j)= dp; 
end
[LLF, G, H, 
residuals, sigmas,...
LogLikelihoods] = feval(objectiveFunction, pDelta, y, R, M, P, Q, X ,...
isConstantlnMean , isVariancelnMean, eO, sO, yO); 
gDelta = -LogLikelihoods; 
scores(: j )  = (gO - gDelta) / dp; 
pDelta(j) = pO(j); 
end 
end 
try
covarianceMatrix = zeros(length(pO)); 
j = ~logical(Fix);
covarianceMatrix(jJ) = pinv(scores(:,j)'*scores(:,j)); 
catch
covarianceMatrix = repmat(NaN, length(pO),length(pO)); 
end
% * * * * *  Helper function to extract parameters and * * * * *
% pack the output COEFF and ERROR structures,
function coeff = packCoefficients(spec, coefficients, nX) 
coefficients = coefficients(:)'; % Guarantee a row vector.
R = garchget(spec, R'); % Conditional mean AR order.
M = garchget(spec , 'M'); % Conditional mean MA order.
P = garchget(spec , 'P'); % Conditional variance order for lagged variances.
Q = garchget(spec , 'Q'); % Conditional variance order for lagged residuals,
if isnan(garchget(spec, 'C')) 
isConstantlnMean = logical(O); % Mean equation does NOT include a constant, 
else
isConstantlnMean = logical(l); % Mean equation includes a constant, 
end
varianceModel = garchget(spec , 'VarianceModel');
[varianceModel, InMeanString] = strtok(varianceModel, '-'); 
isVariancelnMean = -isempty(InMeanString); 
distribution = garchget(spec , 'Distribution'); 
distribution = distribution(~isspace(distribution));
isDistributionT = strcmp(upper(distribution),'T'); % Set a flag to indicate a T distribution, 
coeff = garchset('R', garchget(spec,'R'), 'M', garchget(spec,'M'), 'Distribution', distribution ,...
'P', garchget(spec,'P'), 'Q', garchget(spec,'Q'), 'VarianceModel', 
garchget(spec,'VarianceModel')) ; 
if isConstantlnMean 
coeff = garchset(coeff, 'C , coefficients(l), 'FixC, garchget(spec,'FixC')); 
else
coeff = garchset(coeff, 'C , NaN); 
end
11 = isConstantlnMean + 1;
12 = isConstantlnMean + R; 
i f R > 0
coeff.AR = coefficients(il:i2);
FixAR = garchget(spec,'FixAR');
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if -isempty(FixAR) 
coeff.FixAR = FixAR; 
end 
end
11 = 1 2  + 1;
12 = 12 + M; 
i f M > 0
coeff.MA = coefficients(il:i2);
FixMA = garchget(spec,'FixMA'); 
if -isempty(FixMA) 
coeff.FixMA = FixMA; 
end • 
end
11 = 12 + 1;
12 = 12 + nX; 
i f n X> 0
coeff Regress = coefficients(il:i2);
FixRegress = garchget(spec,'FixRegress'); 
if -isempty (FixRegress) 
coeff.FixRegress = FixRegress; 
end 
end
12 = 12 + isVariancelnMean; 
if isVariancelnMean 
coefflnMean = coefficients(i2);
FixInMean = garchget(spec,'FixInMean'); 
if -isempty(FixInMean) 
coeff FixInMean = FixInMean; 
end 
end 
12 = 12 + 1;
coeff. K = coefficients(i2);
FixK = garchget(spec,'FixK'); 
if -isempty(FixK) 
coeff FixK = FixK; 
end
11 = 1 2  + 1;
12 = 12 + P; 
i f P > 0
coeff. GARCH = coefficients(il:i2);
FixGARCH = garchget(spec,'FixGARCH'); 
if -isempty(FixGARCH) 
coeffFixGARCH = FixGARCH; 
end 
end
11 = 1 2  +  1;
12 = 12+ Q; 
i f Q > 0
if any(strcmp(upper(varianceModel) , {'EGARCH' 'GJR'})) 
coeff.Leverage = coefficients(il+Q:i2+Q);
FixLeverage = garchget(spec,'FixLeverage'); 
if -isempty(FixLeverage) 
coeff. FixLeverage = FixLeverage; 
end 
end
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coeff.ARCH = coefficients(il:i2);
FixARCH = garchget(spec,'FixARCH'); 
if  ~isempty(FixARCH) 
coeffFixARCH = FixARCH 
end 
end
if isDistributionT 
coeff.DoF = coefficients(end);
FixDoF = garchget(spec,'FixDoF'); 
if ~isempty(FixDoF) 
coeff.FixDoF = FixDoF; 
end 
end
comment = garchget(coeff,'Comment'); 
if any(comment == char(O)) 
pOpen = fmdstr(comment, '('); 
pClose = fmdstr(comment, ')'); 
if ~isempty(pOpen) & -isempty(pCIose) 
commas = findstr(comment(pOpen(l):pClose(l)), ','); 
if length(commas) == 1 
coeff.Comment = [comment(l:pClose(l)-l) ',' num2str(nX) comment(pClose(l):end)]; 
elseif length(commas) == 2 
coeff.Comment = [comment(l:(pOpen(l) + commas(2)-l)) num2str(nX)
comment(pClose(l ) : end)] ; 
end 
end 
end
% * * * * *  Helper function for initial ARMA(R,M) model guesses. * * * * *  
function [AR, MA, constant, variance] = armaO(y, R, M) 
if(R  + M) =  0 
AR = [];
MA = []; 
constant = mean(y); 
variance = var(y,l); 
return 
end
i f R > 0
correlation = autocorr(y, R + M); % auto-correlation sequence,
variance = var(y,l);
covariance = correlation * variance; % auto-covariance sequence. 
i f M > 0  
i = [M+1 : -1 :M-R+2] ;
i(i <= 0) = i(i <= 0) + 2; % covariance(k) = covariance(-k)
C = toeplitz(covariance(M+l :M+R), covariance(i)); 
i f R = = l
AR = covariance(M+2:M+R+l) / C; 
else
AR = C \ covariance(M+2:M+R+l); 
end 
else 
if R == 1 
AR = correlation(2); 
else
C = toeplitz(covariance(l:R));
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AR = C \ covariance(2:R+l); 
end 
end
eigenvalues = roots([l ; -AR(:)]); 
if any(abs(eigenValues) >=1)
AR = zeros(R,l);
MA = zeros(M,l); 
constant = mean(y); 
variance = var(y,l); 
return 
end 
else 
AR = []; 
end
X = filter([l -AR'], 1 , y); 
constant = mean(x); 
if M =  0 
variance = var(x,l);
MA = []; 
return 
end
c = autocorr(x , M) * var(x,l); % Covariance of an MA(M) process.
MA = zeros(M , 1); % Initialize MA coefficients.
MAI = ones (M , 1); % Saved MA coefficients from previous iteration.
counter = 1; % Iteration counter.
toi = 0.05; % Convergence tolerance.
while ((norm(MA - MAI) > toi) & (counter < 100))
MAI = MA;
variance = c(l) /([I ; MA]'* [1 ; MA]); 
if abs(variance) < toi 
break 
end
for j =M:-1:1
MA(j) = [c(j+l) ; -MA(l:M-j)]' * [1/variance ; MA(j+l:M)]; 
end
counter = counter + 1; 
end
eigenvalues = roots([l ; MA]);
if any(abs(eigenValues) >= 1) | any(isinf(eigenValues)) | any(isnan(eigenValues))
MA = zeros(M,l); 
variance = var(x,l); 
end
% * * * * Helper function for initial GARCH(P,Q) & GJR(P,Q) model guesses. * * * * 
function [K , GARCH , ARCH] = garchO(P , Q , unconditionalV ariance)
GARCH = 0.85;
GARCH = GARCH(ones(P,l))/max(P,l);
GARCH = GARCH(:);
ARCH = 0.90 - sum(GARCH);
ARCH = ARCH(ones(Q,l)) / max(Q,l);
ARCH = ARCHÇ);
if isempty (unconditionalV ariance) | (unconditionalV ariance <= 0)
K = le-3; % A decent assumption for daily returns, 
else
K = unconditionalVariance * (1 - sum([GARCH ; ARCH]));
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end
% * * * * *  Helper function for initial EGARCH(P,Q) model guesses. * * * * *  
function [K, GARCH, ARCH, Leverage] = egarchO(P, Q, unconditionalVariance)
GARCH = 0.9;
GARCH = GARCH(ones(P,l))/max(P,l);
GARCH = GARCH(:);
ARCH = 0.2;
ARCH = ARCH(ones(Q,l))/max(Q,l);
ARCH = ARCHÇ);
if isempty (unconditionalVariance) | (unconditionalV ariance <= 0)
K = -0.01; % A decent assumption for daily returns, 
else
K = (1 - sum(GARCH)) * log(unconditionalVariance); 
end
Leverage = zeros(Q,l);
% * * * * *  Helper function for setting equality constraints of individual parameters. * * * * *  
function Fix = setEqualityConstraints(Fix, spec, nX, isMeanComplete, isVarianceComplete)
R = garchget(spec , 'R'); % Conditional mean AR order.
M = garchget(spec , 'M'); % Conditional mean MA order.
P = garchget(spec , 'P'); % Conditional variance order for lagged variances.
Q = garchget(spec , 'Q'); % Conditional variance order for lagged residuals,
if isnan(garchget(spec, 'C')) 
isConstantlnMean = logical(O); % The mean equation does NOT include a constant, 
else
isConstantlnMean = logical(l); % The mean equation includes a constant, 
end
varianceModel = garchget(spec , 'VarianceModel');
[varianceModel, InMeanString] = strtok(varianceModel, '-'); 
isVariancelnMean = -isempty (InMeanString); 
distribution = garchget(spec , 'Distribution'); 
distribution = distribution(-isspace(distribution)); 
isDistributionT = strcmp(upper(distribution),'T');
11 = 1;
12 = isConstantlnMean + R + M + nX + isVariancelnMean; 
if isMeanComplete
if isConstantlnMean 
FixC = garchget(spec , 'FixC'); 
if isempty (FixC)
FixC = 0; 
end 
else
FixC = []; % A constant is NOT in the mean, so allocate no space for it.
end
if isVariancelnMean 
FixInMean = garchget(spec , 'FixInMean'); 
if isempty (FixInMean)
FixInMean = 0; 
end 
else
FixInMean = []; % A variance term is NOT in the mean, so allocate no space for it.
end
FixAR = garchget(spec , 'FixAR');
FixMA = garchget(spec , 'FixMA');
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FixRegress = garchget(spec , 'FixRegress'); 
if isempty (FixAR) , FixAR = zeros(R ,1); end 
if isempty (FixMA) , FixMA = zeros(M ,1); end 
if isempty (FixRegress), FixRegress = zeros(nX,l); end 
Fix(il:i2) = [FixC ; FixAR(:) ; FixMA(:) ; FixRegress(;) ; FixInMean]; 
end
if isVarianceComplete 
FixK = garchget(spec , 'FixK');
FixGARCH = garchget(spec , 'FixGARCH');
FixARCH = garchget(spec , 'FixARCH'); 
if isempty (FixK) , FixK = 0; end
if isempty (FixGARCH) , FixGARCH = zeros(P,l); end 
if isempty (FixARCH) , FixARCH = zeros(Q,l); end
11 = i2 + 1; % First index of the variance equation (excluding 'Leverage' terms).
12 = il + P + Q; % Last index of the variance equation (excluding 'Leverage' terms). 
Fix(il:i2) = [FixK ; FixGARCH(:) ; FixARCH(:)];
if any(strcmp(upper(varianceModel), {'EGARCH' 'GJR'}))
FixLeverage = garchget(spec , 'FixLeverage'); 
if isempty (FixLeverage), FixLeverage = zeros(Q,l); end
11 = i2 + 1; % First index of variance equation 'Leverage' terms.
12 = i l + Q - 1 ;  % Last index of variance equation 'Leverage' terms.
Fix(il;i2) = FixLeverage; % Allow for Leverage terms.
end
end
if isDistributionT 
FixDoF = garchget(spec , 'FixDoF'); 
if isempty(FixDoF)
FixDoF = 0; 
end
Fix(end) = FixDoF; % Allow for T distributions, 
end
% * * * * Helper function for lower/upper bound constraints of ARMAX(R,M,nX) models. * * 
*  *
function [LB, UB] = armaxlbub(R, M, nX, isConstantlnMean, isVariancelnMean) 
nParameters = isConstantlnMean + R + M + nX + isVariancelnMean;
LB = zeros(nParameters, 1); 
if isConstantlnMean 
LB(1) =-10; 
end
LB ((isConstantlnMean + l):nParameters) = [repmat(-R,R,l) ; repmat(-M,M,l) ; repmat(- 
10,nX,l) ; repmat(-10,isVariancelnMean, 1 )];
UB = -LB; % Lower & upper bounds are symmetric.
% * * * * *  Helper function for linear constraints of GARCH(P,Q) models. * * * * *  
function [LB, UB, A, b, Aeq, beq] = garchlc(R, M, P, Q, nX, isConstantlnMean, isDistributionT, 
Fix, xO, isVariancelnMean) 
global GARCH_TOLERANCE
nParameters = isConstantlnMean + R + M + nX + isVariancelnMean + 1 + P + Q + 
isDistributionT;
LB = zeros(nParameters,l);
UB = zeros(nParameters,l);
11 = 1; % First index of the mean equation.
12 = isConstantlnMean + R + M + nX + isVariancelnMean; % Last index of the mean equation. 
[LB(il:i2), UB(il:i2)] = armaxlbub(R, M, nX, isConstantlnMean, isVariancelnMean);
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% Set lower and upper bounds for GARCH(P,Q) variance models.
11 = 12 + 1; % First index of the variance equation (i.e., K).
12 = il + P + Q; % Last index of the variance equation (i.e., ARCH(Q)).
LB(il:i2) = [GARCH_TOLERANCE ; zeros(P+Q,l)];
UB(il:i2) = [5 ; ones(P+Q,l)];
if isDistributionT 
LB(end) = 2 + GARCH_TOLERANCE;
UB(end) = 200; 
end
LB = min(LB , xO);
UB = max(UB , xO); 
if(P  + Q ) > 0
A = [zeros(l,isConstantlnMean + R + M + nX + isVariancelnMean + 1) ones(l,P+Q) 
zeros(isDistributionT, 1 )] ;
b = 1 - GARCH_TOLERANCE; 
else 
A = []; 
b = [];
end
if any (Fix) 
i = find(Fix);
Aeq = zeros(length(i),nParameters); 
for j = l:length(i)
Aeq(j,i(i)) = 1; 
end
beq = xO(logical(Fix)); 
else 
Aeq = []; 
beq = []; 
end
% * * * * Helper function for non-linear constraints of ARMA(R,M) models. * * * * 
function [c, ceq, gc, gceq] = armanlc(Parameters, y, R, M, P, Q, X, isConstantlnMean, varargin) 
AReigenValues = roots([l ; -Parameters((isConstantInMean + l):(isConstantInMean + R))]); 
MAeigenValues = roots([l ; Parameters((isConstantInMean + R + 1 ) : (isConstantlnMean + R + 
M))]);
c = (abs([AReigenValues ; MAeigenValues]).^2) - (1 - GARCH TOLERANCE);
ceq = [];
gc =[]; 
gceq = [];
garchsim function
function [e, h, y] = garchsim(spec, nSamples, nPaths, seed, X, tolerance, eO, sO, yO)
% Inputs:
% Spec - Structure specification for the conditional mean and variance 
% models.
% Optional Inputs:
% NumSamples - Positive integer indicating the number of observations (sample 
% size) generated for each path of the Innovations, Sigmas, and Series 
% time series outputs (see below).
% NumPaths - Positive integer indicating the number of sample paths 
% (realizations) generated for the Innovations, Sigmas, and Series time 
% series outputs.
% State - Scalar random number generator state. If empty or missing, default
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% is 0 (the MATLAB initial state).
% X - Time series regression matrix of explanatory variable(s).
% Tolerance - Scalar transient response tolerance (0 < Tolerance <= 1).
% Preinnovations - Time series matrix or column vector of pre-sample 
% innovations upon which the recursive mean and variance models are 
% conditioned.
% PreSigmas - Time series matrix or column vector of positive pre-sample 
% conditional standard deviations upon which the recursive variance model 
% is conditioned.
% PreSeries - Time series matrix or column vector of pre-sample observations 
% of the return series of interest upon which the recursive mean model 
% is conditioned.
% Outputs:
% Innovations - NUMSAMPLES by NUMPATHS time series matrix of innovations,
% representing a mean zero, discrete-time stochastic process.
% Sigmas - NUMSAMPLES by NUMPATHS time series matrix of conditional standard 
% deviations of the corresponding Innovations matrix.
% Series - NUMSAMPLES by NUMPATHS time series matrix of the return series 
% of interest. Series is the dependent stochastic process and follows the 
% input conditional mean specification of general ARMAX form.
%
% Author: Bo Zhou, B.Zhou@surrey.ac.uk
if (nargin >= 2) & ~isempty(nSamples) 
if prod(size(nSamples)) > 1 
error('GARCH:garchsim:NonScalarNumSamples' , ' Number of observations "NumSamples" 
must be a scalar.'); 
end
if (round(nSamples) ~= nSamples) | (nSamples <= 0) 
error('GARCH:garchsim:NonIntegerNumSamples', ' Number of observations "NumSamples" 
must be a positive integer.');
end
else
nSamples = 100; % Set default, 
end
if (nargin >= 3) & ~isempty(nPaths) 
if prod(size(nPaths)) > 1 
error('GARCH:garchsim:NonScalarNumPaths' , ' Number of sample paths "NumPaths" must 
be a scalar.'); 
end
if (round(nPaths) ~= nPaths) | (nPaths <= 0) 
error('GARCH:garchsim:NonlntegerNumPaths', ' Number of sample paths "NumPaths" must 
be a positive integer.');
end
else
nPaths = 1; % Set default,
end
if (nargin >= 4) & -isempty(seed) 
if prod(size(seed)) > 1
error('GARCH:garchsim:NonScalarState' , ' Random number generator "State" must be a 
scalar.');
end
else
seed = 0; % Set default,
end
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if (nargin >= 5) & ~isempty(X) & (nargout >= 3)
if prod(size(X)) =  length(X) % Check for a vector.
X = X(:); % Convert to a column vector,
end
if any(isnan(X(:)))
X = X((max(find(isnan(sum(X,2)))) + l):end , :); 
end
if size(X,l) < nSamples
error('GARCH:garchsim:NotEnoughData', ' Regression matrix "X" has insufficient number of 
observations.'); 
end
regress = garchget(spec , 'Regress'); % Conditional mean regression coefficients, 
if size(X,2) ~= length(regress) 
error('GARCH:garchsim;InputMismatch' , ' Number of "Regress" coefficients unequal to 
number of regressors in "X".');
end
else
X = []; % Ensure X exists, 
regress = []; 
end
if (nargin =  6) & ~isempty(tolerance) 
if (prod(size(tolerance)) > 1) | (tolerance <= 0) | (tolerance >1) 
error('GARCH:garchsimdnvalidTolerance' , ' "Tolerance" must be a positive scalar less than 
or equal to 1.');
end
else
tolerance = 0.01; % Set default,
end
% Ensure necessary coefficients exist and have proper dimensions.
R = garchget(spec , 'R'); % Conditional mean AR order.
M = garchget(spec , 'M'); % Conditional mean MA order.
P = garchget(spec , 'P'); % Conditional variance order for lagged variances.
Q = garchget(spec , 'Q'); % Conditional variance order for lagged residuals.
C = garchget(spec , 'C'); % Conditional mean constant.
AR = garchget(spec , 'AR'); % Conditional mean AR coefficients.
MA = garchget(spec, 'MA'); % Conditional mean MA coefficients.
K = garchget(spec , 'K'); % Conditional variance constant.
GARCH = garchget(spec , 'GARCH'); % Conditional variance coefficients for lagged 
variances.
ARCH = garchget(spec , 'ARCH'); % Conditional variance coefficients for lagged residuals, 
if isempty(C) & (nargout >= 3) 
error('GARCH:garchsim:UnspecifiedC , ' Conditional mean constant "C" must be specified.'); 
end
if isempty(AR) & (R ~= 0) 
error('GARCH:garchsim:UnspecifiedAR' , ' Auto-regressive "AR" coefficients must be 
specified.'); 
end
if isempty (MA) & (M ~= 0) 
error('GARCH:garchsim:UnspecifiedMA' , ' Moving-average "MA" coefficients must be 
specified.'); 
end
if isempty(K)
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error('GARCH:garchsim:UnspecifiedK' , ' Conditional variance constant "K" must be 
specified.'); 
end
if isempty(GARCH) & (P ~= 0) 
error('GARCH:garchsim:UnspecifiedGARCH' , ' "GARCH" coefficients of lagged variances 
must be specified.'); 
end
if isempty(ARCH) & (Q ~= 0) 
error('GARCH:garchsim:UnspecifiedARCH' , ' "ARCH" coefficients of lagged residuals must 
be specified.'); 
end
varianceModel = garchget(spec , 'VarianceModel');
[varianceModel, InMeanString] = strtok(varianceModel, '-'); 
isVariancelnMean = -isempty (InMeanString) ;
InMean = garchget(spec , 'InMean'); 
if isVariancelnMean & isempty(InMean) & (nargout >=3) 
error('GARCH:garchsim:UnspecifiedInMean' , ' Variance-in-mean coefficient "InMean" must 
be specified.'); 
end
Leverage = garcliget(spec , 'Leverage');
if strcmp(varianceModel, 'EGARCH') | strcmp(varianceModel, 'GJR') 
if isempty (Leverage) & (Q -=  0) 
error('GARCH:garchsim;UnspecifiedLeverage' , ' "Leverage" coefficients must be specified 
for "EGARCH" and "GJR" models.');
end
end
maxRMPQ = max([R M P Q]); % maximum # of pre-sample lags needed to 'jump-start' the
process.
isPreSampleMissing = logical(l); % Initialize to'missing user-specified pre-sample data', 
if (nargin >= 7) 
if strcmp(varianceModel, 'EGARCH') 
nSTDs = max([P Q]); 
else 
nSTDs = P; 
end
prelnnovationsNeeded = logical(O); 
preSigmasNeeded = logical(O); 
preSeriesNeeded = logical(O); 
if (max([M Q]) > 0) 
prelnnovationsNeeded = logical(l);
isPreSampleMissing = logical(O); % Pre-sample data provided, 
end
if (nSTDs > 0)
preSigmasNeeded = logical(l);
isPreSampleMissing = logical(O); % Pre-sample data provided, 
end
if (R > 0) & (nargout >= 3) 
preSeriesNeeded = logical(l);
isPreSampleMissing = logical(O); % Pre-sample data provided, 
end 
end
% If pre-sample conditioning observations are provided, then scrub the 
% pre-sample data, 
if -isPreSampleMissing
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preinnovations = zeros(maxRMPQ , nPaths);
preSigmas = ones (maxRMPQ , nPaths); % Set to I's to prevent EGARCH divide by 0 
wamings.
preSeries = zeros(maxRMPQ , nPaths); 
if prelnnovationsNeeded 
[preinnovations, message] = presamplecheck(preInnovations, 'Preinnovations', eO, max([M
Q]));
error(message);
end
if preSigmasNeeded 
if nargin >= 8
[preSigmas, message] = presamplecheck(preSigmas, 'PreSigmas', sO, nSTDs); 
error(message); 
else
error('GARCH:garchsim:UnspecifiedPreSigmas', ' "PreSigmas" array must be specified.'); 
end
if any(preSigmas(:) <= 0) 
error('GARCH:garchsim:NonPositivePreSigmas' , ' All required "PreSigmas" standard 
deviations must be positive.'); 
end 
end
if preSeriesNeeded 
if nargin >= 9
[preSeries, message] = presamplecheck(preSeries, 'PreSeries', yO, R); 
error(message); 
else
error('GARCH:garchsim:UnspecifiedPreSeries', ' "PreSeries" array must be specified.'); 
end 
end 
end
if isPreSampleMissing 
if isempty(AR) 
decayTimel = M; 
else
eigenvalues = roots([l -AR]);
decayTimel = ceil(log(tolerance) / log(max(abs(eigenValues)))) + M; 
end
% Conditional Variance Models: 
switch varianceModel 
case 'GARCH' 
if isempty(ARCH) & isempty(GARCH) 
decayTimel = P; 
else
AB = zeros(max([P Q ]), 2);
AB(1:Q,1) = -ARCH(:);
AB(1:P,2) = -GARCH(:); 
polynomial = sum(AB,2); 
eigenvalues = roots([l ; polynomial]);
decayTimel = ceil(log(tolerance) / log(max(abs(eigenValues)))) + P; 
end
case 'EGARCH' 
if isempty(GARCH) 
decayTimel = Q; 
else
eigenvalues = roots([l -GARCH]);
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decayTimel = ceil(log(tolerance) / log(max(abs(eigenValues)))) + Q; 
end 
case 'GJR' 
if isempty(ARCH) & isempty(GARCH) 
decayTimel = P; 
else
AB = zeros(max([P Q ]), 2);
AB(1:Q,1) = -(ARCH(:) + 0.5*Leverage(:));
AB(1:P,2) = -GARCH(:); 
polynomial = sum(AB,2); 
eigenvalues = roots([l ; polynomial]);
decayTimel = ceil(log(tolerance) / log(max(abs(eigenV alues)))) + P; 
end
case 'Constant' 
decayTimel = 0;
end
% Now compute the total number of observations generated for each path.
T = nSamples + min(maxRMPQ + max(decayTimel , decayTimel), 10000); 
else % Dependent sample paths simulation.
% Set the total number of observations generated for each path.
T = nSamples + maxRMPQ; 
e = zeros(T , nPaths);
h = ones (T , nPaths); % Set to I's to prevent EGARCH divide by 0 wamings. 
if max([M Q]) ~= 0 % Assign pre-sample values only if needed.
e(l imaxRMPQ , :) = preinnovations; 
end
ifnSTD s~=0 % Assign pre-sample values only if needed.
h(l imaxRMPQ , :) = preSigmas.^2; % Convert from standard deviation to variance, 
end 
end
% Get the probability distribution of the innovations process and draw the 
% i.i.d. random sequence, y(t), that drives the e(t) innovations sequence 
% such that e(t) = y(t) * sqrt(h(t)). 
distribution = garchget(spec , 'Distribution'); 
distribution = distribution(~isspace(distribution)); 
switch upper(distribution) 
case 'GAUSSIAN' 
randn('state', seed);
y = randn(T , nPaths); % y(t) are i.i.d. Gaussian variâtes ~ N(0,1) distributed, 
case'T'
DoF = garchget(spec , 'DoF'); 
if isempty(DoF)
error('GARCH:garchsim:UnspecifiedDoF' , ' Degrees-of-freedom "DoF" of T-Distributed 
innovations must be specified.') 
end
rand ('state', seed); 
randn('state', seed);
y = randn(T , nPaths) .* sqrt(DoF ./ (randg(DoF/2 , T , nPaths) .* 2)); 
y = y / sqrt(DoF / (DoF - 2)); % Standardize the i.i.d. T-distributed variâtes, 
otherwise
error('GARCH:garchsim:InvalidDistribution' , ' Distribution of innovations must be
"Gaussian" or "T".') 
end
varianceCoefficients = [K ; GARCH(;) ; ARCH(:) ; Leverage(i)]'; 
switch varianceModel
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case 'GARCH' 
if isPreSampleMissing 
sigma = sqrt(K/ (1 - sum([GARCH(:) ; ARCH(:)]))); 
e = repmat([sigma(ones(maxRMPQ,l)) ; zeros(T-maxRMPQ,l)], 1 , nPaths); 
h = eA2; 
end
for t = (maxRMPQ + 1):T 
varianceData = [ones(l,nPaths) ; h(t-(l:P),:) ; e(t-(l:Q),:).^2]; 
h(t,:) = varianceCoefficients * varianceData;
e(t,:) = sqrt(h(t,:)) .* y(t,:);
end
case 'EGARCH'
if strcmpi(distribution , 'T') & (DoF <= 200) % T-distributed innovations.
MAD = sqrt((DoF - 2) / pi) * gamma(0.5 * (DoF -1)) / gamma(0.5 * DoF); 
else
MAD = sqrt(2 / pi); % Gaussian innovations,
end
if isPreSampleMissing 
e = zeros(T , nPaths);
sigma = sqrt( exp(K / (1 - sum(GARCH(:)))) );
h = repmat([sigma(ones(maxRMPQ,l)).'^2 ; zeros(T-maxRMPQ,l)], 1 , nPaths); 
y(l:maxRMPQ,:) = MAD; 
else
y(l:maxRMPQ,:) = e(l:maxRMPQ,:). / sqrt(h(l:maxRMPQ,:)); 
end
for t = (maxRMPQ + 1):T 
if isPreSampleMissing 
z = e(t-(l:Q),:) ./ sqrt(h(t-(l:Q),:)); 
else
z = y(t-(l:Q),:);
end
varianceData = [ones(l,nPaths) ; log(h(t-(l:P),;)) ; (abs(y(t-(l:Q),:)) - MAD) ; z]; 
h(t,:) = exp(varianceCoefficients * varianceData);
e(t,:) = sqrt(h(t,:)) .* y(t,:); 
end 
case 'GJR' 
if isPreSampleMissing 
sigma = sqrt(K / (1 - sum([GARCH(:) ; ARCH(:) ; 0.5 * Leverage(:)]))); 
e = repmat([sigma(ones(maxRMPQ,l)) ; zeros(T-maxRMPQ, 1 ) ] , 1 , nPaths); 
h = e.^2; 
end
for t = (maxRMPQ + 1):T 
el = e(t-(l :Q),:); % Get the previous Q observations for GJR leverage effect.
e2 = e l.^2;
varianceData = [ones(l,nPaths) ; h(t-(l:P),:) ; e2 ; ((el < 0) .* e2)]; 
h(t,:) = varianceCoefficients * varianceData;
e(t,:) = sqrt(h(t,:)) .* y(t,:);
end
case 'Constant' 
if isPreSampleMissing 
e = zeros(T, nPaths); 
end
h = repmat(K, T , nPaths);
e((maxRMPQ + 1):T,:) = sqrt(h((maxRMPQ + 1):T,:)) .* y((maxRMPQ + 1):T,:);
end
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if nargout >= 3 % Simulate y(t) only if requested,
if isnan(C)
C = 0; 
end
if ~isempty(X)
meanX = mean(X); % Sample mean vector.
rowsX = size(X,l); % # of input observations,
if T > rowsX
X = [meanX(ones(T - rowsX , 1),:); X]; % Pre-pend the sample mean so we have T 
samples, 
else
X = X(rowsX - (T - l):end , :); % Retain only the most recent T samples,
end 
end
% Initialize the output return series y(t) for subsequent linear filtering, 
if isPreSampleMissing 
e = [zeros(maxRMPQ,nPaths) ; e(maxRMPQ+Lend,:)];
% Determine the appropriate model-dependent pre-sample values for y(t).
average = C / (1 - sum(AR)); % Unconditional mean of stationary ARMA y(t) process, 
if isempty(X) 
if isVariancelnMean 
average = average + (InMean * mean(h(:))) / (1 - sum(AR)); 
end 
else
if isVariancelnMean 
average = average + ([regress InMean] * [meanX mean(h(:))]') / (1 - sum(AR)); 
else
average = average + (regress * meanX') / (1 - sum(AR)); 
end 
end
y(l :maxRMPQ , :) = average; 
else 
i f R ~ = 0  
y(l:maxRMPQ , :) = preSeries; 
end
end
armaCoefficients = [C ; AR(:) ; [1 ; MA(:)]]'; 
if isempty(X) 
if isVariancelnMean 
% ARMA(R,M) + Variance-in-Mean model,
for t = (maxRMPQ + 1):T
armaData = [ones(l,nPaths) ; y(t-(l:R),:) ; e(t-(0:M),:)]; 
y(t,:) = (armaCoefficients * armaData) + (InMean * h(t,:)); 
end 
else
% ARMA(R,M) model only,
for t = (maxRMPQ + 1):T
armaData = [ones(l,nPaths) ; y(t-(l:R),:) ; e(t-(0:M),:)]; 
y(t,:) = armaCoefficients * armaData; 
end 
end 
else
if (R + M) == 0 
y = repmat(C + X * regress', 1 , nPaths) + e;
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if isVariancelnMean 
y = y + h * InMean; 
end 
else
if isVariancelnMean 
% ARMAX(R,M,Nx) + Variance-in-Mean model,
for t = (maxRMPQ + 1):T
armaData = [ones(l,nPaths) ; y(t-(l:R),:) ; e(t-(0:M),:)];
y(t,:) = (armaCoefficients * armaData) + (InlMean * h(t,:)) + (regress * X(t,;)'); 
end 
else
% ARMAX(R,M,Nx) model,
for t = (maxRMPQ + 1):T 
armaData = [ones(l,nPaths) ; y(t-(l:R),:) ; e(t-(0:M),:)]; 
y(t,:) = (armaCoefficients * armaData) + (regress * X(t,:)'); 
end 
end 
end 
end
y = y((T - nSamples + 1):T, :); 
end
e = e((T - nSamples + 1):T, :); 
h = h((T - nSamples + 1):T , :); 
h = sqrt(h);
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Appendix J: Matlab codes of predictability 
estimation
NMSE function 
function [result]=nmse(x,y)
% NMSE estimation 
% X and y are input time series 
% result is output results 
%
% Author: Bo Zhou, B.Zhou@surrey.ac.uk
n=length(x);
a=((x-y).^2);
a=sum(a);
a=a./n;
c=var(y,l);
result=a./c;
SER function
function [result]=ser(x,y)
% Author: Bo Zhou, B.Zhou@surrey.ac.uk
n=length(x);
a=((x-y).^2);
a=sum(a);
a=a./n;
c=mean(y);
result=a./c;
PE CP function
function [result]=Pro_err(x,y)
% PECP estimation
% Author: Bo Zhou, B.Zhou@surrey.ac.uk
n=length(x);
a=(x-y)./y;
a=abs(a);
i=0;
for j= l:l:n  
ifa(j)>0.1 
i=i+l; 
end 
end
result=i/n*100;
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